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Key vocabulary, abbreviations, and acronyms 
 
Bacterial nomenclature 
This thesis follows bacterial nomenclature guidelines set forth by the American Society for 
Microbiology and the Journal of Bacteriology, whereby all microbial taxa are italicized, strain 
designations and numbers are not. Binary names are used for all bacteria; names are abbreviated 
after the first use of a specific epithet (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus abbreviated thereafter as S. 
aureus). 
 
Microbiome research terminology 
This thesis follows vocabulary recommendations by Marchesi and Ravel (2015) to describe 
research methods and microbial community features and their associated environments. To 
preserve the standardization of accepted vocabulary in the field of microbiome research, I herein 
describe vocabulary, abbreviations, and acronyms used throughout this thesis: 
 
Microbiota: the composition and abundance of microorganisms within a discrete environment, 
human, or otherwise. The term microbiota was first proposed by Lederberg and McCray (2001). 
 
Microbiome: the collection of microorganisms, their genetic material, and their surrounding 
environment. This term is derived from the suffix “-biome,” which includes both the biotic (living) 
and abiotic (non-living) elements of the given environment (Marchesi and Ravel, 2015). 
 
Metagenome: the genetic material derived from microbiota. The collection of the metagenome is 
typically obtained through shotgun sequencing with subsequent assembly or mapping to reference 
databases (Marchesi and Ravel, 2015). 
 
Metaorganism: a multicellular entity that comprises the interactions between a host species and 
its entire breadth of microbial communities (Turnbaugh et al., 2007; Bosch and McFall-Ngai, 
2011). 
 
16S rRNA gene: The 16S rRNA gene is named according to the following nomenclature: The 
“S” refers to the Svedberg unit, a non-SI unit for sedimentation rate. It is a measure of particle 
size relating to its rate of travel in a tube under high g force. 16S ribosomal ribonucleic acid 
(rRNA) refers to the ribosomal component of the body of the 30S subunit of bacterial and 
archaeal ribosomes. They make-up one structure of 16S rRNA that is bound to constituent 21 
proteins. The genes that encode this structure are referred to as the 16S rRNA gene (Lederberg 
and McCray, 2001). Multiple 16S rRNA gene sequences can exist within a single bacterium 
(Case et al., 2007). The 16S rRNA gene is a popular molecular marker used in reconstructing 
phylogenies because of the slow rate of evolution within a conserved portion of this gene (Case et 
al., 2007; Woese and Fox, 1977). 
 
16S rRNA gene sequencing/analysis: 16S rRNA gene sequencing is a common molecular 
method used to characterize mammalian resident microbiota. Analysis of 16S rRNA gene 
sequences includes the clustering of related sequences at a defined similarity threshold followed 
by counting the number of the representative sequences of each cluster (Byrd et al., 2018; Jo et 
al., 2016). 
 
Operational taxonomical unit (OTU): An OTU refers to a cluster of closely related DNA 
sequences. In microbiome research, this is usually within the context of 16S rRNA gene 
sequencing and analysis, but it can also refer to other taxonomic marker genes. A threshold cut-off 
of 97% is the generally accepted similarity threshold (Kopylova et al., 2016; Stackebrandt and 
Goebel, 1994; Westcott and Schloss, 2015). In many cases, OTU is used as a proxy for “species” 
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(Blaxter et al., 2005). 
 
Amplicon sequence variant (ASV) or exact sequence variant (ESV): a single DNA sequence 
read derived from high-throughput marker gene (i.e., 16S rRNA gene) analysis. An ASV read is 
generated after the removal of erroneous sequences that are usually generated during PCR 
amplification and subsequent sequencing (Acinas et al., 2005; Kunin et al., 2010). Differing 
ASVs can vary by as few as one nucleotide; an ASV can be thought of as an OTU with 100% 
sequence similarity (Porter and Hajibabaei, 2018). Researchers argue ASVs offer a more precise 
and accurate measurement of sequence variation (Callahan et al., 2017), and therefore, some 
microbiome researchers have argued for defining taxa based solely on exact nucleotide sequences 
(Callahan et al., 2017). A recent study from 2019 concluded that ASV-based inference methods 
perform better than OTU clustering methods for distinguishing noise from biological signal in 
low biomass communities (Caruso et al., 2019). However, a slightly older study comparing 
binning approaches (i.e., OTU versus ASV) using a large field-based data set found that ASV 
binning provided just a minor improvement in taxonomic resolution over OTU binning, 
demonstrating that, in general, ribosomal genetic markers are inadequate molecular targets if 
high-genetic resolution of a microbial community is required (Glassman and Martiny, 2018). 
Moreover, OTUs are still widely used, especially for the comparison of diversity across large 
datasets, for example, (Delgado-Baquerizo et al., 2018). 
 
 
Abbreviations and acronyms  
AI: autoimmune 
AIBD: autoimmune blistering disease 
AMP: antimicrobial peptide 
AN: anorexia nervosa 
ASV: amplicon sequence variant 
BP: bullous pemphigoid 
BPDAI: Bullous Pemphigoid Disease Area Index 
BMI: body mass index 
DF: degrees of freedom 
EBA: epidermolysis bullosa acquisita 
GWAS: genome-wide association 
IBD: inflammatory bowel disease 
IS: indicator species 
LPS: lipopolysaccharides 
MR: Mendelian Randomization  
OTU: operational taxonomic unit  
PCR: polymerase chain reaction  
SNP: single-nucleotide polymorphism  
TLR: Toll-like receptor 
QTL: quantitative trait locus analysis 
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Abstracts 
 
Chapter 1 
Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is the most common autoimmune blistering disease. It predominately 
afflicts the elderly and is significantly associated with increased mortality. The observation of 
age-dependent changes in the skin microbiota as well as its involvement in other inflammatory 
skin disorders suggests that skin microbiota may play a role in the emergence of BP blistering. 
We hypothesize that changes in microbial diversity associated with BP might occur before the 
emergence of disease lesions, and thus could represent an early indicator of blistering risk. The 
present study aims to investigate potential relationships between skin microbiota and BP and 
elaborate on important changes in microbial diversity associated with blistering in BP. This study 
consisted of an extensive sampling effort of the skin microbiota in patients with BP and age- and 
sex-matched controls to analyze whether intra-individual, body site, and/or geographical variation 
correlate with changes in skin microbial composition in BP and/or blistering status. We find 
significant differences in the skin microbiota of patients with BP compared to that of controls, 
and moreover that disease status rather than skin biogeography (body site) correlates with skin 
microbiota composition in patients with BP. Our data reveal a discernible transition between 
normal skin and the skin surrounding BP lesions, which is characterized by a loss of protective 
microbiota and an increase in sequences matching Staphylococcus aureus, a known 
inflammation-promoting species. Notably, Staphylococcus aureus is ubiquitously associated with 
BP disease status, regardless of the presence of blisters. Our findings suggest Staphylococcus 
aureus may be a key taxon associated with BP disease status. Importantly, we find that contrasting 
patterns in the relative abundances of Staphylococcus hominis and Staphylococcus aureus reliably 
discriminate between patients with BP and matched controls. This may serve as valuable 
information for assessing blistering risk and treatment outcomes in a clinical setting. 
 
 

 
Graphical abstract designed by Britt M. Hermes Belheouane, Hermes, et al. 2022. JARE. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jare.2022.03.019 
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Chapter 2 
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a psychiatric condition defined by low body weight for age and height 
and is associated with numerous dermatological conditions. Yet, clinical observations report that 
patients with AN do not suffer from infectious skin diseases such as those associated with 
primary malnutrition. Cell-mediated immunity appears to be amplified in AN, however, and this 
pro-inflammatory state does not sufficiently explain the lower incidence of infections. 
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are important components of the innate immune system 
defending against pathogens and shaping the microbiota. In Drosophila melanogaster, starvation 
precedes increased AMP gene expression. Here, we analyzed skin microbiota in patients with AN 
and age-matched, healthy-weight controls and investigated the influence of weight gain on 
microbial community structure. We then correlated features of the skin microbial community 
with psoriasin and RNase 7, two highly abundant AMPs in human skin, to clarify whether an 
association between AMPs and skin microbiota exists and whether such a relationship might 
contribute to the resistance to cutaneous infections observed in AN. We find significant statistical 
correlations between Shannon diversity and the highly abundant skin AMP psoriasin and 
bacterial load, respectively. Moreover, we reveal that psoriasin significantly associates with 
Abiotrophia, an indicator for the healthy-weight control group. Additionally, we observe a 
significant correlation between an individual’s body mass index and Lactobacillus, a microbial 
indicator in the healthy study group. Future investigation may help clarify physiological 
mechanisms that link nutritional intake with skin physiology. 
 

 
Graphical abstract designed by Britt M. Hermes. 
Created with BioRender.com. 
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Chapter 3 
Skin microbiota play a crucial role in skin biology, including moderating local inflammatory 
responses and immune cell functioning. Disruptions in the homeostasis between host and 
commensal skin microbiota may lead to chronic inflammatory skin diseases. Thus, characterizing 
the relationship between host genetics and the assembly of the skin microbiome is central to 
understanding how microbiota influence human health and whether microbiota could be exploited 
as therapeutic interventions. Previously, using the 15th generation of an advanced intercross line, 
we demonstrated that abundances of bacterial taxa in the skin might be significantly influenced by 
host genetic variation. One candidate region was associated with unclassified Betaproteobacteria 
and contained one gene: neural epidermal growth factor-like 2 (Nell2). Nell2 is predominately 
expressed in neural tissues but has also been found to be differentially expressed in the epidermis 
of patients suffering from atopic dermatitis (AD). 
 
While the relationship between Nell2 and AD remains unelucidated, it is intriguing that an 
increased number of cutaneous free nerve endings has been observed in the epidermis of patients 
with AD, perhaps contributing to the intense pruritis that epitomizes this inflammatory skin 
disease. Here, we aimed to further explore the association between Nell2 and unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria in more detail by precisely identifying the bacterial taxon involved and 16S 
rRNA gene amplicon sequencing and analysis of a Nell2 knock-out strain. We reveal evidence 
suggesting that the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait might instead belong to 
Burkholderiaceae within the class Gammaproteobacteria. Moreover, we find that unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria abundance does not significantly vary according to the examined Nell2 
genotype in the knock-out strain. We show that most features of the skin microbiota do not 
significantly differ between Nell2 genotypes. We find evidence suggesting that the unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria trait might be a contaminant frequently found in DNA/RNA extraction kits. 
Our findings warrant future studies to validate host gene-microbe associations previously 
observed in genetic mapping studies involving murine skin. 
 

 
Graphical abstract designed by Britt M. Hermes. 
Created with BioRender.com. 
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Zusammenfassungen 
 
Chapter 1 
Das bullöse Pemphigoid (BP) ist die häufigste blasenbildende Autoimmunerkrankung. Sie betrifft 
vor allem ältere Menschen und führt zu einer deutlich erhöhten Sterblichkeitsrate. 
Altersabhängige Veränderungen der Hautmikrobiota sowie deren Beteiligung an anderen 
entzündlichen Hauterkrankungen legen nahe, dass die Mikroorganismen der Haut eine Rolle bei 
der Entstehung von BP-abhängiger Blasenbildung spielen könnten. Wir vermuten, dass 
Veränderungen der mikrobiellen Diversität im Zusammenhang mit BP vor dem Auftreten von 
Krankheitsläsionen auftreten und somit einen frühen Indikator für das Blasenbildungsrisiko 
darstellen könnten. Die vorliegende Studie zielt darauf ab, potenzielle Beziehungen zwischen der 
Mikrobiota der Haut und BP zu untersuchen und wichtige Veränderungen der mikrobiellen 
Diversität im Zusammenhang mit der Blasenbildung bei BP zu identifizieren. Um 
herauszufinden, ob intraindividuelle, körperliche und/oder geografische Unterschiede mit 
Veränderungen der mikrobiellen Zusammensetzung der Haut bei BP und/oder Blasenbildung 
korrelieren, wurden im Rahmen der Studie umfangreiche Proben der Hautmikrobiota von 
Patienten mit BP und alters- und geschlechtsgleichen Kontrollpersonen entnommen. Wir fanden 
signifikante Unterschiede der Hautmikrobiota von BP-Patienten im Vergleich zu der von 
Kontrollpersonen, und darüber hinaus, dass der Krankheitsstatus und nicht die Hautbiogeografie 
(Körperstelle) mit der Zusammensetzung der Hautmikrobiota bei BP-Patienten korreliert. Unsere 
Daten zeigen einen erkennbaren Übergang zwischen normaler Haut und der Haut, die BP-
Läsionen umgibt. Dieser Übergang ist durch einen Verlust der schützenden Mikrobiota und einer 
Zunahme von Sequenzen gekennzeichnet, die zu Staphylococcus aureus, eines bekannten 
entzündungsfördernden Bakteriums, passen. Bemerkenswert ist, dass Staphylococcus aureus 
unabhängig vom Vorhandensein von Blasen ubiquitär mit dem Krankheitsstatus von BP 
assoziiert ist. Unsere Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass Staphylococcus aureus ein 
Schlüsseltaxon, das mit dem BP-Krankheitsstatus assoziiert ist, sein könnte. Ein wichtiges 
Ergebnis der hier vorliegenden Studie ist, dass gegensätzliche Muster in den relativen 
Häufigkeiten von Staphylococcus hominis und Staphylococcus aureus zuverlässig zwischen 
Patienten mit BP und entsprechenden Kontrollen unterscheiden. Dies kann als wertvolle 
Information für die Beurteilung des Blasenbildungsrisikos und der Behandlungsergebnisse in 
einem klinischen Umfeld dienen. 
 
Chapter 2  
Anorexia nervosa (AN) ist eine psychiatrische Erkrankung, die durch ein im Verhältnis zu Alter 
und Körpergröße niedriges Körpergewicht gekennzeichnet ist und mit zahlreichen 
dermatologischen Erkrankungen einhergeht. Klinische Beobachtungen zeigen jedoch, dass 
Patienten mit AN nicht an infektiösen Hauterkrankungen leiden, wie sie zum Beispiel bei 
primärer Unterernährung auftreten. Allerdings scheint die zellvermittelte Immunität bei AN 
verstärkt zu sein. Dieser proinflammatorische Zustand erklärt die geringere Inzidenz von 
Infektionen jedoch nicht ausreichend. Ein wichtiger Teil des angeborenen Immunsystems sind 
Antimikrobielle Peptide (AMPs), die nicht nur gegen Krankheitserreger verteidigen, sondern 
auch die Mikrobiota formen. Bei Drosophila melanogaster geht Mangelernährung einer erhöhten 
AMP-Genexpression voraus. Hier haben wir die Mikrobiota der Haut von Patienten mit AN und 
altersgleichen, gesundgewichtigen Kontrollpersonen analysiert und den Einfluss der 
Gewichtszunahme auf die Struktur der mikrobiellen Gemeinschaft untersucht. Anschließend 
korrelierten wir Merkmale der Hautmikrobiota mit Psoriasin und RNase 7, zwei in der 
menschlichen Haut sehr häufig vorkommenden AMPs, um zu klären, ob ein Zusammenhang 
zwischen AMPs und der Hautmikrobiota besteht und ob eine solche Beziehung, zu der bei AN 
beobachteten Resistenz gegen Hautinfektionen beitragen könnte. Wir fanden signifikante 
statistische Korrelationen zwischen der Shannon-Diversität und dem in der Haut sehr häufig 
vorkommenden AMP Psoriasin bzw. der bakteriellen Belastung. Darüber hinaus zeigen wir, dass 
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Psoriasin signifikant mit Abiotrophia, einem Indikator für die gesundheitsbewusste 
Kontrollgruppe, assoziiert ist. Außerdem beobachten wir eine signifikante Korrelation zwischen 
dem Body-Mass-Index einer Person und Lactobacillus, einem mikrobiellen Indikator in der 
gesunden Studiengruppe. Künftige Untersuchungen könnten zur Klärung der physiologischen 
Mechanismen beitragen, die die Nahrungsaufnahme mit der Hautphysiologie verbinden. 
 
Chapter 3 
Die Hautmikrobiota spielt eine entscheidende Rolle in der Hautbiologie, u. a. bei der Regulierung 
lokaler Entzündungsreaktionen und der Funktion von Immunzellen. Störungen der Homöostase 
zwischen Wirt und Hautmikrobiota können zu chronisch entzündlichen Hautkrankheiten führen. 
Um zu verstehen, wie die Hautmikrobiota die menschliche Gesundheit beeinflusst und ob diese 
als therapeutische Maßnahme genutzt werden könnte, ist die Charakterisierung der Beziehung 
zwischen der Genetik des Wirts und dem Aufbau des Hautmikrobioms von zentraler Bedeutung. 
Anhand der 15. Generation einer fortgeschrittenen Kreuzungslinie konnten wir nachweisen, dass 
die Häufigkeit von Bakterientaxa in der Haut erheblich von der genetischen Variation des Wirts 
beeinflusst werden kann. Eine außergewöhnliche Kandidatenregion war mit nicht klassifizierten 
Betaproteobakterien assoziiert und enthielt das Gen Nell2 (neural epidermal growth factor-like 
2). Nell2 wird vorwiegend in Nervengeweben exprimiert. In Patienten mit atopischer Dermatitis 
(AD), einer entzündlichen Hauterkrankung, die durch starken Juckreiz charakterisiert wird, wird 
Nell2 zusätzlich auch in der Epidermis differentiell exprimiert. 
 
Obwohl der Zusammenhang zwischen Nell2 und AD noch nicht geklärt ist, ist es interessant, dass 
in der Epidermis von AD-Patienten eine erhöhte Anzahl von freien Nervenenden beobachtet 
wurde, die möglicherweise zu dem starken Juckreiz beitragen. In der hier vorliegenden Studie 
wollten wir die Assoziation zwischen Nell2 und nicht klassifizierten Betaproteobakterien, durch 
eine genaue Identifizierung des beteiligten Bakterientaxons mittels 16S rRNA-Sequenzierung und 
die Analyse eines Nell2-Knock-out-Stamms näher untersuchen. Wir finden Hinweise darauf, dass 
die nicht klassifizierten Betaproteobacteria zu Burkholderiaceae innerhalb der Klasse 
Gammaproteobacteria gehören könnten. Außerdem fanden wir heraus, dass sich die Häufigkeit 
von nicht klassifizierten Betaproteobacteria nicht signifikant zwischen dem Nell2-Knock-out-
Stamms und des Kontrollstamms unterscheiden. Zusätzlich zeigen wird, dass die Merkmale der 
Hautmikrobiota zwischen den Nell2-Genotypen nicht signifikant unterschiedlich sind. Schließlich 
finden wir Hinweise darauf, dass die nicht klassifizierten Betaproteobacteria eine häufige 
Verunreinigung in DNA/RNA-Extraktionskits sind. Unsere Ergebnisse rechtfertigen zukünftige 
Studien, die darauf abzielen, Assoziationen zwischen Wirtsgenen und Bakterien zu validieren, die 
zuvor in genetischen Kartierungsstudien mit Mäusehaut beobachtet wurden. 
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Introduction 
 
The skin microbiome, our hidden organ on the surface 
The skin is the largest organ in the human body, approximately 1.5 to 2 m2 in area, and serves as a 
crucial physical and immune barrier from our environment. Yet, the skin is home to billions of 
microorganisms inhabiting a multitude of folds, invaginations, and specialized niches that sustain 
microscopic life (Grice and Segre, 2011; Scharschmidt and Fischbach, 2013). We are not teeming 
with bugs so much as we are irrevocably intertwined with microbiota such that, throughout 
evolutionary history, these bacteria, fungi, and viruses have become invaluable parts of our 
physiology, cooperatively acting as a hidden organ. The microbiota colonizing the skin, their 
genetic material, and their microenvironments are collectively referred to as the skin microbiome 
(Marchesi and Ravel, 2015). 
 
Most microorganisms are not pathogens. Rather, the majority of microorganisms living on their 
hosts are benign and, in some cases, beneficial, performing functions vital for host physiology 
and homeostasis. Scientists are beginning to unravel how the skin microbiome is interfacing with 
different physiological processes of the mammalian host. Microbiota living on us, but also 
residing within deeper layers of the skin, contribute to host inflammation, epidermal barrier 
function, and immunity through feedback mechanisms with our immune cells (Grice and Segre, 
2011). Microbiota even contribute to host defense through the production of bactericidal factors 
(Iacob et al., 2018; Jacobs et al., 2017; Nakatsuji et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2020). Microbiome 
researchers are interested in understanding these mechanisms that link commensal microbes with 
host biology and how these interactions contribute to host health or disease. This thesis aims to 
characterize resident skin microbiota communities the context of inflammatory cutaneous disease. 
 
Human skin: an overview 
Human skin comprises the epidermis and the dermis layers, separated by a basement membrane. 
Sweat glands, hair follicles, sensory neurons, and blood vessels are housed within the deep layer 
of the dermis. The epidermis, the uppermost layer, provides a defense against invaders as an 
adaptive immunological barrier, a chemical/biochemical barrier, and a physical barrier. Humoral 
and cellular components of the immune system compose the adaptive immunological defense 
system (Proksch et al., 2008). The chemical barrier is formed by components of innate immunity, 
specifically lipids, acids, enzymes, antimicrobial peptides, and macrophages. The physical barrier 
is composed of the stratum corneum (the outmost layer), which protects against physical, 
chemical, and microbial incursions on the host. Collectively, these physiological components of 
the epidermis serve as formidable armor against pathogens and environmental attacks, while 
simultaneously retaining water and nutrients essential for host health (Grice and Segre, 2011). 
 
Remarkably, the skin is a self-renewing organ capable of replenishing itself every few weeks 
(Fuchs and Raghavan, 2002). The stratum corneum is composed of dead, flattened, enucleated 
keratinocytes known as squames (Fuchs and Raghavan, 2002; Grice and Segre, 2011). Squames 
are continuously sloughed off and replaced by inner keratinocytes that have detached from the 
cell cycle in the basement membrane as a final step in terminal differentiation and moved 
outwards toward the stratum corneum. These dead cells comprise a tough, brick and mortar-like 
exterior that tends to be dry, cool, and acidic (Belkaid and Segre, 2014; Grice and Segre, 2011). 
Interestingly, human skin appears to impart selective pressures on its microbes (Vandegrift et al., 
2017). Human skin is in constant contact with the environment, yet it harbors comparatively low-
biomass communities. 
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Figure 1. Human skin anatomy. Human skin consists of the epidermis and dermis, separated by an 
extracellular matrix, called the basement membrane, that provides a stabile foundation for the epidermis. It 
additionally helps prevent loss of water and nutrients. The epidermidis consists of physical, chemical, and 
immunological components that collectively serve as a protective barrier against microbial and 
environmental assaults on the host. Langerhans cells, dendritic cells, T cells, antimicrobial peptides, and 
enzymes reside within the skin. Resident microbiota live on and within the deeper layers of healthy human 
skin and contribute to host defense. The stratum corneum, is a dry, cool, and acidic exterior comprised of 
squames. Epidermal surface lipids, e.g., ceramides, free fatty acids, and cholesterol, help prevent water and 
electrolyte loss in additional to protective functions. Image by Britt M. Hermes. Created with Biorender.com. 
 
 
Human skin biogeography 
The topographical variation of the skin’s surface, which includes numerous topographic features 
and specialized appendages such as sweat glands and hair follicles, provides distinct 
environments suitable for microbial life (Costello et al., 2009; Fuchs and Raghavan, 2002; Grice 
et al., 2009; Grice and Segre, 2011). Accordingly, human skin displays “biogeography,” whereby 
distinct microbial assemblages colonize body sites depending upon temperature, moisture, pH, 
antimicrobial peptides, lipids, and physical skin structures (Costello et al., 2009; Grice et al., 
2009; Oh et al., 2014). In other words, the three major skin habitats, i.e., dry, moist, and 
sebaceous, relate to the structure and make-up of the bacterial communities living there. 
 
The skin microbiome is composed of a limited number of bacteria, most of which are Gram- 
positive species. The scientific consensus is that species from Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium, 
Propionibacterium, Micrococcus, Streptococcus, Brevibacterium, Acinetobacterium, and 
Pseudomonas genera are the most abundant commensal human skin residents (Byrd et al., 2018; 
Grice and Segre, 2011; Zhou et al., 2020). The sebaceous, oily zones, such as the upper back, 
forehead, and chest, tend to be low in microbial diversity and dominated by lipophilic 
microorganisms such as Propionibacterium acnes and Malassezia, a fungus (Grice et al., 2009; 
Grice and Segre, 2011). Betaproteobacteria, from the phylum Proteobacteria, also inhabit oily 
skin sites (Grice and Segre, 2011). Moist body zones, including the groin, armpit, and toe webs, 
support microorganisms that thrive in humid conditions, such as Gram-negative bacilli, 
coryneforms, and Staphylococcus aureus (Grice et al., 2009). Dry zones, such as the forearm, 
palm of hand, and leg, are often the richest in bacterial diversity (Grice et al., 2009). Both dry and 
moist zones tend to be more vulnerable to temporal variability, picking-up bacterial “hitch-hikers” 
that seem only to colonize the skin transiently (Grice et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2016). 
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Figure 2. Human skin biogeography. Humans are colonized by microbial assemblages that relate to 
sebaceous, moist, or dry body sites. These body sites vary in temperature, moisture, pH, antimicrobial 
peptides concentrations, surface lipid composition, and physical skin structures. Image by Britt M. 
Hermes. Created with Biorender.com. 
 
 
Distinct skin sites inhabit representative microbiota communities with abundant bacterial 
residents that are stable between individuals and over time (Costello et al., 2009). For example, 
Grice and colleagues (2011) found that body sites, such as the armpit, nares, back, and plantar 
heel, are more analogous in microbiota to the same body site on different individuals compared to 
that on a different body site of the same individual. Additionally, in a biogeographical survey of 
bacterial community variation, Costello and colleagues (2009) found that microbial communities 
tended to cluster according to body habitat, rather than by host sex, individual, or sampling time. 
For instance, the head region, including the external ears, forehead, hair, and external nose, could 
be differentiated from other body sites, including the arm, trunk, and leg. Further, UniFrac 
distance, which is a phylogeny-based measure used to assess bacterial community diversity, 
revealed that compositional variation in skin bacterial communities was higher between different 
body sites within individuals compared to similar body sites between individuals. Some sites on 
the body are alike, but these places tend to share ecological landscapes, such as the antecubital 
fossa (armpit) and popliteal fossa (back of knee) (Costello et al., 2009; Grice et al., 2009; Grice 
and Segre, 2011). In general, symmetric body sites within individuals tend to be more similar to 
each other compared with similar body sites between individuals (Costello et al., 2009; Grice et 
al., 2009, 2008; Grice and Segre, 2011). 
 
Costello and colleagues (2009) aimed to disentangle whether biogeographical patterns observed 
at skin sites were determined by site-specific microenvironmental factors (e.g., nutrient 
availability or local biochemical factors related to host ecological body niche), the availability of 
foreign microbes to colonize the site, or both. Using areas on the forehead and the volar forearm, 
the authors disinfected and then inoculated the chosen area with tongue microbiota; they 
subsequently tracked community changes over time. The authors found that at two, four, and eight 
hours after exposure to tongue microbes, the forearm bacterial community was more similar to 
the tongue rather than to the native forearm community. Conversely, the forehead became 
increasingly more similar to its native community over this short time span. The authors 
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concluded that at sebaceous sites such as the forehead, compared to dry sites like the forearm—
which are generally much higher in bacterial diversity—the microenvironmental niche of the skin 
plays a pivotal role in shaping bacterial communities. These results were later reaffirmed in 2011 
by Grice and Segre, concluding that ecological body site niche is a strong determinant of the 
microbiota composition in healthy individuals. 
 
The dynamic human skin—resident bacteria ecosystem 
Human skin bacteria are commonly categorized into two groups: resident and transient. Resident 
bacteria represent those species that are stable on human skin over time and are considered 
difficult to eradicate. Transient bacteria are assumed to be acquired by contact and easy to remove. 
In general, resident bacteria are considered commensal, i.e., neutral or beneficial for the host, and 
transient bacteria are considered contaminants, i.e., potentially pathogenic, or harmful, for the 
host. However, this terminology is misleading and over-simplifies the dynamism of the human 
skin-resident microbe ecosystem (Cogen et al., 2008). 
 
For example, Staphylococcus epidermidis has long been considered a resident species that 
benignly benefits from receiving protection and nutrients from its specialized niche on human skin 
(Cogen et al., 2008; Vandegrift et al., 2017). But evidence accumulated over the past decade 
illustrates how this species can interact with human physiological processes along a mutualist–
pathogen continuum. Nakatsuji and colleagues (2017) have demonstrated that S. epidermidis 
plays an active role in host defense through the production of bactericidal factors, such as 
antimicrobial peptides—a relationship representing mutualism (Cogen et al., 2008). However, S. 
epidermidis is also a well-documented opportunistic pathogen; it is responsible for the majority of 
infections that were acquired by patients with in-dwelling and implanted medical devices, such as 
catheters and replacement heart valves, respectively (Uçkay et al., 2009). In this regard, Cogen 
and colleagues (2008) specify that it is the host’s capacity to resist microbial infection, rather than 
any bacterium’s inherent pathogenicity, that discriminates benign from harmful bacteria. This 
includes, in part, host skin integrity and its epidermal biochemical and adaptive immunological 
barrier functions. Of note, S. epidermidis is routinely detected in the dermis of human skin where 
it can interact with host cells below the epidermal basement membrane (Nakatsuji et al., 2013). 
There are likely many members of the “healthy” skin microbiome that are associated with disease 
under opportunistic conditions. 
 
Conversely, there are likely many so-called transient or pathogenic microbes that could be 
important to the structure of skin microbiota. Staphylococcus aureus, which is widely considered 
a pathogenic species and associated with atopic dermatitis, an inflammatory skin disorder, is 
commonly found on healthy skin, particularly in the nares (Peacock et al., 2001). One study from 
Poland found that up to 80% of healthy individuals were colonized with S. aureus (Masiuk et al., 
2021). Another found that S. aureus colonized the nares of about 30% of the healthy population 
surveyed from the US (Graham et al., 2006). Cogen and colleagues (2008) summarize the bottom-
line of these dynamic relationships aptly: “it is important to recognize that resident does not 
necessarily equate to commensal nor does transient always mean pathogenic.” 
 
Qualitative studies agree that skin microbiota are predominately comprised of a handful of stable 
bacterial inhabitants, i.e., Propionibacterium and Staphylococcus spp. While there are predictable 
bacterial community structures in similar body sites between individuals, enough rare and/or 
transient species are present to impart individual variation, making it difficult to define “core 
microbiota” of the skin (Oh et al., 2014; Vandegrift et al., 2017). The factors driving this 
variability are still unclear. Large, descriptive studies will be required to statistically determine 
the bacterial species that reliably colonize particular body sites and those species that are unique 
to individuals. However, an individual’s microbial fingerprint tends to be remarkably stable over 
time despite an ever-changing environment (Costello et al., 2009; Grice et al., 2009; Oh et al., 
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2016). This suggests that in addition to other principles governing community assembly and 
stability, host genetics likely contribute to the make-up of our skin microbiome. 
 
Forces shaping host-associated microbiota: genes versus environment 
Considerable effort has been invested into understanding the fundamental factors underlying how 
host-associated bacterial communities become established and are maintained over time. Broadly 
speaking, studies have identified diet, environment, and host genetics as factors that likely 
contribute to the make-up of our microbiota (Blekhman et al., 2015; De Filippo et al., 2010; 
Goodrich et al., 2016, 2014; Org et al., 2015; Song et al., 2013; Spor et al., 2011; Wang et al., 
2016; Wu et al., 2011; Xu and Knight, 2015). These studies are largely limited to the gut. 
Nevertheless, such gut microbiome studies serve as models for studying skin-associated 
microbiota. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Forces shaping human-associated microbiota. Numerous factors, including diet, 
environment, pet ownership, and genetics contribute to the make-up of human-associated microbial 
communities. Image by Britt M Hermes. Created with Biorender.com. 
 
 
Studies evaluating the role of genetic versus environmental factors in the assembly of the gut 
microbiome provide insight into the influence genes might have on host-associated microbiota 
community structure at other body sites. Research suggests there is a substantial genetic 
component of the host underlying interpersonal variability in gut microbiota, as evidenced by 
twin studies (Goodrich et al., 2016, 2014; Turnbaugh and Gordon, 2009; Yatsunenko et al., 2012) 
and the detailed analysis of individual candidate genes (Blekhman et al., 2015; Goodrich et al., 
2016). Genetically related individuals tend to harbor more similar gut bacteria regardless of 
whether the individuals are cohabitating (Stewart et al., 2005; Yatsunenko et al., 2012; Zoetendal 
et al., 2008), and moreover, increased genetic similarities relates to increased similarities in gut 
community structure, as evidenced by detailed analyses comparing monozygotic and dizygotic 
twins (Goodrich et al., 2014). Twin designs are advantageous in that they allow researchers to 
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estimate genetic versus environmental effects on features of the microbiome. However, they are 
unable to identify specific environmental features or genes that contribute to phenotypic variance 
(Røysamb and Tambs, 2016). 
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) offer an alternative method to assess the role of 
genetics in shaping the assembly of host-associated microbiota. This observational study 
approach surveys the genomes of study participants for statistical associations with microbial 
traits, allowing researchers to identify host genes that might affect microbial community structure 
(Awany et al., 2019). Moreover, GWAS can be combined with other methods, such as Mendelian 
Randomization (MR), to infer causality between host-genes and microbes (Smith and Ebrahim, 
2008). GWAS are challenging to perform because they require large sample sizes to achieve 
statistical power (Klein, 2007; Spencer et al., 2009; Awany et al., 2019). However, the curation of 
large biobanks allows researchers to perform well-powered genome-wide association analyses 
(Awany et al., 2019). 
 
To further elucidate the role of host-genetics in shaping patterns of inter-individual variation in 
gut microbiota, we conducted a large-scale GWAS comprising 8,956 German individuals derived 
from five independent cohorts from German biobanks with subsequent MR analysis (Rühlemann 
et al., 2021). Our analyses identified 44 genome-wide significant associations with microbial 
features, including community composition. These associations comprised 32 genomic loci, some 
of which suggest immune-mediated interactions between the host and commensal microbiota 
(Rühlemann et al., 2021). For example, an association emerged between Barnesiella species and 
variants within the gene locus for biliverdin reductase A (BLVRA), which has been shown to 
inhibit gene expression for the pattern recognition receptor toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (Wegiel et 
al., 2011). These highly conserved receptors recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns 
and are integral to the first-line defense system for protecting the host against microbial invaders 
(Molteni et al., 2016). TLR4 recognizes the receptor for gram-negative bacterial 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Paik et al., 2003; Molteni et al., 2016). Interestingly, Barnesiella is a 
gram-negative bacterium (Ormerod et al., 2016). The identified association suggests that 
Barnesiella might be one of the many microbiota that contribute to establishing immune tolerance 
of intestinal commensal microbiota early in life (Gensollen et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2020). 
 
Our GWAS additionally revealed a variant in the histo-blood group ABO system transferase 
(ABO) gene associates with an increased prevalence of Bacteroides operational taxonomic unit 
(OTU) 97_27. This Bacteroides OTU also significantly associates with variants at the BTB 
domain and CNC homolog 2 (BACH2) locus. Moreover, we find a non-significant correlation 
between this same Bacteroides OTU and variation at the galactoside 2-α-l- fucosyltransferase 2 
(FUT2) locus (Rühlemann et al., 2021). Previous studies have reported that variants in the 
BACH2 and FUT2 genes are associated with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (Klasić et al., 
2018; de Lange et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015; McGovern et al., 2010; Momozawa and Dmitrieva, 
2018). MR analysis suggests that Bacteroides OTU97_27 significantly protects against the 
development of Crohn’s disease, a major form of IBD. This finding contrasts with previous 
surveys showing that lower abundances of Bacteroides species associate with the development of 
IBD (Nomura et al., 2003; Zhou and Zhi, 2016; Zuo and Ng, 2018). These data suggest 
interpersonal gut microbiome variation is shaped by host genetics, but how these host gene-
microbe associations relate to disease susceptibility is still poorly understood. 
 
Genetics are not the sole driver of microbiota community composition. In a study investigating 
how the gut microbiome might change over time within geographically distinct human 
populations, Yatsunenko and colleagues (2012) observed that the fecal microbiota of American 
teenagers were more like their biological parents than unrelated adults, and equally similar to that 
of their father and mother. But interestingly, the authors also found that mothers and fathers 
shared more gut bacterial taxa compared with individuals from other families. These results 
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suggest that shared environment and lifestyle factors (e.g., diet, hygiene practices, and culture) 
also significantly contribute to the fundamentals of gut microbial similarity amongst individuals 
living together. 
Likewise, environmental features impact the skin microbiome of cohabitating individuals. Song 
and colleagues (2013) observed a strong familial membership effect on the variation and 
composition of human skin microbiota across all sampled body sites. They further observed that 
the effect of a shared environment was greater for skin microbiota compared to fecal and oral 
microbiota. Interestingly, features such as dog ownership impart a significant effect on the 
structure of skin microbiota. After controlling for age, Song and colleagues observed that adults 
who own dogs but do not live together, share, on average, as many bacterial OTUs as adults who 
cohabitate. Further, adults who own dogs tend to have greater bacterial diversity on their skin, 
likely due to the repeated introduction of rare bacteria from the environment into the household 
(Song et al., 2013). 
 
These results are not surprising. The skin is in constant contact with its environment. Some body 
sites, like the dry areas of the forearm or leg, seem particularly susceptible to colonization by 
environmental microbes, some of which are left behind by pets or household members. Even 
household objects and the household air we breathe are largely dominated by skin-associated 
microbes (Fierer et al., 2010; Song et al., 2013). Therefore, it seems reasonable that resident skin 
communities would reflect the microbial communities in our local environments. 
 
What is surprising, though, is that our skin microbial communities are largely stable at the strain 
level over time, despite constant environmental changes and exposure to other individuals (Oh et 
al., 2016). Song and colleagues (2013) observed that the skin microbiota of children aged six 
months to 18 years are relatively similar to that of genetically related adults in the same 
household. This contrasts with gut microbiota, which has a well-documented relationship to age 
and is known to change substantially between birth and three years of age, even among children in 
the same household as genetically related adults who are exposed to similar diets and living 
conditions (Koenig et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 2007; Yatsunenko et al., 2012). Further, in a 
longitudinal study of twelve individuals testing the stability of skin microbiota over time, Oh and 
colleagues (2016) found that both short-term (one to two months) and long-term (one to two 
years) community similarity was significantly greater within an individual compared to 
interindividual similarity. Notably, this study demonstrated diversity at skin sites was inversely 
correlated with temporal stability, i.e., increased diversity at skin sites relates to decreased 
stability over time. However, the community structure of known highly diverse sites, like dry 
zones and sites frequently exposed to the environment (e.g., palm of hand) were still significantly 
stable over the observed time frames. Collectively, these data suggest that skin bacterial 
communities are generally homeostatic in healthy individuals, and that interactions between host 
and resident microbiota likely impact the structure of the skin microbiome. 
 
The role of host genetic variation in the assembly of the skin microbiome was previously 
demonstrated in mice using a QTL mapping approach in a fourth-generation advanced intercross 
line (AIL) (Srinivas et al., 2013). Here, the authors reported thirteen regions in the mouse genome 
that were significantly associated with skin bacterial traits. However, the sizes of the loci (9 to 33 
megabases) were too large to identify candidate genes. A follow-up study conducted by 
Belheouane and colleagues (2017) employed the fifteenth generation of this AIL, which 
dramatically increased the marker density of informative SNPs to improve the mapping 
resolution of QTLs for skin microbial abundances. The authors profiled 16S rRNA amplicon 
sequences at both the DNA and RNA levels, which reflect relative bacterial cell number and 
activity, respectively, and they identified numerous genomic loci associated with skin microbial 
abundances, with some containing single immune- and/or skin cancer-related genes. This study 
using high resolution mapping and phenotyping based on microbial activity underscores the 
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importance of elucidating the genetic component in interindividual variability of the skin 
microbiome. Characterizing the relationship between host genetics and the assembly of the skin 
microbiome is central for understanding how microbiota influence human health and whether 
microbiota could be exploited in therapeutic interventions (Ley et al., 2006; Turnbaugh et al., 
2007). 
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Studying the skin microbiome: key considerations 
 
The skin microbiome presents unique challenges in the field of microbiome research. As the skin 
harbors relatively low microbial biomass, the risk of contamination during skin sampling and 
sample processing is substantial and any contamination introduced during these steps can radically 
affect data interpretation, as contaminants tend to be preferentially amplified and sequenced over 
true biological signals within the sample (Eisenhofer et al., 2019; Karstens et al., 2019; Salter et 
al., 2014). Moreover, the range of diverse microenvironments (i.e., dry, moist, sebaceous) 
encompassing human skin as well as the need to consider bacteria living on the skin’s surface and 
those residing within its deeper layers necessitate careful planning and consideration of potential 
pitfalls when conducting a skin microbiome study (Grice et al., 2008; Kim, 2017; Kong, 2016; 
Kong et al., 2017; Meisel et al., 2016; Nakatsuji et al., 2013). Therefore, skin microbiome 
research requires technical competence and skill in and out of the lab for reliability and 
reproducibility (Dahlberg et al., 2019; Eisenhofer et al., 2019; Glassing et al., 2016; Karstens et 
al., 2019; Salter et al., 2014). Here, I summarize study components critical for reliable skin 
microbiome research. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Key considerations for planning a skin microbiome study. The steps requiring careful 
consideration when planning a skin microbiome study include study design, sample collection and 
processing, sequencing, pre-processing of data, assessing for potential contaminants, and data analysis and 
visualization. Depositing sequencing data into an online data repository contributes to study reliability and 
replicability. Image by Britt M. Hermes. Created with Biorender.com. 
 
 
Study design 
Study design needs to be prudently planned prior to sample collection. The study population 
should be defined in advance and considered with regards to age, geographical location, disease 
state, and local environmental features, all of which are significantly associated with skin 
microbial diversity (Byrd et al., 2018; Grice and Segre, 2011; Gupta et al., 2017; Huang et al., 
2020; Song et al., 2013; Yatsunenko et al., 2012). Detailed patient histories should be provided in 
study metadata, including medical history, medications, use of topical products, age, weight, and 
skin care regimens. It is essential to establish clinical protocols with detailed inclusion and 
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exclusion criteria. Specific instructions for participants to abstain from use of topical therapies, 
products, or other activities, such as exercise, should be carefully documented. Of particular 
importance is antibiotic use prior to sample collection, even within healthy individuals. The 
exclusion criteria for prior antibiotic use have been previously defined as 12 months, 6 months, 
and 1 month (Kong et al., 2017). When studying participants with a particular skin disease, 
clinical details are often critical for downstream analyses. Disease severity scores as well as 
disease phenotyping can be essential for understanding disease progression or subpopulations 
within a particular disease. 
 
For example, in a large-scale investigation of patients with bullous pemphigoid (BP), an AI skin 
blistering disease, we observed a marked reduction in alpha diversity at blistering sites and at the 
body sites contralateral to blistering sites (Belheouane et al., 2022). Furthermore, we identified 
contrasting patterns of Staphylococcus ASVs in patients with BP compared to patients with non-
inflammatory skin diseases. When we accounted for BP disease severity, as defined by an active 
disease score, we were able to differentiate the association of disease versus the severity of 
disease with skin microbiota within our study population. Surprisingly, active disease severity 
scores did not correlate with mean alpha diversity measures at diseased sites or at body sites 
contralateral to disease blisters/ erosions, suggesting that BP disease at any stage is significantly 
associated with reduced alpha diversity. These results provide further insight into the role of the 
skin microbiome in the emergence of blistering in BP and suggest that changes in the skin 
microbiota might occur early in the progression of disease. Such findings may be shown to have 
clinical relevance in future investigations (Belheouane et al., 2022). 
 
Sampling methods and processing 
Laboratory protocols should be established, and enough reagents and materials ordered in 
advance to ensure consistent methodologies over the course of the study. This can be a particular 
challenge in longitudinal studies, where suppliers might undergo shortages of lab materials or 
reagents, due to, as one example, a global pandemic affecting material production and supply 
(Woolston, 2021). 
 
Skin sample collection methods previously employed in microbiome studies include swabbing, 
biopsies, surface scraping, cup scrubs, and tape stripes (Kong et al., 2017). The optimal strategy 
largely depends on the study question and design. Each method carries benefits and drawbacks, 
including patient discomfort, sampling depth, biomass yield, and the amount of host DNA 
potentially occluding bacterial DNA recovery (Kong et al., 2017). The sampling methodology 
should remain consistent throughout the study. These procedures include the time of day, 
sampling room, the person collecting the sample, as well as consistent use of buffer solutions, 
swabs, and other materials used during collection. Moreover, limiting the number of potential 
confounding variables, such as the number of individuals handling and processing the samples and 
the local sampling environment, can make a significant impact in downstream analyses (Kong et 
al., 2017). 
 
Sample storage is a crucial, yet perhaps underappreciated, aspect of robust skin microbiome 
research. In general, processing of fresh samples is ideal, as this limits bias and degradation of 
bacterial DNA and/or RNA (Kong et al., 2017; Lauber et al., 2010). However, it is not always 
possible to process samples as they are collected, especially in the context of longitudinal studies 
and/or studies involving thousands of samples aimed at characterizing microbiota over space and 
time. Therefore, reliable storage strategies are required to ensure sample preservation and 
reproducible results. Ultimately, the best storage strategy will depend on the sampling method 
utilized in the study. 
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Mitigating contamination 
There are two main types of contamination that can occur in microbiome studies. The first is 
cross-contamination from other samples and sequencing runs. Cross-contamination arises from 
the transfer of a DNA sample, barcode sequence, or amplicon from one well or tube into another, 
usually neighboring, well or tube during sample processing (Eisenhofer et al., 2019). This can 
happen throughout sample processing at several different steps. For example, cross-contamination 
occurs with pipetting errors, with accidental placement of a sample into the wrong tube/ well, or 
with aerosolization during pipetting and/or PCR plate covering/ removing. “Tag switching” 
represents another kind of cross-contamination that results when samples barcoded with 
molecular identifiers accidentally cross over, or “jump,” into neighboring wells/tubes (Carlsen et 
al., 2012; Weyrich et al., 2019). This phenomenon can be controlled for by tagging both ends of 
the PCR amplicon, allowing researchers to identify non-compatible tag combinations after 
sequencing (Carlsen et al., 2012). The last type of cross-contamination can occur during 
sequencing, such as barcode sequencing errors due to low complexity among the index 
sequences, residual amplicons from previous sequencing runs, or from “index-hopping,” a 
phenomenon when sequencing platforms misassigns indexing reads from one sample to another 
(Callahan et al., 2016; Eisenhofer et al., 2019; Larsson et al., 2018). Following the “best 
practices” laid out by Illumina, which includes using dual indexed libraries with unique indexes, 
storing libraries at -20°C, and removing free adaptors, can reduce sequencing contamination 
(Illumina Inc., 2017). 
 
The other type of contamination that plagues microbiome work with low biomass samples is 
exogenous DNA (Eisenhofer et al., 2019). Despite careful laboratory protocols, the introduction 
of contaminate DNA into samples can still arise from numerous sources, including laboratory 
reagents, sampling and laboratory environments, plastic consumables, nucleic acid extraction kits, 
and the researchers themselves (Dahlberg et al., 2019; Eisenhofer et al., 2019; Glassing et al., 
2016; Salter et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2006). A list of over 60 common contaminant taxa complied 
by Eisenhofer and colleagues (2019) from multiple studies analyzing contamination within blank 
and no-template controls underscores the pervasive problem of contamination in microbiome 
research. This extensive list is helpful for identifying potential contaminants, but it does little for 
preventing future contamination as the types and the quantities of contaminants vary across 
extraction kits and laboratories and can even change over time within the same laboratory 
(Weyrich et al., 2019). Therefore, to mitigate the negative impact of contamination in low 
microbial biomass studies, Eisenhofer and colleagues (2019) have presented the RIDE checklist, 
a set of minimum criteria for investigators, reviewers, and editors, designed to increase the 
legitimacy of future studies in this rapidly evolving field. 
 
RIDE Checklist (reproduced from Eisenhofer et al., 2019) 

• Report the experimental design and approached used to reduce and assess the 
contributions of contamination 

• Include controls to assess contaminant DNA. One of each type of negative control 
(sampling blanks, DNA extraction blanks, and no-template amplification) must be 
included per sampling, extraction, or amplification batch 

• Determine the level of contamination of comparing biological samples to controls 
• Explore contaminant taxa within each study and report their impact on the interpretation 

of biological samples 
 
Furthermore, the inclusion of a mock community dilution series as an additional control to assess 
increasing contamination with serially decreasing mock community biomass provides a valuable 
tool for evaluating filtering parameters in computational analysis (Karstens et al., 2019). 
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16S rRNA gene as a phylogenetic marker 
This widely used approach for characterizing microbial communities employs amplicon 
sequencing and analysis of a conserved bacterial taxonomic marker—the 16S ribosomal RNA 
(rRNA) gene (Jo et al., 2016; Meisel et al., 2016b; Miodovnik et al., 2017; Church et al., 2020). 
The use of the 16S rRNA gene as a phylogenetic marker is inexpensive and efficient (Case et al., 
2007; Janda and Abbott, 2007). The gene is present in almost all bacteria (Case et al., 2007; Janda 
and Abbott, 2007; Yang et al., 2016). Importantly, the 16S rRNA gene contains both highly 
conserved regions as well as hypervariable regions. The conserved regions allow for the use of 
“universal primers” to amplify 16S rRNA gene sequences by PCR (Yang et al., 2016). 
Differences in the sequences of hypervariable regions between conserved portions of the gene 
allow taxonomic and phylogenetic classification of bacteria. Additionally, the gene’s function has 
largely remained unchanged over time due to a slow rate of evolution (Woese and Fox, 1977; 
Case et al., 2007; Janda and Abbott, 2007). 
 
However, the 16S rRNA gene amplicon as a phylogenetic marker has drawbacks. This PCR- 
based method is susceptible to biases stemming from sample preparation, primer affinity, 
multiple 16S rRNA gene copy variants, and sequencing error rates (Church et al., 2020; Johnson 
et al., 2019; Starke et al., 2021; Tremblay et al., 2015). Moreover, taxonomic accuracy and 
resolution is impacted by the length of the sequenced 16S rRNA amplicon. In- silico and 
sequence-based experiments to assess the accuracy of using the 16S rRNA gene for taxonomic 
classification show that targeting specific hypervariable regions, i.e., V4, results in less accurate 
taxonomic resolution compared to full-length sequencing of the gene (Johnson et al., 2019). Until 
recently, sequencing platforms have been unable to accurately sequence the full length of the 
gene (Church et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2019). Third generation sequencing technology (e.g., 
PacBio and Nanopore) allows for full-length sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (Johnson et al., 
2019). However, the high cost and high rate of sequencing errors limit its practicality (Gwak and 
Rho, 2020). Consequently, the choice of which of hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene to 
target, and the ability to sequence the entire 16S rRNA gene, impacts microbial community 
structure in downstream analyses (Yang et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2019; Church et al., 2020). 
 
Partial 16S rRNA gene sequencing has low phylogenetic power beyond the genus-level and 
limited discriminatory power to delineate between bacterial strains (Janda and Abbott, 2007). 
Historically, 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequences that are >97% similar are clustered together as 
an operational taxonomic unit (OTU) (Tremblay et al., 2015; Westcott and Schloss, 2015). 
However, OTU binning poses a taxonomic classification problem for strains that are highly 
similar, such as Bacillus globisporus and Bacillus psychrophilus, which share over 99.5% 
sequence similarity (Janda and Abbott, 2007). Moreover, multiple 16S rRNA gene copies with 
diverging sequences can exist within a single bacterium, further complicating taxonomic 
classification (Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994; Poyart et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2019; Church et 
al., 2020). Bacterial genera identified as having multiple 16S gene copies and polymorphisms 
within these copies include Bordetella, Neisseria, Pseudomonas, Streptococcus, Shigella, 
Bifidobacterium, Collinsella, and Staphylococcus (Janda and Abbott, 2007; Johnson et al., 2019; 
Church et al., 2020). 
 
More recently, the use of amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) derived from 16S rRNA gene 
amplicon analysis has been used to classify bacteria, as ASVs can differ by just one nucleotide 
(Porter and Hajibabaei, 2018). Researchers argue ASVs offer a more precise and accurate 
measurement of sequence variation, and therefore, some microbiome researchers have called for 
defining taxa based solely on exact nucleotide sequences (Callahan et al., 2017). However, a 2018 
study comparing binning approaches (i.e., OTU versus ASV) found that ASV binning provided 
just a minor improvement in taxonomic resolution over OTU binning, demonstrating that, in 
general, ribosomal genetic markers can be inadequate molecular targets if high-genetic resolution 
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of a microbial community is required (Glassman and Martiny, 2018). Nevertheless, OTUs are still 
widely used in microbiome research, especially for the comparison of diversity across large 
datasets (Delgado-Baquerizo et al., 2018). 
 
Taxonomic classification can change over time as taxonomic databases and classifiers evolve to 
reflect newly discovered functional biochemical properties, novel microbiota, and the inclusion of 
full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences (Gwak and Rho, 2020; Parks et al., 2018). In our work 
characterizing microbial differences between Nell2 variants in a knock-out mouse line, we found 
that the taxonomy of our targeted microbial trait of interest dramatically changed between the 
time the study began in 2017 and the writing of this thesis. Specifically, the taxonomy of the 
microbial trait was reclassified from the class Betaproteobacteria to the class 
Gammaproteobacteria. Further, there is now disagreement between taxonomic databases 
regarding the family-level classification of the microbial trait, with one database classifying the 
bacterium to a family comprised of numerous mammalian commensals, and another classifying 
the bacterium to a family containing genera frequently labelled as contaminants in microbiome 
research. This example underscores the need to develop reliable methods and 16S rRNA gene 
databases for use in microbiome research, while ensuring replicability over time. 
 
Shotgun sequencing offers an alternative method to sequencing the 16S rRNA gene for analyzing 
microbial communities. This method fragments DNA into small strands for sequencing. Through 
numerous rounds of DNA fragmentation and sequencing, multiple overlapping sequencing reads 
(contigs) are produced, which are then programmatically constructed into a single, continuous 
sequence. Shotgun sequencing is advantageous in that it allows for sequencing the entire breadth 
of DNA material within a sample (Morgan and Huttenhower, 2012; Reuter et al., 2015; Walsh, 
2018). This strategy better enables species and strain-level classification of bacteria compared to 
partial 16S rRNA gene sequencing, as full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences, including entire 
bacterial genomes, can be constructed (Walsh, 2018). Moreover, shotgun sequencing data have 
the potential to resolve functional properties of host-associated microbial communities to better 
characterize the dynamic interplay between host and microbe (Franzosa et al., 2015; Walsh, 
2018). 
 
16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing is reliable and cost-effective 
We performed a systematic comparison of shotgun metagenomic and 16S rRNA partial gene 
amplicon sequencing for profiling the microbial communities of ten host species (Rausch et al., 
2019). The evaluation of 16S rRNA gene sequencing included the sequencing of two gene 
regions, i.e., V1-V2 versus V3-V4 regions, as well as two PCR amplification procedures, i.e., 
one-step versus two-step amplification. The ten host species included model organisms, such as 
Mus musculus, as well as Homo sapiens. Interestingly, we found that there was not a 
distinguishable difference in community variation amongst the five methods investigated—16S 
rRNA gene amplicon sequencing resulted in bacterial profiles that were similar to those derived 
from shotgun sequencing for all ten host species. For the human samples, we found that the 
shotgun derived profiles displayed lower alpha diversity compared to both 16S rRNA gene 
amplicon profiles (V1-V2 compared with V3-V4 sequencing of the hypervariable region), which 
were similar in terms of bacterial richness and complexity (Rausch et al., 2019). 
 
Trade-offs in costs, biases, functional information, and taxonomic resolution exist between 
shotgun and 16S rRNA gene amplicon-based sequencing. Shotgun metagenomic sequencing 
provides more genetic information, allowing for the functional characterization of host- microbe 
interactions and increased taxonomic resolution (Franzosa et al., 2015; Walsh, 2018). However, 
its applicability is limited in terms of cost and high-computational demands for analyzing data 
(Knight et al., 2012; Morgan and Huttenhower, 2012; Walsh, 2018). Long- read sequencing of the 
entire 16S rRNA gene similarly allows for strain delineation within taxa and provides more 
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accurate taxonomic classifications (Gwak and Rho, 2020; Johnson et al., 2019). Nevertheless, 
third generation sequencing technology is still incumbered by cost and sequencing errors (Gwak 
and Rho, 2020). As such, the profiling of microbial communities with partial 16S rRNA gene 
amplicon sequencing remains a reliable and cost- effective strategy. 
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Selected inflammatory diseases herein 
 
Inflammation is a normal physiological process characterized by five cardinal signs: heat (Latin: 
calor), pain (dolor), redness (rubor), swelling (tumor), and loss of function (functio laesa; 
(Medzhitov, 2010; Takeuchi and Akira, 2010). It is a general biological response of the innate 
immune system and occurs acutely in response to numerous stimuli and during wound healing. 
Inflammation becomes chronic when the response is prolonged, resulting in a shift in the type of 
cells present at the site of inflammation, and when tissue destruction occurs alongside tissue 
healing. Chronic inflammation occurs in many diseases that contribute to significant morbidity 
and early mortality (Medzhitov, 2010). This list includes physical diseases, such as autoimmune 
conditions, asthma, obesity, diabetes, strokes, certain cancers, cardiovascular disease, rheumatoid 
arthritis, but also psychiatric conditions, including depression, schizophrenia, post-traumatic 
stress disorder, and eating disorders (Dalton et al., 2018a, 2018b; Slavich, 2015). Inflammation 
enables survival by removing injurious agents and stimulating healing processes (Takeuchi and 
Akira, 2010), but aberrant chronic inflammation results in a temporary reduction in tissue 
function, which can lead disease states (Medzhitov, 2010). 
 
This thesis characterizes resident skin microbiota communities in the context of three diseases 
associated with chronic inflammation: 1) bullous pemphigoid, an autoimmune blistering disease, 
2) anorexia nervosa, an eating disorder whereby affected patients tend to exhibit pro- 
inflammatory immune responses, and 3) atopic dermatitis, an inflammatory skin disorder that has 
been shown to be associated with increased expression of the neurodevelopmental gene Nell2. 
 
Bullous pemphigoid 
Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is the most common autoimmune skin blistering disease in Europe, with 
an incidence of about 20 new cases per million per year (Joly et al., 2012; Schmidt and Zillikens, 
2013; van Beek et al., 2021). The incidence of BP ranges globally from 2.4 to 21.7 new cases per 
million annually, with the highest reported incidence occurring in the United Kingdom, involving 
42.8 new cases per year. BP is considered a disease of the elderly, commonly occurring in 
patients over the age of 70 years. Accordingly, the incidence of BP is expected to increase in 
tandem with the aging European population (Schmidt and Zillikens, 2013). It is thus intriguing 
that a recent multinational study of 9,000 adults showed that skin microbiota are a predictor of 
advanced age, more so than oral or gut microbiota (Huang et al., 2020). 
 
The hallmark feature of autoimmune blistering diseases such as BP is the disruption of the skin’s 
physical and immune barrier as a consequence of autoantibodies attacking structural proteins 
(Stevens et al., 2019). Specifically, BP results from autoantibodies targeting hemidesmosomal 
proteins in the epidermal basement membrane zone, resulting in severe subepidermal blistering 
that characteristically occurs on the flexor surfaces of the extremities and trunk (Amber et al., 
2018; Schmidt and Zillikens, 2013; Stevens et al., 2019). The severity of BP’s pruritic skin 
blisters considerably affects quality of life. Furthermore, the disease is associated with numerous 
comorbidities and a significantly increased mortality risk (Amber et al., 2018). 
 
Theories for the development of BP include genetic predisposition, various causes of cellular 
damage, prescription drug reactions, and epitope spreading (Stevens et al., 2019). Missing 
amongst the theories of induction of autoimmunity in BP is the role of the skin microbiota in host 
immune defense. An increasing number of studies have revealed that skin microbiota play a 
crucial role in several aspects of skin biology, including protective immunity through the control 
of local inflammatory responses, immune cell functioning, and homeostatic immunity (Byrd et 
al., 2018; Naik et al., 2012; Sanford and Gallo, 2013). Commensal skin microbiota can produce 
antimicrobial peptides (Byrd et al., 2018). Some microbes have distinct immune system effects. 
Staphylococcus epidermidis, for example, can induce the production of cytokine interleukin-1a 
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(IL-1a) in the host, which contributes to host defense and skin inflammation. Consequently, 
disturbances in the homeostasis between the host and skin microbiota may lead to autoimmune 
blistering diseases afflicting the skin (Ellebrecht et al., 2015; Salava and Lauerma, 2014). 
 

 
Figure 5. Bullous pemphigoid lesions. Tension bullae typical of bullous pemphigoid disease. Subepidermal 
blistering tends to occur on flexor surfaces and trunk. The disease is significantly associated with numerous 
comorbidities and can be fatal.1 

 
 
Anorexia nervosa 
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a psychiatric condition typically affecting females with an estimated 
lifetime prevalence between 0.5% to 2.0% and a peak age of onset between 13 and 18 years. The 
hallmark feature of AN is low body weight for age and height due to extreme caloric restriction. 
AN is complicated by malnutrition that can lead to life-threatening medical consequences as a 
result of multiple organ failure and immune system dysfunction. AN is the deadliest psychiatric 
disorder, imparting a significantly increased mortality risk, more so than schizophrenia, bipolar 
disorder, or unipolar depression (Arcelus et al., 2011). Moreover, amongst adolescents aged 15 
to 24 years, the mortality risk from anorexia nervosa is greater than for any other serious health 
disease, including asthma or type I diabetes 
(Schmidt et al., 2016). 
 
Nutrition is closely tied to immune system functioning (Calder and Jackson, 2000). Starvation, 
malnutrition, altered dietary patterns, and single-nutrient deficiencies are all important causes of 
impaired immune functioning that can lead to chronic inflammation and recurrent infections 
(Bourke et al., 2016; Calder and Jackson, 2000). Children suffering from malnutrition chiefly die 
from “common infections,” suggesting a link between nutrition status and immune functioning 
(Bourke et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2014; Rytter et al., 2014). In the context of childhood 
malnutrition typically seen in developing nations, but also in clinical malnutrition more generally, 
Bourke and colleagues (2016) have proposed immune system dysfunction as both a driver and 
repercussion of undernutrition. 
 
 In line with this proposed hypothesis, numerous studies have reported altered immunity profiles 
in patients suffering from anorexia nervosa (Dalton et al., 2018a; Omodei et al., 2015; Słotwiński 
and Słotwiński, 2017). Moreover, AN is associated with dermatological changes, including 
xerosis (dry skin), increased acne, slower wound healing, generalized pruritis, and seborrheic 
dermatitis, all of which are associated with an increased risk of infection if the skin barrier is 
compromised (Augustin et al., 2019; Guo and DiPietro, 2010; Strumìa et al., 2001; Westmoreland 
et al., 2016). Yet, clinical observations report an absence of infections in patients with anorexia 
nervosa as well as delayed or reduced physiological responses to infection, in general (Bowers 
and Eckert, 1978; Brown et al., 2008, 2005; Nova and Marcos, 2006). Paradoxically, cell-
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mediated immunity appears to be amplified in AN, with several studies reporting an increase in 
T-cell proliferation and inflammatory cytokine production, including interleukin-1 (IL-1), 
interleukin-6 (IL-6), and tumor-necrosis factor (TNF), when compared to healthy controls or to 
innate immunity responses in primary malnutrition, where immune function is suppressed 
(Dalton et al., 2018a, 2018b; Gibson and Mehler, 2019; Słotwiński and Słotwiński, 2017). An 
earlier investigation conducted by Omodei and colleagues (2015) found that immune cell 
abundances are reduced in anorexia nervosa, but that these patients also exhibited a greater 
antioxidant, stress resistance, and anti- inflammatory profiles compared to controls. While the link 
between anorexia nervosa and altered immune function has yet to be fully elucidated, an altered 
skin microbial profile in patients with AN might contribute to augmented skin immunity, thereby 
increasing resistance to skin infections. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. A patient with anorexia nervosa (AN). Muscle wasting and extreme starvation seen in 
AN. Malnutrition resulting from AN is life-threatening—it is considered the deadliest psychiatric disorder. 
AN is associated with changes in the skin, including increased dryness, increased acne, slow wound 
healing, generalized pruritis, and seborrheic dermatitis. These conditions are associated with an increased 
risk of infection if the skin barrier is compromised.2 

 
 
Atopic dermatitis 
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is the most common chronic inflammatory skin disease in developed 
nations (Egawa and Kabashima, 2016; Kim et al., 2019). A recent systematic review of the 
prevalence and incidence of atopic dermatitis found that among children, the prevalence of AD is 
about 20% and between 7% and 14%, among adults depending on the country, with developed 
nations representing the higher end of the spectrum. Generally, the onset of AD occurs in 
childhood, with remission commonly occurring in adolescence (Bylund et al., 2020). Persistent or 
severe AD significantly affects quality of life due to symptoms of intense itching (pruritis), 
inflammation, and chronic skin infections (Na et al., 2019). 
 
The pathophysiology of AD is multifactorial and not completely understood (Egawa and 
Kabashima, 2016; Kim et al., 2019). The scientific community generally agrees that 
environmental conditions cause AD for those with genetic susceptibility (Løset et al., 2019). 
Several studies have found that genetic risk factors are connected to the development of AD. The 
most notable of these is the 2006 discovery of loss-of-function mutations of the FLG gene 
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encoding the filaggrin protein, located on chromosome 1q21.3 in the epidermal differentiation 
complex (Løset et al., 2019). This finding substantially changed the landscape of AD 
pathogenesis research, which thereafter shifted away from solely focusing on immunological 
features, such as T cell imbalance, to also concentrating on epidermal barrier dysfunction, which 
can be sparked by genetic mutations (Elias and Steinhoff, 2008; Løset et al., 2019). 
Evolving evidence demonstrates that skin barrier dysfunction plays a critical role in the 
emergence of AD and that numerous factors contribute to the breakdown of the skin barrier, 
including immune dysregulation, a deficiency of antimicrobial peptides, as well as defects in 
epidermal barrier proteins such as filaggrin (Egawa and Kabashima, 2016; Kim et al., 2019). An 
alteration in resident skin microbiota might also contribute to skin barrier dysfunction via altered 
immune functions, inflammation, and infection, and moreover, biological host factors may spur 
further microbial changes. (Chng et al., 2016; Clausen et al., 2018; Egawa and Kabashima, 2016; 
Kim et al., 2019; Nakatsuji et al., 2017; Salava and Lauerma, 2014). 
 
The skin of AD patients shows decreased expression of AMPs, which has been linked to 
increased susceptibility to colonization by potentially pathogenic bacteria, such as 
Staphylococcus aureus (Nakatsuji et al., 2017). Colonization by S. aureus can exacerbate the 
positive feedback loop driving disease progression via immune cell dysfunction, further reduction 
in AMP expression, the development of allergic co-morbidities, and increased destruction of the 
skin barrier (Nakatsuji et al., 2017). Moreover, mice experimentally colonized by S. aureus will 
develop AD-like lesions, likely caused by the exploitation of barrier defects and by triggering 
inflammation (Kobayashi et al., 2015; Nakatsuji et al., 2017). 
 

 
Figure 7. Atopic dermatitis (AD) lesion on the arm. A typical AD lesion with associated skin 
inflammation and signs of pruritus. Skin barrier dysfunction plays a critical role in AD pathophysiology. 
Numerous factors contribute to the breakdown of the skin barrier, including skin immunity dysregulation, 
antimicrobial peptide deficiency, and genetic defects affecting key epidermal barrier proteins like filaggrin.3 

 
 
An unlikely genetic candidate that perhaps links skin microbiota and skin barrier dysfunction is 
the Nell2 (neural epidermal growth factor-like 2) gene, which encodes the enzyme kinase C- 
binding protein NELL2 in humans (Watanabe et al., 1996). Nell2 is predominately expressed in 
neural tissues and has been reported to play a central role in the proliferation and differentiation of 
neural cells (Kim et al., 2014). Nell2 is also differentially expressed in the epidermis of patients 
suffering from atopic dermatitis (Kamsteeg et al., 2010). Interestingly, a 2011 study utilizing a 
human skin equivalent exhibiting atopic dermatitis characteristics demonstrated an increase in 
Nell2 expression after stimulation with Th2 cytokines, which are associated with atopy, but not 
with the stimulation of Th17-related or psoriasis-related cytokines (Berger, 2000; Kamsteeg et al., 
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2011). More recently, using the 15th generation of an advanced intercross line and a QTL 
mapping approach, Belheouane and colleagues (2017) identified numerous genomic loci 
associated with skin microbial abundances, with some containing single immune- and/or skin 
cancer-related genes. One exceptional candidate region was associated with unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria and contained only one gene: Nell2. 
 
While the relationship between Nell2 and AD is only recently characterized, it is intriguing that 
Urashima and colleagues (1998) reported an increased number of cutaneous free nerve endings in 
the epidermis of patients with AD, perhaps contributing to the severe pruritis that epitomizes 
atopic dermatitis (Urashima and Mihara, 1998). It is therefore plausible that increased Nell2 
expression in AD mediates cutaneous nerve fiber proliferation in the epidermis, and furthermore, 
that there is a host-microbial relationship between Nell2 expression and the bacteria that produce 
proteases that cause or exacerbate epidermal barrier dysfunction via inflammation, infection, and 
pruritis in the context of inflammatory skin disease (Koziel and Potempa, 2013; Steinhoff et al., 
2003; Sung Kim and Yosipovitch, 2020). 
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� S. aureus ubiquitously associates with
BP, suggesting a role in pathogenesis.

� Our results may help inform clinical
markers for assessing BP disease risk
and prognosis.
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Introduction: Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is the most common autoimmune blistering disease. It predomi-
nately afflicts the elderly and is significantly associated with increased mortality. The observation of age-
dependent changes in the skin microbiota as well as its involvement in other inflammatory skin disorders
suggests that skin microbiota may play a role in the emergence of BP blistering. We hypothesize that
changes in microbial diversity associated with BP might occur before the emergence of disease lesions,
and thus could represent an early indicator of blistering risk.
Objectives: The present study aims to investigate potential relationships between skin microbiota and BP
and elaborate on important changes in microbial diversity associated with blistering in BP.
Methods: The study consisted of an extensive sampling effort of the skin microbiota in patients with BP
and age- and sex-matched controls to analyze whether intra-individual, body site, and/or geographical
variation correlate with changes in skin microbial composition in BP and/or blistering status.
Results: We find significant differences in the skin microbiota of patients with BP compared to that of
controls, and moreover that disease status rather than skin biogeography (body site) governs skin micro-
biota composition in patients with BP. Our data reveal a discernible transition between normal skin and
the skin surrounding BP lesions, which is characterized by a loss of protective microbiota and an increase
in sequences matching Staphylococcus aureus, a known inflammation-promoting species. Notably,
Staphylococcus aureus is ubiquitously associated with BP disease status, regardless of the presence of
blisters.
Conclusion: The present study suggests Staphylococcus aureus may be a key taxon associated with BP
disease status. Importantly, we however find contrasting patterns in the relative abundances of
Staphylococcus hominis and Staphylococcus aureus reliably discriminate between patients with BP
and matched controls. This may serve as valuable information for assessing blistering risk and treatment
outcomes in a clinical setting.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is the most common autoimmune skin
blistering disease (AIBD), with an annual incidence of about 20
new cases per million in Europe [1–3]. It occurs when autoantibod-
ies attack two structural hemidesmosomal proteins of the epider-
mal basement membrane, i.e., BP180 (type XVII collagen) and
BP230, resulting in subepidermal blistering [2,4,5]. The severity
of this highly pruritic AIBD considerably affects quality of life
and is associated with significantly increased mortality [5]. The
incidence of BP is increasing with the aging European population
[2,3]. It is thus intriguing that a recent multinational study of
9,000 participants showed that skin microbiota are a predictor of
age, more so than oral or gut microbiota [6].

The observation of age-dependent changes in the skin micro-
biota as well as its involvement in other inflammatory skin disor-
ders suggest that skin microbiota may play a role in the emergence
of AIBD [7–13]. While certain HLA haplotypes are associated with
BP, such as HLA-DQA1*05:05 and HLA-DRB1*07:01 in Germans
[14], few triggering factors apart from age, medication use, and
neuro-psychiatric disease are described [2,15,16]. Previous efforts
by Srinivas et al. [17] demonstrated that genotype-dependent
microbiota affect disease susceptibility in a mouse model of epi-
dermolysis bullosa acquisita, an AIBD with autoantibodies against
type VII collagen. Similarly, Miodovnik et al. [18] presented pilot
human data suggesting that skin microbiota contribute to the
pathogenesis of BP. However, identification of candidate bacterial
taxa or important changes in microbial diversity associated with
BP remain uncharacterized.

Here, we conducted a large-scale investigation of patients with
BP and age- and sex-matched controls within Europe to clarify
2

relationships between microbiota and BP. By examining skin
microbiota surrounding (i) BP lesions, (ii) unaffected skin areas in
BP patients, and (iii) controls matched for sex, age, and body site,
we reveal clear microbial indicators of both BP disease status and
blistering status. The detection of microbial taxa associated with
AIBD blistering could enable early intervention and thus, better
clinical outcomes.
Materials and methods

Ethics statement

All experiments involving human subjects were conducted
according to the ethical policies and procedures approved by the
ethics committee of the University of Lübeck (Approval no. 15–
051, 18–046), as well as the respective committees of the study
centers, following the Declaration of Helsinki. Written, informed
consent was obtained from each participant.
Study participants

Four-hundred eighteen volunteers were recruited from four-
teen study centers across Europe (Germany: Dresden, Düsseldorf,
Freiburg, Homburg, Kiel, Lübeck, Munich, Würzburg; France:
Reims, Rouen; Sofia, Bulgaria; Thessaloniki, Greece; Oulu, Finland)
between October 2015 and September 2019. All volunteers were of
European descent. Patients with BP were diagnosed according to
national and international guidelines and had (i) a compatible clin-
ical picture, (ii) linear deposits of IgG and/or C3 along the dermal-
epidermal junction by direct immunofluorescence of a perilesional
45
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skin biopsy, and iii) serum IgG reactivity against the epidermal side
of human salt-split skin or BP180 NC16A ELISA [19,20]. Patients
with BP (n = 228) included 114 males, 113 females, and one sex
‘‘unspecified” participant, with an average age of 80 ± 8.95 (SD)
years (range, 49 to 98 years), and with newly diagnosed or relapsed
BP. No newly diagnosed patient had received systemic treatment
using dapsone, doxycycline, or immunosuppressants (with the
exception of corticosteroids described below) at the time of sam-
pling. All patients had abstained from topical antiseptics two
weeks prior to sampling. Systemic and topical corticosteroids had
not been administered for BP for longer than 7 days before skin
swaps were taken. None of the swabbed individuals received an-
tibiotic therapy, including doxycycline, for at least four weeks.

Age- and sex-matched controls (n = 190) included 104 males
and 86 females with non-inflammatory/non-infectious dermatoses
with an average age of 80 years ± 8.51 (SD) years (range, 47 to
100 years). Controls did not receive systemic antibiotics for at least
four weeks prior to sampling. Clinical metadata used for the anal-
ysis are provided in Supplementary Table S1; summarized demo-
graphic and clinical data are provided in Supplementary Table S2.
Pictures showing normal skin and a typical BP lesion of a patient
included in our study are provided in Supplementary Figure 1.

Sampling, DNA extraction, and 16S rRNA gene sequencing

Samples were collected using Epicentre Illumina collection
swabs (Madison, WI, USA) immersed in 600 uL buffer (50 mM Tris,
1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Tween-20) (Teknova, United States). The swabs
were rubbed across the selected body site for 30 s and then placed
back into the buffer solution. Immediately after swabbing, swabs
were stored at �80 �C until further processing.

Skin samples (n = 2,956) were obtained from patients with BP
representing different cutaneous microenvironments, including
‘‘perilesional” skin (defined as being within 2 cm of a primary BP
lesion, i.e. a fresh blister or erosion), unaffected skin at the same
anatomical location on the contralateral side of the patient (referred
to as ‘‘contralateral”), and unaffected skin in areas that do not typi-
cally manifest disease (we selected the forehead and upper back,
as described by Schmidt and Groves [21]), in addition to the antecu-
bital fossa, which was sampled in the human microbiome project
[22], collectively referred to as ‘‘sites rarely affected by BP”). Two
separate perilesional sites from anatomically different BP lesions
were sampled from each patient to account for differences in skin
biogeography. The locations of lesioned skin, and therefore, perile-
sional sampling sites, varied from patient to patient. The most com-
mon sites included the thigh, arm, foot, knee, lower leg, and hand.

Control participants were swabbed at locations that approxi-
mated the sampled body sites in the patients with BP (referred
to as ‘‘corresponding sites”), in addition to the three sites rarely
affected by BP (Fig. 1a). Ambient air samples (n = 19), collected
by holding a swab in the air for 30 s and then placing the collection
swab directly into the buffer solution, served as negative sampling
controls in addition to negative extraction controls (n = 43). Nega-
tive controls were processed alongside samples.

ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community Standard cells (Zymo
Research)were used as extraction and sequencing controls to assess
contamination in downstream analyses, following the mock com-
munity dilution series protocol as described by Karstens et al. [23].
In brief, the strategy is based on the logic thatwith decreasing ‘‘true”
microbial biomass (i.e., skinmicrobes ormock cells), potential signal
from background/contamination introduced throughout the proce-
dure will increase. All mock dilutions, as well as the undilutedmock
community standards, were treated as samples throughout the
extraction, PCR, sequencing, and data processing steps.

Swabs immersed in buffer were thawed overnight at 4℃, then
vortexed at high speed for 1 min. After swab removal, tubes were
3

centrifuged at 13,000 g for 15 min, and the pellets were resus-
pended in Power Bead solution. DNA was subsequently extracted
using the Qiagen DNeasy UltraClean 96 Microbial Kit [96-well
plate] (Germantown, MD, USA), according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, and eluted in 50 uL of the elution buffer. Negative
extraction controls were included for each 96-well plate. Samples
were stored at �20℃ until further processing.

PCR and sequencing were performed by implementing the dual-
index sequencing strategy for amplicon sequencing on the MiSeq
Illumina sequencing platform, as previously described [24]. Final
sample sizes included 2,319 skin swabs comprising 1,451 patient
and 868 matched control swabs. A detailed description of sampling
methodology and sample processing is provided in Supplementary
Methods.

Data processing and taxonomic classification

The challenges of studying low biomass communities such as
skin microbiota are well-documented and include exogenous bac-
terial DNA contamination from sources such as laboratory
reagents, air, and sample collection instruments [23,25–28]. A
detailed description of the steps implemented to account for
potential contamination is provided in Supplementary Methods.
Briefly, data processing and statistical analyses were performed
using R (version 4.0.2). Sequences were processed using DADA2
(version 1.16.0), resulting in abundance tables of amplicon
sequence variants (ASVs) [29]. To normalize sequencing coverage,
random sub-sampling to 5,000 sequences per sample was per-
formed [30]. Decontam (version 1.8.0; [25] was used within Phy-
loseq (version 1.32.0) [31] to identify potential contaminant
ASVs, according to the prevalence method [23]. ASVs classified to
families Halomonadaceae (n = 1,040) and Shewanellaceae
(n = 211) were removed, following recommendations of Weyrich
et al. [32]. Summary read data are provided in Supplementary
Table S3. Taxonomic assignment of ASVs was completed in DADA2
with the Bayesian classifier using the NR Silva database training
set, version 138 [33]. Representative 16S rRNA gene sequences
were queried via the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP; release
11.6; [34] SeqMatch (version 3; [35]; Supplementary Table S4).

Ecological and statistical analyses

Analyses included several patient and disease categories. Dis-
ease status refers to patients with BP versus matched controls. Blis-
tering status refers to patient perilesional sites versus unaffected,
contralateral sites of the same patient. Disease activity was calcu-
lated using the Bullous Pemphigoid Disease Area Index (BPDAI)
[36]. The activity score of both skin and mucosa were combined
to account for disease activity, while damage and pruritus points
were not considered for calculations. Supplementary Table S5 pro-
vides the BPDAI scores for study participants.

Statistical analyses were performed in R (version 4.0.2). Alpha
diversity was measured using Shannon and Chao1 indices with
vegan (version 2.5–6) on absolute abundance data. Beta diversity
was calculated using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index. We per-
formed a non-parametric multivariable analysis of variance using
distance matrices (PERMANOVA) using the ‘‘adonis” function with
1,000 permutations and a partial constrained principal coordinate
analysis of beta diversity measures using the ‘‘capscale” function in
vegan [37]. The significance of models, axes, and terms were
assessed using the ‘‘anova.cca” function with 1,000 permutations.

Indicator species analysis was applied using indicspecies
(version 1.7.9) with the ‘‘r.g.” function [38] and 100,000 permuta-
tions. Random Forest classification and regression analyses were
performed using randomForest (version 4–6-14) [39]. Models were
constructed with 100,000 trees, with the ‘‘mtry” parameter set for
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Fig. 1. Sampling sites for patients with BP and matched controls; Box plots of Shannon (alpha) diversity. 1a. Grey figure represents age-and sex-matched control; orange
figure represents a patient with BP. Sites rarely affected by BP [2] include the forehead (purple), upper back (turquoise), and antecubital fossa (dark blue) are represented on
both figures. An example perilesional sampling site (red), unaffected contralateral site (yellow) on the patient, and control-matched corresponding site (green) are shown. 1b.
Shannon diversity at the ASV-level for sites rarely affected by BP for controls and patients. 1c. Shannon diversity at the ASV-level for patient perilesional, patient contralateral,
and control corresponding sites. For box plots: Boxes represent interquartile range between first and third quartiles; horizontal line defines the median. Whiskers represent
the 5th and 95th percentiles and values beyond these bounds are considered outliers, marked with black dots. Kruskal-Wallis test applied to analyze site variation. If an
overall significant difference was observed, a pairwise Wilcox test was performed; p-values adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Significance represented by: * �
0.05; ** � 0.01; *** � 0.001; **** � 0.0001; ns = not significant. Supplementary Table S6 reports summary statistics.
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eachmodel and linearmodels constructed to evaluate potential dis-
ease effects. Adjusted R2 values reported, beta coefficient values
express directionality. Further details are provided in Supplemen-
tary Methods.
Results

Sampling

Two hundred twenty-eight patients with BP and 190 age- and
sex-matched controls from fourteen study sites across Europe were
included (see Methods). We performed 16S rRNA gene sequencing
on bacterial genomic DNA derived from swabbing four categories
of body sites (Fig. 1a). These include areas adjacent to a fresh blister
or erosion (‘‘perilesional”), non-lesional skin contralateral to the
perilesional sample on the same patient (‘‘contralateral”), and the
same body site on an age- and sex-matched control
(‘‘corresponding”). The locations of the perilesional sites varied from
patient to patient. Sites considered to be rarely affected in BP, i.e.,
forehead and upper back [21], aswell as the antecubital fossa,which
was sampled in the human microbiome project [22], were sampled
in both patientswith BP and controls to obtain amore complete pic-
ture of the skin microbiota in BP across skin biogeography (Fig. 1a).
Reduced alpha diversity within lesional and BP-susceptible sites

To assess alpha diversity, we included both the Shannon and
Chao1 indices, which reflect taxon evenness and richness,
4

respectively. At the ASV-level, we found that the Shannon
(Fig. 1b) and Chao1 (Supplementary Figure S2a) indices are similar
in patients and controls at sites rarely affected by BP. In contrast,
control corresponding sites display higher bacterial diversity than
patient contralateral sites, which in turn are more diverse than
perilesional sites for Shannon (Fig. 1c) and Chao1 indices (Supple-
mentary Figure S2b). Supplementary Table S6 provides the sum-
mary statistics for group comparisons.

Critically, study center, disease status (i.e., patient with BP ver-
sus matched control), and sex significantly correlate with Shannon
diversity for patient perilesional and contralateral sites as well as
for control corresponding sites (F 37,1118 = 7.24; R2

adj: 0.17;
p < 0.001), with disease status explaining 8.28% of the variance and
study center and sex explaining 5.3% and 1.3% of the variance,
respectively. Likewise, disease status and study center significantly
correlate with Chao1 richness (F 37,1118 = 6.03; R2

adj = 0.14;
p < 0.001), with study center explaining 7.86% and disease status
explaining 1.41% of the Chao1 variance. Disease status associates
with a decrease in Shannon diversity in patient perilesional and con-
tralateral sites (b = � 0.72, �0.38, respectively), and a decrease in
Chao1 richness (b = � 39.38,�30.90, respectively). Thus, disease sta-
tus associates with a substantial decrease in both Shannon diversity
and Chao1 richness, which is still present after accounting for poten-
tial confounding variables. To determine whether these findings
were affected by spatial correlation across body sites, we calculated
a linear mixed model using ‘‘individual” as a random term to esti-
mate variability in alpha diversity measures and to control for
non-disease variables, including sex and study center. The model
reveals statistically significant variance similar to that estimated
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by the above linear models, suggesting that the results reported here
are unlikely to be conflated by cases of multiple measures of diver-
sity (see Supplementary Results).

Analysis of sum of squares shows that the effect of disease sta-
tus on alpha diversity does not extend to sites rarely affected by BP.
Rather, skin biogeography likely characterizes microbial diversity
at these sites (see Supplementary Results). Of note, the severity
of disease as determined by the Bullous Pemphigoid Disease Area
Index (BPDAI) [36], does not significantly associate with mean
alpha diversity measures at perilesional and contralateral skin
sites.
Beta diversity in relation to disease, individual, and sampling features

We first analyzed beta (between-sample) diversity at sites
rarely affected by BP to evaluate the effects of potential confound-
ing variables (see Supplementary Methods). Analysis of disease
status per body site reveals a significant association with disease
status (adonis: Bray-Curtis � disease status: body site;
R2 = 0.003; p < 0.001). Partial constrained principal coordinate
analysis reveals that patients and controls cluster according to
body site along the first and second axes and that forehead and
upper back (typical sebaceous zones) are more similar to each
other compared to the antecubital fossa (Fig. 2b). These findings
suggest that the microbial variation among sites rarely affected
by BP is likely linked to skin biogeography rather than disease or
study center (Fig. 2a, 2c). Additionally, partial constrained principal
coordinate analysis reveals that on the first and second axes,
control corresponding sites are distinguishable from patient con-
tralateral and perilesional sites, which largely cluster together
(Fig. 2d, e). Fig. 2f, on the other hand, shows comparatively little
clustering according to study center.

We additionally analyzed beta diversity between patient perile-
sional, patient contralateral, and control corresponding sites as
described above. We find that disease status, blistering status
Fig. 2. Partial constrained principal coordinate analyses of Bray-Curtis 2a to 2c. Body sites
site (constrained inertia = 5.04%, conditioned inertia = 4.5%), study center: p < 0.001; axe
contralateral sites, and control corresponding sites. (anova.cca, Full model: p < 0.001; t
p = 0.009; 1,000 permutations; see ‘‘ecological and statistical analysis” in Methods). ‘‘+”
(BUD); Düsseldorf, (D), Dresden, (DD), Freiburg, (FR), Lübeck, (HL), Homburg, (HOM), Kiel,
Rouen, (RO), both France, Sofia, Bulgaria (SO), Thessaloniki, Greece, (TH).
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(patient perilesional sites versus unaffected, contralateral sites of
the same patient), and study center all explain a portion of the
variance in beta diversity (see Supplementary Results). However,
an analysis of interaction between variables reveals that disease
status accounts for significant differences between study centers
(adonis: disease status: study center, R2 = 0.03; p < 0.001). Further-
more, linear modeling shows that BPDAI (i.e., disease severity) sig-
nificantly correlates with study center (F13,196 = 3.31, R2

adj = 0.117,
p < 0.001). These results suggest that variation between study cen-
ters could be explained by differences in patient populations
between study centers, e.g., perhaps only the most severely affected
patients are seen at university study centers in some regions.
Indicator species of BP patients and controls

We conducted four indicator species analyses at the ASV-level.
To refine the taxonomic classification of indicator ASVs, we queried
representative sequences using RDP SeqMatch (see Supplementary
Table S4). ASVs strongly associated with BP patients or controls are
shown in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table S7.

Several indicator ASVs known to be human commensals associ-
ate with sites rarely affected by BP (i.e., forehead, upper back, and
antecubital fossa in our study). Importantly, we identify a greater
number of ASVs associating with these standardized control sites,
which is coherent with the observed loss of diversity in patients
with BP. ASV_1, which closely matches Cutibacterium acnes (C.
acnes) [previously known as Propionibacterium acnes; [40], is an
indicator at the forehead, upper back, and antecubital fossa. Specif-
ically, among these sites rarely affected by BP, body site is associ-
ated with 13% of the variance in C. acnes abundance (abundance is
accordingly higher at the sebaceous forehead and upper back
sites), whereas disease status accounts for 0.79% variance of C.
acnes abundance (F39,1123 = 11.58; R2

adj = 0.26; p < 0.001). Interest-
ingly, disease status is associated with a decrease in C. acnes
rarely affected by BP. (anova.cca, Full model: p = 0.0009; terms: disease status, body
s: CAP1, CAP2: p = 0.09; 1,000 permutations). 2d to 2f. Patient perilesional, patient
erms: disease status, blistering status, study center: p < 0.001; axes: CAP1, CAP2:
represents centroid. SD: standard deviation. Site abbreviations: Budapest, Hungary
(KI), München, (M), Würzburg (WUE), all Germany; Oulu, Finland (OU); Reims, (RE),
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Fig. 3. Bar plots of mean relative abundance for the ten most important indicator species. 3a. Bar plot showing relative abundance of important indicator species, at the ASV-
level, for controls and patients with BP at sites rarely affected by BP [antecubital fossa (AF), forehead (FH), and upper back (UB)]. 3b. Bar plot showing the relative abundances
of important indicator species at the ASV-level for patient perilesional, patient contralateral sites, and control-matched corresponding sites. RDP SeqMatch results for the
representative ASV sequences are shown in the legend and provided in full in Supplementary Table S4. Supplementary Tables S7, S8 provide statistical parameters for
indicator species analyses and summary statistics of all indicator ASVs, respectively.
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abundance at the upper back and forehead (b = –0.11 and b = –0.045,
respectively).

Important patterns are also apparent among control corre-
sponding, patient perilesional, and patient contralateral sites.
Within these sites, C. acnes abundance associates with study cen-
ter, blistering status, and sex (F37,1118 = 5.40; R2

adj = 0.12,
p < 0.001), with sex explaining 7.17%, study center explaining
4.66%, and blistering status (i.e., patient perilesional versus patient
contralateral) explaining 0.63% of the variance. Furthermore, C. acnes
relative abundance is greater at control corresponding sites and rel-
atively lower at patient perilesional sites (b = +0.03, –0.003, respec-
tively). The higher relative abundance of C. acnes at these control
corresponding sites is consistent with the increased abundance of
C. acnes observed in rarely affected sites. Additionally, ASV_4 [which
closely matches Corynebacterium tuberculostearicum (C. tubercu-
lostearicum)] is an indicator for control corresponding sites and
patient contralateral sites. Study center, blistering status, and sex
are significantly associated with C. tuberculostearicum abundance
(F37,1188 = 3.92; R2

adj = 0.09; p < 0.001), with blistering status explain-
ing 4.06% of the variance and correlating with an increase in abun-
dance in control corresponding sites, but a decrease in patient
perilesional sites (b = +0.05, –0.04, respectively). Summary statistics
for indicator ASVs are provided in Supplementary Table S8.

Contrasting patterns of Staphylococcus ASVs in patients with BP and
controls

Six indicator ASVs belong to Staphylococcus and display con-
trasting patterns associated with disease status (i.e., patient with
BP versus matched control). Staphylococcus ASV_5 (which closely
matches Staphylococcus hominis [S. hominis]) abundance signifi-
cantly correlates with both disease status and body site
(F39,1123 = 6.45; R2

adj = 0.16; p < 0.001). However, as with other indi-
cator ASVs known to be human commensals, body site explains a
greater proportion of variance (11.17%) compared to disease status
(1.24%), whereby the latter is associated with a decrease in abun-
dance (b = –0.04). Accordingly, S. hominis is significantly negatively
6

correlated with BPDAI (i.e., disease severity) at patient contralateral
sites (Spearman’s rho = -0.17; p < 0.05), but there is no relationship
between BPDAI and S. hominis at patient perilesional sites. In con-
trast, Staphylococcus ASV_2 (which closely matches Staphylococcus
aureus [S. aureus]) is a strong indicator for BP, including at patient
body sites rarely affected by BP. Here, disease status explains
7.35% of the variance in S. aureus abundance, whereas body site
explains 1.52% (F39,1123 = 5.12; R2

adj = 0.12; p < 0.001). Notably, dis-
ease status associates with an increase in S. aureus abundance at
these rarely affected sites (b = 0.08). However, among perilesional,
contralateral, and corresponding sites, blistering status (patient per-
ilesional versus unaffected, contralateral sites of the same patient),
accounts for the greatest amount of variance for S. aureus abundance
(11.67%), followed by study center (6.45%), and sex (0.77%;
F37,1118 = 9.09; R2

adj = 0.21, p < 0.001). This is characterized by a
decrease of S. aureus abundance in control corresponding sites
(b = –0.12) compared to an increase at patient perilesional sites (b
= +0.07). Additionally, S. aureus positively correlates with BPDAI at
perilesional and contralateral sites (Spearman’s rho = 0.2; p < 0.01;
Spearman’s rho = 0.28; p < 0.001, respectively; Supplementary Fig-
ure S3). To address concerns of spatial correlation across body sites
as a potential confounding factor, we constructed a linear mixed
model using ‘‘individual” as a random term to control for non-
disease variables and to estimate variability in mean ASV indicator
abundances explained by BPDAI for patients with BP. Estimates
reveal similar findings in terms of significance and proportions of
variance explained by disease status, except for ASV_1, C. acnes,
which is not affected by blistering status using this model
(Supplementary Results).

Because individual members of Staphylococcus can display
antagonistic interactions in the context of inflammatory skin disor-
ders [41], we examined pairwise correlations among the top ten
indicator ASVs (Supplementary Figures S4, S5; Supplementary
Table S9). Importantly, Staphylococcus ASV_2 (S. aureus) and
ASV_5 (S. hominis) display significant negative correlations within
patient perilesional sites, patient contralateral sites, and at the
antecubital fossa site in patients with BP. However, there is no
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significant correlation between these two Staphylococcus indicators
at any matched control sites. Furthermore, Staphylococcus ASV_2 is
significantly negatively correlated with sequences matching C.
acnes (ASV_1) at all sampling category sites in patients with BP.
This association is absent at all sampling category sites in matched
controls. This finding suggests a fundamental alteration in commu-
nity interactions among members of Staphylococcus in the context
of BP.

Finally, because BP is an age-related disease and the skin micro-
biota is also generally known to display age-dependent changes,
we evaluated whether S. aureus itself may display age-dependent
change, e.g., an increase in abundance with age. However, we do
not find ASV_2 abundance to correlate with age at either perile-
sional (Spearman’s rho = 0.687; p = 0.32) or at contralateral sites
(Spearman’s rho = 0.05; p = 0.43).
Staphylococcus ASVs predict disease status in random forest
classification

Random forest classification analyses reveal indicator ASVs to
accurately classify samples when applied to all sampling sites
(mtry = 15; 849/868 controls and 1,443/1,451 BP patients; mean
classification accuracy 99.00%). Prediction accuracy approaches
100% when applied to only control corresponding, patient con-
tralateral, and patient perilesional sites (mtry = 18; 324/334 con-
trols and 822/822 BP patients; mean classification accuracy
99.15%; Supplementary Figures S6a, S6b). By inspecting the mean
decrease accuracy components for ASVs, those belonging to the
Staphylococcus genus are identified as being most important to
both models (see Supplementary Table S10).

To estimate the discriminatory power of Staphylococcus ASVs
alone, we limited the random forest classification analyses to Sta-
phylococcus ASVs with an abundance greater than 2% within each
sample. We found that Staphylococcus ASVs accurately distinguish
between controls and patients with BP (mtry = 52; 790/868 con-
trols and 1,446/1,451 patients; mean classification accuracy
96.40%) when applied to all sampling sites and are similarly accu-
rate when applied using only control corresponding, patient perile-
sional, and patient contralateral sites (mtry = 62; controls 294/334
and 819/822 patients; 96.20%; Supplementary Figures S6c, S6d).
Notably, inspection of mean decrease accuracy components indi-
cates that S. aureus ASV_2 is the most important ASV for model
accuracy.
Discussion

This study reveals marked differences in the skin microbiota of
patients with BP compared to that of sex- and age-matched con-
trols with non-inflammatory/ non-infectious dermatoses. This
was accomplished by conducting large-scale sampling and bacte-
rial 16S rRNA gene analysis, utilizing a sampling scheme that
accounts for both skin biogeography and disease status (Fig. 1a).
This study represents the most substantial sampling effort of skin
microbiota in BP to date.

We observe a significant reduction in alpha diversity at both
perilesional sites and contralateral sites in BP patients compared
to site-matched areas from controls. Furthermore, blistering status
(i.e., patient perilesional sites), as well as disease status
(i.e., patients with BP disease versus controls), are associated with
a fewer number of indicator ASVs when compared to matched cor-
responding sites from control subjects. This reduction in alpha
diversity in patients with BP is consistent with findings from other
studies of inflammatory skin diseases, including psoriasis [8,9],
atopic dermatitis [42], as well as a mouse model of the BP-like
variant epidermolysis bullosa acquisita [17].
7

The clear biogeography of human skin microbiota, whereby dis-
tinct assemblages colonize different body sites depending upon
numerous factors, suggests that conditions like BP that affect the
skin micro-environment, and thereby skin microbiota, may influ-
ence susceptibility to blistering [26,43]. Our data reveal that BP
might contribute to a loss of protective microbiota in sites rarely
affected by BP. At the upper back, an interaction model revealed
that disease status significantly associates with a decrease in C.
acnes relative abundance in patients with BP. This is notable given
that the upper back represents a sebaceous skin zone where we
would expect relatively high amounts of C. acnes [13,44]. Although
C. acnes is commonly thought of as a potential pathogenic species
responsible for acne, it also acts as an important commensal that
aids in preventing the colonization and invasion of pathogens via
the production of antimicrobials and hydrolysis of triglycerides
[13,45], as well as the production of short-chain fatty acids
[46,47]. For S. hominis, another human commensal, we also find
that disease status associates with a decrease in abundance at
rarely affected sites. Furthermore, we find a negative association
between disease activity (measured by the validated disease score
BPDAI [36]) and S. hominis in contralateral sites of patients with BP.
Additionally, our data show that in the skin sites of matched con-
trols that correspond to the perilesional sites in patients with BP,
there is a relative increase in abundance of the commensals C.
acnes and C. tuberculostearicum. Furthermore, S. hominis is rela-
tively decreased in patient contralateral sites, suggesting that the
effect of disease extends beyond perilesional sites in patients with
BP. It is thus possible that protective effects provided by different
commensal bacteria may be fundamentally altered in patients with
BP, e.g., the production of antimicrobials by Staphylococcus strains,
as in atopic dermatitis [41,48]. Decreased commensal microbiota
perhaps translate to fewer protective immune functions in the
skin, which in turn could allow for increased colonization of
inflammation-promoting species like S. aureus [41]. Thus, our
observations might be capturing a baseline state of disease at sites
without blisters, whereby beneficial taxa such as S. hominis and C.
acnes are lost throughout the pathogenesis of the disease.

S. aureus is known to dominate the skin microbiota of patients
with atopic dermatitis and exacerbates the disease through inflam-
mation [7,41]. Accordingly, a recent study of patients with new
onset BP disease found BP lesions are frequently colonized by toxic
shock syndrome toxin-1 producing S. aureus compared to age- and
sex-matched controls [49]. Furthermore, Messingham et al. [49]
describe a high rate of colonization with S. aureus in the nares
and at healthy skin sites in their study population compared to
controls, and that BP lesions were over six times more likely to
be colonized than the nares or healthy skin from the same patients.
Interestingly, there was no significant association between disease
severity (BPDAI scores) or BP180/BP230 antibody levels with the
type of colonizing bacteria, i.e., S. aureus or coagulase-negative
staphylococci. However, the authors further observed that antibi-
otic therapy eliminated S. aureus and improved clinical outcomes.

In contrast, our large-scale investigation, which includes 228
patients with BP disease, sampling swabs from two anatomically
distinct BP lesions, five control sites from each patient as well as
matched control samples, lends high statistical power for detecting
possible significant differences between cohorts. Consequently, we
find S. aureus relative abundance to significantly positively corre-
late with disease severity at perilesional and contralateral sites.
Moreover, S. aureus positively associates with BP disease regardless
of sampling site, and the mean relative abundance of S. aureus is
increased in sites rarely affected by BP as well as in the perilesional
and contralateral sites. Importantly, we also find that disease
severity negatively correlates with the coagulase-negative taxon
S. hominis, even at sites without lesions. In sum, we believe our
findings bolster those described by Messingham et al. [49], and
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collectively suggest that S. aureus is an important indicator of BP.
The specific role of this microbe and its functional components,
e.g., how it might drive blister formation, will require further
exploration.

In addition to cutaneous micro-environmental differences, geo-
graphic locations of patients with BP should be considered, as there
is significant global variation in microbial colonization, especially
as it relates to disease susceptibility [50–53]. Population differ-
ences observed in the gut microbiota in patients with inflamma-
tory bowel disease, for example, suggest a complex interplay
between geography and gut diseases that are in part driven by
microbial factors [53]. Therefore, a broad-scale sampling of
patients with BP across regions with variable incidences could
reveal population-specific characteristics that might affect disease
predisposition. We found that BPDAI scores explained a portion of
microbial taxon variation between study centers. We recognize
that geography represents an assemblage of factors including diet,
culture, ancestry, and environmental features. Our results suggest
the need for a large, global study to disentangle the relative impor-
tance of these features on the assembly of the skin microbiota,
especially as it pertains to disease onset in AIBD.

Conclusions

In summary, our study suggests that skin microbiota may play
an important role in the emergence of BP skin lesions, perhaps
via the loss of beneficial taxa such as S. hominis and/or via the col-
onization of inflammation producing taxa such as S. aureus. Given
the clear discriminatory power provided by differences in a few
key indicator taxa, their relative proportions have the potential
to provide critical information for assessing blistering risk as well
as treatment outcomes. Future research may focus on functional
analysis of host-microbe and microbe-microbe interactions as a
means to identify novel treatment approaches for BP.
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Chapter 2 

Skin microbiota analysis in patients with anorexia nervosa and healthy-weight controls 
reveals microbial indicators of healthy weight and associations with the antimicrobial 
peptide psoriasin.  

Hermes, B. M., Rademacher, F., Chung, C. J., Tiegs, G., Bendix, M. C., de Zwaan, M., 
Harder, J., Baines, J. F. Skin microbiota analysis in patients with anorexia nervosa and healthy-
weight controls reveals microbial indicators of healthy weight and associations with the 
antimicrobial peptide psoriasin. Scientific Reports. Submitted; under review. 2022.
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Abstract  
Anorexia nervosa (AN), a psychiatric condition defined by low body weight for age and height, is 
associated with numerous dermatological conditions. Yet, clinical observations report that 
patients with AN do not suffer from infectious skin diseases like those associated with primary 
malnutrition. Cell-mediated immunity appears to be amplified in AN, however, this pro-
inflammatory state does not sufficiently explain the lower incidence of infections. Antimicrobial 
peptides (AMPs) are important components of the innate immune system protecting from 
pathogens and shaping the microbiota. In Drosophila melanogaster starvation precedes increased 
AMP gene expression. Here, we analyzed skin microbiota in patients with AN and age-matched, 
healthy-weight controls and investigated the influence of weight gain on microbial community 
structure. We then correlated features of the skin microbial community with psoriasin and RNase 
7, two highly abundant AMPs in human skin, to clarify whether an association between AMPs 
and skin microbiota exists and whether such a relationship might contribute to the resistance to 
cutaneous infections observed in AN. We find significant statistical correlations between 
Shannon diversity and the highly abundant skin AMP psoriasin and bacterial load, respectively. 
Moreover, we reveal psoriasin significantly associates with Abiotrophia, an indicator for the 
healthy-weight control group. Additionally, we observe a significant correlation between an 
individual’s body mass index and Lactobacillus, a microbial indicator of health. Future 
investigation may help clarify physiological mechanisms that link nutritional intake with skin 
physiology. 
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Introduction 
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a psychiatric condition typically affecting females with an estimated 
lifetime prevalence between 0.5% to 2.0% and a peak age in onset between 13 and 18 years of 
age1. The hallmark feature of AN is low body weight for age and height, usually achieved via 
extreme caloric restriction. AN is complicated by malnutrition that can lead to life-threatening 
medical consequences as a result of multiple organ failure and immune system dysfunction2,3.  

Starvation, malnutrition, altered dietary patterns, and single-nutrient deficiencies can all cause 
impaired immune functioning that can lead to chronic inflammation and recurrent infections4,5. 
Indeed, malnourished children chiefly die from “common infections4,6.” Obese individuals, who 
often have micronutrient deficiencies, experience more frequent and more severe infections4. 
Paradoxically, clinical observations of patients with AN report an absence of infections as well as 
delayed or reduced physiological responses to infection7–11. Moreover, AN associated 
dermatological changes include xerosis (dry skin), increased acne, slower wound healing, 
generalized pruritis, and seborrheic dermatitis, but an increased risk of skin infections has not 
been reported12. This is in striking contrast to an increased risk of skin infections associated with 
primary malnutrition typically seen in developing nations13,14. Cell-mediated immunity appears to 
be amplified in AN, however, this pro-inflammatory state does not sufficiently explain the lower 
incidence of infections2,11,15,16. 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are evolutionarily conserved effector molecules of the innate 
immune system with broad-spectrum antimicrobial activities17. Psoriasin and RNase 7 are the 
most abundant AMPs found on human skin that serve immunomodulatory roles in skin immunity 
through the induction of cytokines and chemokines18,19. In the chronic skin inflammatory disease 
psoriasis, keratinocytes proliferate in response to inflammatory cytokines, which in turn increases 
the synthesis of AMPs, including psoriasin, and contributes to the recruitment of T cell subsets 
and other immune effector cells into the skin20,21. RNase 7 is induced by proinflammatory 
cytokines and a wide spectrum of potential pathogenic microorganisms such as Staphylococcus 
aureus and Candida albicans19,22. Similar to psoriasin, RNase 7 is upregulated in psoriasis and 
atopic dermatitis23,24. It is thus intriguing that the expression of AMP genes are also induced by 
starvation in Drosophila melanogaster (common fruit fly) in the absence of infection and 
independent of the pathogen-response pathway25–27. It is possible that this mechanism evolved to 
ensure innate immune activity during periods of energy deprivation.  

Previously, to evaluate whether weight status may also affect AMP expression in human skin, we 
analyzed the concentrations of the AMPs psoriasin and RNase 7 on the skin surface of patients 
with AN before and after weight gain. Surprisingly, we found AMP concentrations did not 
decrease with weight gain, but rather an association of weight gain with increasing AMP 
concentrations was observed28. While a link between AN and skin immune function has yet to be 
elucidated, we hypothesize here that changes in the skin microbial profile of patients with AN 
might contribute to the absence of skin infections observed in this population. 

In this study, we conducted an analysis of skin microbiota based on 16S rRNA gene amplicon 
sequencing in female patients with AN before and after undergoing an in-patient treatment 
program to gain weight and compared to age-matched healthy-weight controls. To test for 
possible relationships between AMP concentrations, bacterial load, or body mass index (BMI) 
and skin microbiota, and to gain insight into whether such relationships might contribute to the 
resistance to dermatological infections observed in AN, we analyzed skin microbial profiles in 
conjunction with these measures. We observe increasing levels of bacterial load with weight gain 
in patients with AN, which is significant at the inner elbow sampling location. We reveal 
significant correlations between psoriasin concentrations and the indicator taxon Abiotrophia for 
the healthy-weight control group. Further, we find Shannon diversity significantly negatively 
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correlates with psoriasin concentrations as well as total bacterial load. Finally, we observe a 
significant correlation between an individual’s BMI and Lactobacillus, a significant microbial 
indicator of health.  

Results 
Study participants and skin sampling 
Thirty-three females diagnosed with AN receiving inpatient medical care and thirty-three 
healthy-weight age-matched female control subjects from Germany were recruited for this study 
(see Methods for inclusion and exclusion details). One patient with AN withdrew from the study 
prior to the second sampling point. Patient metadata analyzed in this study are summarized in 
Table 1; complete study metadata are provided online in Supplementary Table S1. In patients 
with AN, the mean BMI was 12.56 kg/m2 (SD 1.7) before weight gain and 14.54 kg/m2 (SD 1.7) 
after weight gain, with a mean weight gain of 5.7 kg (SD 1.5) corresponding to an increase in 
BMI of 2.0 (SD 0.5) points. The mean BMI of the healthy-weight control group was 22.10 kg/m2 
(1.73). All patients with AN had been diagnosed with a severe and life-threatening stage of AN, 
according to DSM-5 criteria, as represented by a BMI of 15.0 kg/m2 or less.  

Table 1. Summarized metadata 

AN (n=33) HC subjects 
(n=33) 

Age at time of first measurement 
Mean (SD) 25.8 yrs (9.9) 26.0 yrs (9.9) 
Median 23 22.5 
Range 17-54 16-57
Weight (kg) first measurement, before weight 
gain 
Mean (SD) 35.4 (5.2) 61.55 (6.18) 
Median 36.9 61 
Range 23.4-45.5 49-80
BMI first measurement, before weight gain 
Mean (SD) 12.56 (1.70) 22.10 (1.73) 
Median 12.87 22.28 
Range 9.22-14.8 18.69-25.84 

AN (n=32) HC subjects 
(n=33) 

Weight (kg) second measurement, after weight 
gain 
Mean (SD) 40.3 (5.2) - 
Median 42.4 - 
Range 29-47 - 
BMI second measurement, after weight gain 
Mean (SD) 14.54 (1.72) - 
Median 14.81 - 
Range 10.73-17.55 - 

AN = patients with anorexia nervosa 
HC = healthy weight controls 

To obtain skin bacterial profiles and bacterial load estimates, we extracted DNA from material 
derived from a skin-rinsing protocol that concurrently collected the antimicrobial peptides 
psoriasin and RNase 7 from three standardized body sites representing sebaceous, moist, and dry 
cutaneous zones (Fig. 1). Sampling sites were 1.77 cm2 in size and included the forehead 
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(sebaceous), the antecubital fossa (referred to as inner elbow in this study; moist), and the ventral 
side of the lower forearm (dry). Patients were positioned accordingly to facilitate sampling 
procedures, e.g., were placed supine for forehead sampling. 
 
For the subsequent analyses, we defined three study subject groupings: i) healthy-weight controls 
(HC) defined by a BMI ranging between 18.5 and 25.0 kg/m2, ii) patients with AN prior to gain 
weight (hereafter referred to as AN before weight gain), and iii) patients with AN after 
undergoing an inpatient protocol to gain weight and after having gained at least 2 kg of body cell 
mass (hereafter referred to as AN after weight gain). Accordingly, we analyzed these three groups 
according to total bacterial load derived from digital droplet PCR (ddPCR), the relative 
abundance of major taxa and diversity patterns identified in the 16S rRNA gene analysis, and our 
previously published concentrations of psoriasin and RNase 728. A summary of the mean and 
median concentrations of psoriasin and RNase 7 is provided in Supplementary Table S2.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of sampling procedure used in this study. a. Standardized sampling locations for healthy-
weight controls and patients with AN included the forehead, a sebaceous zone (pink), the antecubital fossa/ 
inner elbow, a moist zone (grey), and the ventral side of the lower arm, a dry zone (green). Patients were 
positioned accordingly to facilitate sampling procedures, e.g., supine for forehead sampling. Illustration by 
B. Hermes, 2021. b. Sampling procedure of the distal (lower) forearm. Image photographed by Bendix et 
al., 2020. 
 
 
Bacterial load 
Due to the low microbial biomass of the skin environment and the associated technical 
challenges29, and the reasonable expectation that AMPs and/or AN disease status could influence 
bacterial load, we initially measured the total bacterial load of each sample using ddPCR to 
obtain a precise quantification of target DNA copies, as described by Sze and colleagues30 (see 
Methods) (Supplementary Table S3). ddPCR is a method whereby a sample is fractionated into 
tens of thousands of individual droplets using a water-oil emulsion; PCR is then carried out 
within each droplet thereby providing reliable, absolute quantification of the target molecule, 
reducing PCR bias, and increasing signal-to-noise ratios, especially in low biomass samples such 
as skin30–35. We assessed the distribution of bacterial load between groups at individual sampling 
locations (Fig. 2). We observe an overall trend of increasing bacterial load with weight gain in 
patients with AN. However, we largely find that differences in bacterial load between groups are 
not significant, except for at the inner elbow (antecubital fossa). Here, differences in load 
between HC and patients with AN after weight gain reach statistical significance but differences 
are not significant between patients with AN before and after weight gain (Wilcoxon; p = 0.009; 
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p = 0.053, respectively; Fig. 2). We additionally find that bacterial load significantly correlates 
with psoriasin concentrations at the forehead (Spearman; rs = 0.28, p = 0.02), but not at the inner 
elbow or lower arm (Supplementary Table S3). Bacterial load did not significantly correlate with 
RNase 7 concentrations or BMI.  
 

 
Figure 2. Box plots of total bacterial load, as measured by ddPCR, for study groups at individual sampling 
locations. AN = anorexia nervosa. Wilcoxon test (see Methods); p-values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001. 
p-values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Line indicates 
the median concentration; box shows the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers are 1.5x IQR. Blue 
represents healthy-weight controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold 
represents patients with AN after weight gain.  
 
 
Next, we used ddPCR measurements to aid the assessment of potential contamination (see 
Methods for a detailed description). Briefly, total bacterial load was used as a proxy for input 
bacterial DNA concentrations for the “frequency” method within the R package “Decontam” 
(version 1.8.0; see Methods)36,37. To verify ASVs classified as contaminants (n = 154), we 
visualized five randomly selected contaminants in frequency plots to examine the distribution of 
the ASV with respect to bacterial loads. We find that the contaminant ASVs follow an expected 
pattern in which frequency is inversely proportional to bacterial load, as contaminating DNA will 
account for a larger fraction of this load in samples with low biomass36. We subsequently utilized 
the “prevalence” method within “Decontam” (version 1.8.0), in which the prevalence (presence 
/absence) of ASVs in samples is compared to the that in negative controls, to identify additional 
contaminants36. An additional 70 ASVs were identified as contaminants and removed from the 
dataset. Finally, following the recommendations of Weyrich et al.38, any ASV belonging to 
families Halomonadaceae (n = 0) or Shewanellaceae (n = 14) were removed. In total, we 
analyzed more than 400,000 sequences, with a normalized coverage of 1,000 sequences per 
sample (see Methods).  
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Overview of skin microbiota in patients with AN and healthy-weight controls  
We first analyzed community composition at the phylum and genus levels. The dominant phyla 
include Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and the dominant genera 
include Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, Propionibacterium, Corynebacterium, Anaerococcus, 
and Lactobacillus, whose relative proportions are shown in Fig. 3. Comparisons of relative 
abundances between groups at the phylum level revealed significant differences in Proteobacteria 
between patients with AN before and after weight gain and between HC and patients with AN 
before weight gain (Wilcoxon; p = 0.005, p = 0.014, respectively). Additionally, we find 
significant differences in Firmicutes abundance between HC and patients with AN before weight 
gain (Wilcoxon; p = 0.003). At the genus-level, there are significant differences in the relative 
abundance of Lactobacillus between HC and AN before weight gain, as well as between HC and 
AN after weight gain groups (Wilcoxon; p = 4.23e-07, 5.12e-08, respectively). Other significant 
differences between groups include Staphylococcus for AN before compared to HC (Wilcoxon; p 
= 0.021) and AN before compared to AN after (Wilcoxon; p = 0.005), unclassified Neisseriaceae 
for both AN before and AN after weight gain compared to HC (Wilcoxon; p = 0.003, p = 0.03, 
respectively) and unclassified Streptophyta for AN after weight gain compared to HC (Wilcoxon; 
p = 0.05). Supplementary Table S4 provides a summary of statistical analyses comparing the 
most abundant phyla and genera between groups. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Overview of dominant taxa at sampling sites. a. Bar plot of relative abundances for the most 
abundant phyla, and b. at sampling sites (inner elbow, forehead, and lower arm). c. Bar plot of relative 
abundances for the most abundant genera, and d. at sampling sites (elbow, forehead, and lower arm). AN = 
anorexia nervosa; Controls = healthy-weight controls; AN before = patients with AN before weight gain 
treatment; AN after = patients with AN after weight gain treatment 
 
 
Diversity indices 
Next, we assessed alpha diversity at the amplicon sequence variant (ASV)-level to investigate 
potential effects of AN on skin microbiota. Shannon diversity measures both the richness 
(number of different species) and evenness (how the species are distributed relative to one 
another) of the bacterial community, whereas the Chao1 index reflects expected species richness. 
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Surprisingly, we show alpha diversity tends to decrease in patients with AN after weight gain 
therapy and find significant differences in both community richness and evenness in these 
patients compared to HC. Specifically, we find a significant difference in Shannon diversity at the 
forehead between HC and AN after weight gain (Wilcoxon; p = 0.02; Fig. 4a). We also find a 
significant difference in Shannon diversity at the lower forearm between HC and AN after weight 
gain (Wilcoxon; p = 0.005; Fig. 4a). For Chao1 diversity, we find a significant difference at the 
forehead between AN before weight gain and HC and between AN after weight gain and HC 
(Wilcoxon; p = 0.02; p = 0.007, respectively; Fig. 4b). As with Shannon diversity, there is a 
significant difference in Chao1 diversity at the lower forearm between HC and AN after weight 
gain (Wilcoxon; p = 0.009; Fig. 4b). Supplementary Table S5 provides summary statistics for 
group comparisons.  

 

Fig. 4. Alpha diversity indices for healthy-weight controls and patients with anorexia nervosa (AN), by 
weight gain status (before and after), at each sampling location. a. Shannon diversity index. b. Chao1 
diversity index. Wilcoxon test (see Methods); p-values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001. p-values were 
adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Line indicates the median 
concentration; box shows the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers are 1.5x IQR. Blue represents 
healthy-weight controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold represents patients 
with AN after weight gain.  

 
To further explore the trend of decreasing alpha diversity after weight gain in patients with AN, 
we calculated Spearman correlations for Shannon and Chao1 diversity measures with AMP 
concentrations, total bacterial load, and BMI (Supplementary Table S6). We find that Shannon 
diversity is significantly negatively correlated with psoriasin concentrations (Spearman; rho = -
0.22, p = 0.0003; Fig 5a), but not within individual sampling sites (Fig. 5b). We find Shannon 
diversity also significantly negatively correlates with total bacterial load (Spearman; rho = -0.35, 
p = 4.6e-09; Fig. 5c), and moreover, this significant relationship is preserved at the inner elbow 
(Spearman; rho = -0.35, p =0.003), the forehead (Spearman; rho = -0.33, p = 0.003), and the 
lower arm (Spearman; rho = -0.26, p = 0.04; Fig. 5d). Shannon diversity does not significantly 
covary with RNase 7 concentrations or BMI. Chao 1 index does not significantly correlate with 
AMP concentrations, total bacterial load, or BMI. 
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Fig. 5. Spearman correlations between Shannon diversity index and a. psoriasin concentrations, b. 
psoriasin concentrations at individual sampling locations, c. total bacterial load, and d. total bacterial load 
at individual sampling locations. r(s) = spearman’s Rho. AN = anorexia nervosa. ns = not significant. Blue 
represents healthy-weight controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold 
represents patients with AN after weight gain. p-values were adjusted for multiple testing according to 
Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). 
 
 
To assess overall community compositional differences between groups, we next performed beta 
diversity analyses. We find no distinguishable separation of study groups based on the Bray-
Curtis dissimilarity index (based on abundance) or with the Jaccard index (based on 
presence/absence), suggesting the similar microbial communities amongst the groups 
(Supplementary Fig. S1). A constrained analysis of principal coordinates of the Bray-Curtis 
distance (‘capscale’39) with respect to treatment status (i.e., HC, AN before, and AN after) 
reveals significant differences between the study groups, but treatment status explains only about 
1% of the variation between groups (anova.cca; p = 1e-04; Supplementary Fig. S2). 
 
Indicator species  
To reveal potentially important individual taxa, we conducted indicator species analyses 
(‘indicspecies’40) at the ASV- and genus-level on a microbiota core defined by a prevalence 
threshold, whereby a taxon must be present in at least 5% of samples for inclusion in the analysis 
(see Methods).  
 
At the genus-level, Lactobacillus, Clostridium sensu stricto, and Abiotrophia associate with the 
HC group (Table 2). Accordingly, there is a statistically significant difference in the relative 
abundance of Lactobacillus in HC compared to both the AN before and AN after weight gain 
(Wilcoxon; p = 4.23e-07, 5.12e-098, respectively; Fig.6a; Supplementary Table S4). These 
significant differences are maintained at individual sampling locations (Fig. 6b; Supplementary 
Table S4). Further, we identify unclassified Neisseriaceae as a significant indicator for both the 
AN before and AN after groups. Summary statistics for differences in indicator genera between 
groups at individual sampling locations within groups are presented in Supplementary Table S4.  
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Subsequently, because the “Decontam” procedure was performed on the level of ASVs, we 
conducted an additional screen to evaluate whether indicator genera could represent contaminants 
in our dataset, based on the expectation of negative correlations between bacterial load and 
contaminating taxa36. We thus accordingly calculated Spearman correlations between the relative 
abundance of indicator genera and bacterial loads. We find no significant correlations between 
total bacterial load and Lactobacillus, Abiotrophia, Clostridium sensu stricto, or unclassified 
Neisseriaceae (see Methods; Supplementary Table S7). However, our analysis finds 
Jeotgalicoccus, an additional indicator genus for the HC group, to negatively correlate with total 
bacterial load (Spearman; rs = -0.13, p = 0.03). This association is not significant at individual 
sampling locations. Nevertheless, following the logic that contaminant sequences are expected to 
negatively covary with bacterial loads, Jeotgalicoccus was excluded from additional analyses and 
not reported in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Indicators at genus- and ASV-level with RDP SeqMatch Results 

  stat p-value adj. p-
value 

RDP SeqMatch 
result 

S_ab 
score 

Healthy controls           

Lactobacillus 0.706 
2.00E-

05 0.002 Lactobacillus 
crispatus  1.0 

ASV_29 0.706 4.00E-
05 0.005 

Abiotrophia 0.404 
9.00E-

04 0.03 Abiotrophia defectiva 1.0 
ASV_160 0.404 0.001 0.03 

Clostridium sensu stricto 0.374 0.001 0.03 Clostridium spp. 1.0 ASV_744 0.374 0.001 0.03 
Patients with AN           
unclassified Neisseriaceae 0.502 0.002 0.05 NA NA ASV_13 0.502 0.003 0.05 

            
ASV = amplicon sequent variant; RDP = Ribosomal Database Project; AN = 
anorexia nervosa   

Indicator species analysis applied using indicspecies (version 1.7.9) with “r.g.” function and 
99,999 permutations on a microbial core defined by ASVs classified to the genus-level that are 
present in at least 5% of all samples (see Methods). p-values were adjusted for multiple testing 
according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).  
Representative 16S rRNA gene sequences were queried via Ribosomal Database Project 
SeqMatch (version 3). 

 

 
At the ASV level, we find three significant indicators for the HC group, and one for both the 
patients with AN before and after weight gain (Table 2). To refine the taxonomic classification of 
indicator ASVs, we queried representative sequences using RDP SeqMatch (see Methods; 
Supplementary Table S8). Indicator ASV_29 is a close match to Lactobacillus crispatus (S_ab 
score = 1.0). Lactobacilli spp. are well-known human commensals, with previous studies 
reporting Lactobacilli spp. in the gut, vagina, mouth, on skin, and in breastmilk41–43. A query of 
indicator ASV_160 reveals a close match to Abiotrophia defectiva (S_ab score = 1.0). Previous 
studies identified Abiotrophia spp., from the family Lactobacillales, in the oral and upper 
respiratory flora44. Clostridium sensu stricto was identified in the human gut microbiome in the 
context of chronic disease45 and was previously classified as a human-associated microbe with 
pathogenic capabilities46.  
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To evaluate potential associations between the relative abundance of indicator genera with AMP 
concentrations and BMI, we calculated Spearman correlations (see Methods; Supplementary 
Table S7). We find that Abiotrophia significantly positively associates with psoriasin 
concentrations (Spearman; rs = 0.17, p = 0.004; Supplementary Fig. S3). However, at individual 
sampling locations, i.e., elbow, forehead, and lower arm, these correlations are not significant 
(Supplementary Fig. S3). Abiotrophia does not significantly correlate with RNase 7 
concentrations or BMI. We find that Lactobacillus does not correlate with psoriasin or RNase 7 
concentrations. However, we find significant associations between BMI and Lactobacillus 
(Spearman; rs = 0.37, p = 5.4e-10; Fig. 6c); further, this significant association is maintained at 
the inner elbow (Spearman; rs = 0.3, p = 0.005), the forehead (Spearman; rs = 0.5, p = 1.65e-06), 
and lower arm (Spearman; rs = 0.3, p = 0.001; Fig. 6d). Since Lactobacillus is an abundant taxon, 
we selected it to conduct single linear regression modeling to assess whether BMI predicts the 
relative abundance of Lactobacillus. We found BMI to be a weak, but significant predictor of 
Lactobacillus relative abundance at the inner elbow (R2

adj = 0.08; p = 0.007), the forehead (R2
adj = 

0.05; p = 0.02), and at the lower arm (R2
adj = 0.08; p = 0.007; Fig. 6e).  
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Figure 6. Box plots of relative abundances, Spearman correlations, and single linear regressions for 
Lactobacillus, an indicator genus. a. Box plot of Lactobacillus relative abundances for healthy-weight 
controls and patients with AN by weight gain arm (before and after) and, b. faceted by sampling location. 
Wilcoxon test (see Methods); p-values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001. Line indicates the median 
concentration; box shows the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers are 1.5x IQR. c. Spearman 
correlation between indicator Lactobacillus and BMI, and at d. individual sampling locations e. Single 
linear regression model between BMI and relative abundance of Lactobacillus at the inner elbow (R2adj = 
0.08; p = 0.007), the forehead (R2adj = 0.05; p = 0.02), and at the lower arm (R2adj = 0.08; p = 0.007).  
r(s) = spearman’s Rho. AN = anorexia nervosa. BMI = body mass index.  Blue represents healthy-weight 
controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold represents patients with AN after 
weight gain. p-values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). 
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Discussion 
Our study is the first to characterize the skin microbiota in female patients with AN. We 
conducted a 16S rRNA gene-based analysis in patients with AN before and after weight gain and 
with age-matched, healthy-weight controls and then correlated these findings with the 
concentrations of two highly abundant skin AMPs, psoriasin and RNase 7, and with BMI.  
 
Notably, we find that the concentration of the AMP psoriasin weakly, but significantly, correlates 
with the indicator genus Abiotrophia for HC. However, at individual sampling locations, this 
genus does not significantly correlate with psoriasin concentrations, possibly due to low 
frequencies and low relative abundances.  
 
Recently, Abiotrophia was found to be positively associated with the severity of psoriasis, a 
mixed autoimmune and autoinflammatory skin disorder marked by elevated psoriasin 
concentrations47. In this regard, our findings that Abiotrophia significantly positively associates 
with psoriasin, an established biomarker for psoriasis, supports evidence that links Abiotrophia 
and psoriasis disease severity. In our study, the relative abundance of Abiotrophia represents less 
than 1% of the total abundance of skin microbiota. This is fitting, as our study population did not 
exhibit signs of inflammatory skin disease or psoriasis, and thus, we would not expect this taxon 
to be a dominant genus. Still, it is interesting that Abiotrophia is an indicator for HC, but not for 
patients with AN, where one might expect inflammation to occur alongside AN-associated skin 
changes. The role of cell-mediated immunity in AN is controversial, with several studies 
reporting an increase in T-cell proliferation and inflammatory cytokine production, including 
interleukin-1, interleukin-6, and tumor-necrosis factor, when compared to healthy controls or to 
innate immunity responses in primary malnutrition, where immune function is suppressed 
2,11,15,16. However, an earlier investigation conducted by Omodei and colleagues48 found that 
immune cell populations and the cytokines they produce are reduced in AN, but display greater 
antioxidant, stress resistance, and anti-inflammatory profiles compared to controls. It is possible 
that the AN population included in our study exhibits an augmented anti-inflammatory profile, 
thereby clarifying the relatively reduced levels of microbial taxa associated with inflammatory 
skin disease, such as Abiotrophia, observed in these subjects.  
 
We also find the Shannon diversity index, which reflects both species richness and species 
evenness, to significantly negatively associate with psoriasin concentrations and with total 
bacterial load. Furthermore, we show that both Shannon and Chao1 diversity decreases in 
patients with AN after weight gain compared to patients with AN before weight and compared to 
HC, and that there are significant differences in alpha diversity between HC and AN after weight 
gain. These results are interesting in the context of our previous work in which we found that 
AMP concentrations, psoriasin in particular, tended to increase in patients with AN after weight 
gain28. Previous surveys of the skin microbiome of patients with psoriasis report higher alpha 
diversity, but with lower stability, compared to healthy skin49, while others report decreased 
taxonomic diversity in psoriatic skin compared to healthy skin50. Increased psoriasin expression 
is a well-established feature of psoriasis51. As such, it is possible that our findings capture a 
transitional shift in alpha diversity in patients with AN in response to rising psoriasin levels.   
 
Additionally, we find that BMI significantly correlates with Lactobacillus, another indicator 
genus for HC. Since Lactobacillus represents a dominant genus in our study, we assessed the 
possibility that Lactobacillus is a contaminant. We visualized the distribution of Lactobacillus 
across bacterial loads obtained from ddPCR for the most abundant Lactobacillus ASVs in our 
dataset. We find that these Lactobacillus ASVs do not follow a pattern of contamination, 
whereby their frequency would be inversely proportional to input bacterial load. Rather, the 
frequency of Lactobacillus ASVs are independent of the input ddPCR load data. These findings 
are consistent with Lactobacillus representing a true biological signal.  
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The finding of Lactobacillus, and L. crispatus in particular, as an indicator of healthy-weight is 
congruent with previous studies demonstrating the potential role of Lactobacilli spp. as probiotics 
for improving skin health and barrier function52,53, anti-aging effects54, and balancing the gut 
microbial population, thereby preventing inflammatory disease and even cancer at different sites 
in the body, most likely through the production anti-inflammatory metabolites such as short chain 
fatty acids55. Moreover, this finding is supported by data showing that Lactobacillus colonizes 
healthy human skin56–60, including the inner elbow61, forehead62, and scalp63. Interestingly, one 
study exploring the effects of age on the structure of the skin microbiome found Lactobacillus to 
be present on the skin of participants aged 20 to 30 years, but not on those aged 50 to 60 years64. 
This finding is particularly interesting given that the mean age of our study population is 25 years 
for patients with AN and 26 years for HC. However, another survey of the skin microbiome in 
relation to age and photodamage found increasing age is associated with an increase in 
Lactobacillus60. Li et al. (2020) hypothesize that Lactobacillus spp. may increase in response to 
skin damage (e.g., from UV radiation) that accumulates with age, which may reduce 
inflammation and improve skin barrier integrity. Moreover, the authors speculate that 
Lactobacillus, Staphylococcus, and Propionibacterium (Cutibacterium) might act synergistically 
in skin immunity functions to protect and repair skin from photodamage and inflammation60.  
 
In our study, it is possible that the skin microbiome is responding to inflammation and AN-
associated skin changes in patients with AN as nutritional status improves. Although not 
significant, we find Lactobacillus to increase in patients with AN with weight gain at the inner 
elbow and lower arm. Conversely, Lactobacillus decreases at the forehead, but here, we also find 
increasing total bacterial load, which significantly correlates with increasing psoriasin 
concentrations, and we further observe a non-significant increase in Staphylococcus at the 
forehead (Supplementary Fig.3, Supplementary Table S4). The synergistic actions of these three 
genera to mitigate inflammation and repair skin integrity could perhaps explain why we did not 
observe significant differences between patients with AN before and after weight gain when 
analyzing these taxa individually. Indeed, when we visualized the sums of the relative 
abundances for Lactobacillus, Propionibacterium, and Staphylococcus, we observe a significant 
difference in relative abundance between patients with AN before and after weight gain and 
between HC and patients before weight gain. Notably, the sum of these relative abundances in 
patients with AN after weight gain is not significantly different from HC (Supplementary Fig S4.)  
 
Lastly, our findings contribute to the growing body of evidence demonstrating that BMI 
significantly associates with skin microbial diversity. In a study of underweight (BMI 15-18.5), 
normal-weight (BMI 18.5 – 25.0), overweight (25-30), and obese individuals (BMI 30.0-45.0), 
Brandwein et al.65 found that skin microbial diversity was significantly associated with BMI. 
Specifically, the authors reported a significant difference in skin microbial diversity between 
underweight and overweight/ obese individuals and between underweight and normal-weight 
individuals, but not between normal-weight and overweight/ obese individuals. While limited in 
terms of sample size and weight categories (underweight and normal-weight only), our work 
supports the finding that features of the human skin microbiome covary with BMI. 
 
Our study has some limitations. The range of diverse microenvironments (i.e., dry, moist, 
sebaceous) encompassing human skin as well as the need to consider bacteria living on the skin’s 
surface and those residing within its deeper layers introduce challenges66–71. Our sampling 
strategy included a skin washing method that, to our knowledge, has not been implemented in 
other skin microbiome surveys. This method is advantageous in that it allows for simultaneous 
collection of AMPs. A potential downside to this method is that the washing solution likely 
collects only superficial microbes that can be readily flushed off the skin using the rinsing 
solution. It is therefore possible that our findings are not necessarily comparable to other surveys 
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of the skin microbiome in which methods such as skin scraping or swabbing, that can perhaps 
collect greater numbers of bacteria and bacteria at various depths, were utilized. For example, we 
find Propionibacterium at the oily forehead location in relative abundances less than that 
typically found in other skin microbiome surveys72. This finding may be a result of the rinsing 
solution not efficiently washing off Propionibacterium, which are known to adhere to free fatty 
acids on the skin72. Additionally, it is possible that other bacteria, such as Lactobacillus, are more 
readily washed off the skin’s surface and thus may be overrepresented in our results.  
 
Our unique study population is also likely to influence the skin microbial profiles reported here. 
Our study included young women aged 13 to 18 years with severe and life-threatening anorexia 
nervosa. Previous surveys found that pre-pubescent children often harbor low levels or no 
Propionibacterium on the skin73,74. A common side effect of malnutrition in severe and life-
threatening anorexia nervosa is pubertal delay75. Thus, it is possible that the relative abundances 
of Propionibacterium in our study reflect those reported in surveys of pre-pubescent children. 
Moreover, a survey comparing skin microbiota profiles of hands between men and women found 
that taxa from Lactobacillaceae are more abundant on the hands of women76. The abundance of 
Lactobacillus reported in our study might reflect a larger phenomenon in which young women 
harbor greater abundances of these commensal bacteria on the skin compared to men. Future 
studies, especially those comparing the skin washing method with other established methods in 
the field, are necessary to verify these hypotheses.  
 
Further, the timing of the second sampling point for AMP and skin microbiota collection may 
have occurred too soon to sufficiently capture additional meaningful changes in the composition 
of the skin microbiota. The skin microbiome is remarkably stable at the strain level, despite an 
ever-changing environment, and the composition of the skin microbiome is largely shaped by 
host physiology77. Given that the patients with AN were still significantly under-weight at the 
second sampling timepoint, with a mean BMI of 14.54 kg/m2, it is possible that any immune 
dysregulation affecting microbial composition at the first timepoint was still present after weight 
gain. Interestingly, Gibson et al.2 speculate that the pro-inflammatory state in AN is perhaps a 
primary immunity defect that contributes to the pathogenesis of AN. If immune dysregulation in 
AN is not necessarily secondary to malnutrition, then it stands to reason improvements in weight 
and nutrition status in patients with AN would not necessarily affect skin immune processes, and 
therefore may not lead to substantial changes in skin microbiota. Moreover, it is also feasible that 
the modest weight gain (at least 2 kg) in patients with AN between sampling timepoints one and 
two was not enough to alter skin physiology in other ways (e.g., increase sebum production), and 
therefore not enough to significantly alter microbial community structure. Finally, it is possible 
that the effect of starvation on AMP levels observed in Drosophila is not readily translated to 
humans. Nutritional status and dietary intake affect human physiological and biochemical 
processes, yet little is known about the effect of nutrition on human skin physiology78,79.  
 
In conclusion, this study finds significant statistical correlations between the highly abundant skin 
AMP psoriasin and features of the skin microbiome of healthy-weight controls compared to 
patients with AN before and after weight gain. We find no significant statistical correlations 
between the AMP RNase 7 and skin microbiota. Finally, there is a significant statistical 
correlation between an individual’s BMI and Lactobacillus, a significant microbial indicator of 
health, at all sampling locations. Further studies examining the relationship between caloric and 
nutritional intake and skin microbiota in the context of eating disorders may help clarify the 
physiological mechanisms that link nutritional intake with skin physiology.  
 
 
Methods 
Study subjects  
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The study was approved by the ethics committee of Hannover Medical School (3209-2016) and 
was conducted following the Declaration of Helsinki and in accordance with relevant guidelines 
and regulations. All participants or legal guardians provided written informed consent prior to 
study inclusion.  
 
Thirty-three female patients diagnosed with AN according to DSM-5 criteria80, and with a body 
mass index (BMI) of 15 kg/m2 or below were recruited from two inpatient eating disorder 
facilities in Germany (Klinik Lüneburger Heide and Hannover Medical School). The DSM-5 
defines AN by (a) a restriction of energy intake leading to a significant low body weight, (b) an 
intense fear of gaining weight or becoming fat, and (c) an unduly influence of body weight or 
shape on self-worth. Patients with AN were investigated shortly after hospitalization, prior to 
undergoing an inpatient treatment program to gain weight, and again after having achieved an 
increase in body cell mass of 2 kg or more. One patient with AN withdrew from the study prior to 
the second sampling point. Randomly selected healthy-weight control subjects, defined by a BMI 
between 18.5 and 25.0 kg/m2, included thirty-three age-matched females without a psychiatric 
history and free of current mental disorders. Controls were investigated at one time point. 
Inclusion criteria for all subjects included a minimum age of 16 years, non-smoking status, and to 
be visually free from skin disorders. All subjects were free from inflammatory disease and 
immunosuppressive drugs. Final sample sizes included 287 skin rinsing samples from 32 patients 
with AN and 33 control subjects (Table 1; Supplementary Table S1).  
 
Subjects underwent a clinical interview to gather socio-demographic information and medical 
history Subjects were weighed using a standardized scale. BMI was calculated using height and 
weight data. Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIACORPUS RX 4004 M, Medical Healthcare 
GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) was used to verify an increase in body cell mass of at least 2 kg 
prior to the second sampling point for the patients with AN.  
 
Sampling procedures 
A standardized sampling procedure was implemented by Bendix et al.28, whereby sampling was 
conducted in the same location by one investigator at the same time to minimize putative 
influences of the circadian rhythm81. Three standardized body sites measuring 1.77 cm2 in size 
and comprising diverse skin microenvironments (i.e., sebaceous, moist, and dry body regions) 
were selected: forehead (sebaceous), inner elbow (moist), and ventral side of the lower forearm 
(dry; Fig. 1). All subjects avoided cosmetics, lotions, and other topical products the morning of 
testing. Subjects abstained from physical exercise the morning of sampling days, as exercise may 
increase AMP expression82. Subjects were placed in appropriate positions to collect samples from 
the various locations. For example, forehead sampling could be carried out with the subject 
placed in a supine position. Negative sampling controls including ambient air, room controls, 
and/or negative extraction controls were included for each sampling batch. Ambient air controls 
containing aliquots of the rinsing buffer solution used at the study site were opened and closed 
quickly, and then processed as samples. Room controls containing aliquots of the rinsing buffer 
solution used at the study site were left open for the duration of the rinsing procedure before 
being processed. 
 
AMPs investigated in this study included psoriasin and RNase 7, which represent the two most 
abundant AMPs on the surface of human skin83,84. AMP data analyzed in this study was 
previously reported by Bendix et al.28. AMP sampling was conducted using a skin rinsing 
method, previously described by Bendix et al.28 (2020), Gläser et al.84, and Wittersheim et al.85. 
Briefly, standardized skin sites were washed by pipet with 1 ml of a rinsing buffer solution (10 
mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 containing 0.1% Triton X-100) using a sterile, DNA-free 
plastic ring. The buffer solution was collected, centrifuged (10 min, 10.000×g), and diluted 1:10 
with 10% (w/v) bovine serum albumin. Samples were stored at − 80 °C until further processing. 
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Quantitative determination of the AMPs was measured by ELISA, as previously described by 
Gläser et al.86 and Bendix et al.28. A monoclonal antibody derived from hybridoma mouse cells 
was used for the psoriasin ELISA84. A polyclonal antibody derived from goat was used for the 
RNase 7 ELISA83. ELISA was performed twice for each sample to ensure reliability. A mean 
value was calculated from the two sampling measurements and subsequently used in downstream 
analyses.  
 
Bacteria were collected concurrently with antimicrobial peptides during the skin rinsing protocol 
and harvested by centrifugation (10 min, 10.000×g). Bacterial genomic DNA was extracted from 
the resulting pellet formed during the centrifugation step of the skin rinsing procedure using the 
Ultra-Deep Microbiome Prep extraction kit according to the supplier’s protocol. Samples were 
extracted in batches corresponding to collection dates and library preparation and subsequent 
sequencing (see below) was completed in two batches (Supplementary Table S1). 
 
Bacterial load assessment and 16S rRNA gene sequencing 
We adapted ddPCR to measure bacterial loads by targeting the V2 hypervariable region of the 
16S rRNA gene, as described by Sze and colleagues30. The 20uL ddPCR master mix was 
prepared according to the manufacturer’s protocol with a final primer concentration of 120nM 
and with 10ng of nucleic acid template. PCR was performed on Bio-Rad C1000 Touch Thermal 
Cycler with following conditions: 95°C for 5 min, 40 cycles at 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 1 
min, 4°C for 5 min, 90°C for 5 min, and incubation at 10°C. Final products were transferred to 
QX200™ Droplet Reader and quantified as gene copies (per 20µL) using Bio-Rad QuantaSoft 
(v.1.7.4.0917). 
 
16S rRNA amplicon library preparation and sequencing were performed as described in 
Belheouane et al.87 Briefly, hypervariable regions V1-V2 of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene were 
amplified and sequencing was performed using the dual-index sequencing strategy for amplicon 
sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq platform88. Negative controls were included in library 
preparation and sequencing batches. After PCR amplification, the final number of negative 
controls that were included for sequencing included: ambient air (n = 5), room controls (n = 5), 
and negative extraction controls with and without rinsing buffer (n = 16, respectively). All 
controls were processed alongside samples. ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community Standard 
cells (Zymo Research) were used as extraction and sequencing controls to assess contamination36.  
 
Data processing and 16S taxonomic classification  
Data processing and statistical analyses were performed in R (version 4.0.5). Processing and 
taxonomic classification of 16S rRNA gene sequence data was performed as previously 
described87. Sequences were processed using DADA2 (version 1.16.0), resulting in ASV 
abundance tables89. Taxonomic assignment of ASVs was completed in DADA2 with the 
Bayesian classifier using the NR Silva database training set, version 13890.  
 
Contamination assessment 
As the skin harbors relatively low microbial biomass, the risk of contamination during skin 
sampling and sample processing is substantial and any contamination introduced during these 
steps can radically affect data interpretation, as contaminants tend to be preferentially amplified 
and sequenced over true biological signals within the sample 29,36,91.  Here, we present a detailed 
description of steps taken throughout this study to mitigate and assess the contribution of 
contamination.  
 
ddPCR load measurements were used to assess contamination in our dataset via the “frequency” 
method within the R package “Decontam” (version 1.8.0) in conjunction with Phyloseq (version 
1.32.0) 36,37,92. The strict probability threshold of 0.1 was used and the batch feature within 
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“Decontam” was utilized to analyze samples according to extraction batch to account for any 
batch effects and differences in contamination between batches. This resulted in the identification 
and subsequent removal of 154 ASVs labelled as likely contaminants. To verify ASVs classified 
as contaminants by the “frequency” method within “Decontam”, we visualized five randomly 
selected contaminant ASVs in frequency plots to view the distribution of the ASV with respect to 
total bacterial loads obtained from ddPCR. We find that the ASVs identified as contaminants 
follow the expected pattern in which frequency is inversely proportional to input ddPCR load, as 
contaminating DNA will account for a larger fraction of the ddPCR load in samples with low 
biomass.  
 
Next, we utilized the “prevalence” method within “Decontam”, in which the prevalence (absence/ 
presence) of sequence features in samples is compared to the prevalence in negative controls to 
identify contaminants. The threshold parameter was set to the strict probability threshold of 0.5 
and the batch function was utilized to analyze samples according to extraction batch and to 
account for differences in contamination between batches. An additional 70 ASVs were identified 
as likely contaminants and subsequently removed from the dataset. Finally, following 
recommendations of Weyrich et al.38, any ASV belonging to families Halomonadaceae (n = 0) 
and Shewanellaceae (n = 14) were removed, as these bacteria represent common contaminants in 
low biomass samples. 
 
To normalize sequencing coverage after the “Decontam” filtering procedure, we calculated 
rarefaction curves to determine the sampling threshold; random sub-sampling to 1,000 sequences 
per sample was performed. Twenty-three samples did not meet the 1,000 sequences coverage 
threshold and were excluded from the analysis. Additionally, 761 ASVs were removed because 
they were no longer present in any sample after random sub-sampling.  
 
Ecological and statistical analyses 
Alpha diversity was measured using Shannon and Chao1 indices with Vegan (version 2.5-6.) As 
data were not normally distributed, all three groups were compared against each other using 
paired (AN before versus AN after) and unpaired (AN before versus HC, AN after versus HC) 
Wilcoxon rank sum tests. Spearman correlations were performed to assess the relationship 
between alpha diversity and BMI. Overall differences between groups (beta diversity) were 
assessed using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index in Phyloseq; the vegan package was used to 
conduct a constrained analysis of principal coordinates (‘capscale’), a hypothesis-driven 
ordination that limits the separation of the communities based on the variable tested, for which 
the ‘anova.cca’ function was applied to assess significance. 
 
Between group relative abundances at the phylum- and genus-level were calculated in Phyloseq 
and compared using Wilcoxon rank sum tests. Spearman correlations were performed to assess 
the relationship between the relative abundances of individual taxa and BMI or concentrations of 
psoriasin or RNase 7 at individual sampling locations (i.e., forehead, elbow, lower arm). 
Correction for multiple testing was performed according to Benjamini and Hochberg method93.  
 
Indicator species analysis was applied using indicspecies (version 1.7.9) with the “r.g.” function94 
and 99,999 permutations on a microbial core defined by ASVs classified to the genus-level that 
are present in at least 5% of all samples. Significant indicator ASVs were selected after correction 
of p-values for multiple testing using the Benjamini and Hochberg method93. We additionally 
calculated Spearman correlations between significant indicator taxa at the genus-level and 
bacterial loads. In cases of contamination, contaminant features are usually inversely proportional 
to input DNA concentration, as contaminants tend to be preferentially amplified and sequenced 
over true biological signals within the sample29,36,91. We find no significant negative correlations 
between bacterial loads and indicator genera reported (see Results), suggesting that these 
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indicator taxa likely represent true biological signal. 

Representative 16S rRNA gene sequences were queried via Ribosomal Database Project 
SeqMatch (version 3)95,96. Results represent classification based on the RDP match score (S_ab), 
which is the number of unique 7-base oligomers shared between the query sequence and a given 
RDP sequence for both type- and non-type strains. 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Beta diversity based on a. Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index by sampling location and b. Jaccard index 
by sampling location. Blue represents healthy-weight controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and 
gold represents patients with AN after weight gain. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 2. Constrained analysis of principal coordinates of the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity index with respect to 
treatment status. Blue represents healthy-weight controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold 
represents patients with AN after weight gain. 
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Skin microbiota in anorexia nervosa 

Hermes, et al. 2022. Submitted. 

Supplementary Fig S3. Spearman correlations between indicator Abiotrophia and psoriasin concentrations a. at all 
locations and b. faceted by sampling location.  r(s) = spearman’s Rho. AN = anorexia nervosa. ns = not significant. Blue 
represents healthy-weight controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold represents patients with 
AN after weight gain. p-values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). 

Supplementary Fig S4. Box plots of a. Staphylococcus and b. Propionibacterium relative abundances for healthy-weight 
controls and patients with AN, by weight gain arm (before and after) and, c. Sum totals of relative abundances of 
Staphylococcus, Propionibacterium, and Lactobacillus for healthy-weight controls and patients with AN, by weight gain arm 
(before and after) and, d. faceted by sampling location. Wilcoxon test (see Methods); p-values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 
0.001. p-values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Line indicates the median 
concentration; box shows the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers are 1.5x IQR. Blue represents healthy-weight 
controls, red represents patients with AN before weight gain, and gold represents patients with AN after weight gain. 
Summary statistics provided in Supplementary Table S3. rel = relative; ab = abundance; Lact = Lactobacillus; Staph = 
Staphylococcus; Prop = Propionibacterium 
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Supplementary Table S1. Study metadata

Sample_ID copies sample_control control_type patient_ID treatment location patient_control pso R7 age_before weight_before weight_change weight_after bmi isolation_date isolation_batch sequencing_run

AN-136 22.00 sample sample A1 before S patient 61.08134493 1.119467 24 39.2 14.2 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-138 70.00 sample sample A1 before U patient 2.121034786 0.7825305 24 39.2 14.2 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-137 80.00 sample sample A1 before E patient 30.18449658 0.16675 24 39.2 14.2 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_2

AN-219 38.00 sample sample A1 after S patient 198.1783105 1.2443125 5.1 44.3 16.08 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-221 128.00 sample sample A1 after U patient 8.009266263 0.403375 5.1 44.3 16.08 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-220 148.00 sample sample A1 after E patient 11.51134538 0.537925 5.1 44.3 16.08 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-227 38.00 sample sample A10 before U patient 2.23398132 0.70053 26 33.5 10.94 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-226 60.00 sample sample A10 before E patient 3.817595123 1.12785 26 33.5 10.94 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-225 142.00 sample sample A10 before S patient 83.98912354 1.09224 26 33.5 10.94 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-252 0.00 sample sample A10 after E patient 7.17825184 1.375219 6.8 40.3 13.16 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-253 138.00 sample sample A10 after U patient 4.815585945 0.982145 6.8 40.3 13.16 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-251 290.00 sample sample A10 after S patient 379.5042506 1.722049 6.8 40.3 13.16 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-5 28.00 sample sample A11 after S patient 232.2178553 4.2566595 5 42.4 13.84 6/14/2018 batch_2 seq_2

AN-7 36.00 sample sample A11 after U patient 3.958483709 2.4361695 5 42.4 13.84 6/14/2018 batch_2 seq_2

AN-6 80.00 sample sample A11 after E patient 4.215227317 3.411432 5 42.4 13.84 6/14/2018 batch_2 seq_2

AN-244 24.00 sample sample A11 before S patient 27.3562505 1.50239 24 37.4 12.21 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_1

AN-245 24.00 sample sample A11 before E patient 3.251965042 0.750925 24 37.4 12.21 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_2

AN-246 28.00 sample sample A11 before U patient 1.063736269 0.750925 24 37.4 12.21 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_2

AN-247 48.00 sample sample A12 before S patient 162.080837 7.537232 54 37 13.76 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_1

AN-249 52.00 sample sample A12 before U patient 6.286633594 1.687366 54 37 13.76 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_1

AN-248 102.00 sample sample A12 before E patient 11.47337389 1.583317 54 37 13.76 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_1

AN-23 26.00 sample sample A12 after U patient 8.114112085 2.3841555 6.3 43.3 16.1 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_1

AN-22 50.00 sample sample A12 after E patient 2.756644777 1.590942 6.3 43.3 16.1 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_1

AN-21 58.00 sample sample A12 after S patient 298.4835024 14.3139079 6.3 43.3 16.1 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_1

AN-261 114.00 sample sample A13 before S patient 35.81607082 1.560195 25 26 9.55 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-263 62.00 sample sample A13 before U patient 14.57089209 0.762486 25 26 9.55 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-262 72.00 sample sample A13 before E patient 14.56407114 1.224926 25 26 9.55 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-27 42.00 sample sample A13 after U patient 1.923954585 1.2398475 3.2 29.2 10.73 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_2

AN-26 48.00 sample sample A13 after E patient 2.4420974 1.018788 3.2 29.2 10.73 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_1

AN-25 94.00 sample sample A13 after S patient 649.292711 1.122816 3.2 29.2 10.73 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_1

AN-2 0.00 sample sample A14 before E patient 11.72984291 0.8497425 39 28.9 10.24 4/9/2018 batch_1 seq_2

AN-1 30.00 sample sample A14 before S patient 336.9726529 1.590942 39 28.9 10.24 4/9/2018 batch_1 seq_1

AN-3 60.00 sample sample A14 before U patient 12.53392456 1.2138405 39 28.9 10.24 4/9/2018 batch_1 seq_2

AN-33 58.00 sample sample A14 after U patient 17.38640921 15.15969996 6.1 35 12.4 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_1

AN-32 156.00 sample sample A14 after E patient 10.54886053 0.6416865 6.1 35 12.4 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_2

AN-31 336.00 sample sample A14 after S patient 297.1874548 0.9017565 6.1 35 12.4 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_1

AN-10 104.00 sample sample A15 before E patient 1.092521186 0.4596375 19 37.8 14.23 9/20/2018 batch_3 seq_1

AN-11 154.00 sample sample A15 before U patient 1.058367308 0.4076235 19 37.8 14.23 9/20/2018 batch_3 seq_2

AN-9 156.00 sample sample A15 before S patient 24.58804528 0.966774 19 37.8 14.23 9/20/2018 batch_3 seq_1

AN-48 17.20 sample sample A15 after S patient 31.28598507 0.5647375 4.6 42.4 15.96 5/24/2019 batch_9 seq_2

AN-49 17.40 sample sample A15 after E patient 0.977428156 0.4568625 4.6 42.4 15.96 5/24/2019 batch_9 seq_2

AN-50 24.00 sample sample A15 after U patient 0.6 0.38135 4.6 42.4 15.96 5/24/2019 batch_9 seq_2

AN-66 16.60 sample sample A16 after E patient 7.241031929 0.1656 5.9 32.6 12.27 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_2

AN-67 64.00 sample sample A16 after U patient 1.689224239 0.7804875 5.9 32.6 12.27 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_2

AN-65 76.00 sample sample A16 after S patient 243.9448886 2.2368 5.9 32.6 12.27 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_1

AN-12 52.00 sample sample A16 before S patient 200.9265306 1.1618265 45 26.7 10.05 9/20/2018 batch_4 seq_1

AN-13 154.00 sample sample A16 before E patient 2.888378933 0.706704 45 26.7 10.05 9/20/2018 batch_4 seq_1

AN-14 182.00 sample sample A16 before U patient 1.654188565 1.69497 45 26.7 10.05 9/20/2018 batch_4 seq_2

AN-16 14.80 sample sample A17 before E patient 2.3089216 9.55E-02 18 40 14.69 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_1

AN-17 42.00 sample sample A17 before U patient 1.67108846 1.3698825 18 40 14.69 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_1

AN-15 132.00 sample sample A17 before S patient 485.1602319 3.697509 18 40 14.69 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_1

AN-38 30.00 sample sample A17 after E patient 4.151699749 0.706704 5.4 45.4 16.68 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-39 32.00 sample sample A17 after U patient 8.537455645 1.278858 5.4 45.4 16.68 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-37 46.00 sample sample A17 after S patient 627.913026 3.411432 5.4 45.4 16.68 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-28 54.00 sample sample A18 before S patient 237.060761 1.356879 45 37.7 14.19 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_1

AN-30 110.00 sample sample A18 before U patient 4.737527698 1.95504 45 37.7 14.19 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_2

AN-29 112.00 sample sample A18 before E patient 17.48140271 0.810732 45 37.7 14.19 4/16/2019 batch_6 seq_2

AN-42 26.00 sample sample A18 after U patient 4.099129126 3.3479125 4.6 42.3 15.92 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-40 50.00 sample sample A18 after S patient 176.2884151 4.1893375 4.6 42.3 15.92 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-41 120.00 sample sample A18 after E patient 8.500611401 1.33065 4.6 42.3 15.92 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-107 28.00 sample sample A19 after U patient 1.198371566 0.409775 4.3 30 10.76 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-105 42.00 sample sample A19 after S patient 2.903080703 0.409775 4.3 30 10.76 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-106 50.00 sample sample A19 after E patient 1.980158915 1.46375 4.3 30 10.76 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-35 17.40 sample sample A19 before E patient 1.552523629 0.264585 21 25.7 9.22 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_2

AN-36 24.00 sample sample A19 before U patient 1.599770956 0.524655 21 25.7 9.22 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_2

AN-34 52.00 sample sample A19 before S patient 1.638259888 0 21 25.7 9.22 4/18/2019 batch_7 seq_1

AN-141 20.00 sample sample A2 before U patient 1.164829128 0.9451895 20 40.5 14.35 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-140 32.00 sample sample A2 before E patient 4.751441179 3.2921265 20 40.5 14.35 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-139 358.00 sample sample A2 before S patient 664.6484404 23.51517481 20 40.5 14.35 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-216 60.00 sample sample A2 after E patient 5.17808065 3.87925 3.7 44.2 15.85 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-217 70.00 sample sample A2 after U patient 3.984147773 2.556175 3.7 44.2 15.85 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-215 3420.00 sample sample A2 after S patient 1144.74906 10.24322273 3.7 44.2 15.85 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-54 22.00 sample sample A20 before U patient 8.616575497 4.52375 18 40.7 13.95 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_1

AN-52 74.00 sample sample A20 before S patient 333.225851 5.303357508 18 40.7 13.95 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_2

AN-53 76.00 sample sample A20 before E patient 18.93526601 1.7945125 18 40.7 13.95 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_2

AN-102 24.00 sample sample A20 after S patient 459.8573917 5.36804 6.3 47 16.08 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-104 44.00 sample sample A20 after U patient 7.04352398 1.31711 6.3 47 16.08 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-103 66.00 sample sample A20 after E patient 26.51117875 0.52892 6.3 47 16.08 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-56 18.00 sample sample A21 before E patient 11.17839466 0.3921375 23 34 11.36 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_2

AN-57 82.00 sample sample A21 before U patient 1.627764472 0.2626875 23 34 11.36 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_2

AN-55 742.00 sample sample A21 before S patient 115.4194617 0.6510375 23 34 11.36 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_1

AN-85 30.00 sample sample A21 after S patient 50.00856475 0.16232 8.7 42.7 14.27 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1

AN-87 86.00 sample sample A21 after U patient 1.828043992 0.41894 8.7 42.7 14.27 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1

AN-86 128.00 sample sample A21 after E patient 1.47162503 3.40E-02 8.7 42.7 14.27 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1

AN-335 184.00 sample sample A22 after S patient 303.69188 3.078588 7.1 42.2 14.43 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-337 734.00 sample sample A22 after U patient 14.576714 0.738569 7.1 42.2 14.43 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-336 1582.00 sample sample A22 after E patient 14.78284462 1.3670865 7.1 42.2 14.43 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-46 58.00 sample sample A22 before U patient 5.575329432 0.7697 29 35.1 12 5/22/2019 batch_8 seq_1

AN-44 128.00 sample sample A22 before S patient 193.7106348 1.4924625 29 35.1 12 5/22/2019 batch_8 seq_1

AN-45 496.00 sample sample A22 before E patient 33.65765485 1.2335625 29 35.1 12 5/22/2019 batch_8 seq_1

AN-60 14.20 sample sample A23 before U patient 3.747543416 0.446075 23 35 12.11 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_2

AN-59 158.00 sample sample A23 before E patient 11.75632796 0.8452125 23 35 12.11 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_2

AN-58 858.00 sample sample A23 before S patient 330.4557164 1.3845875 23 35 12.11 6/4/2019 batch_10 seq_1

AN-94 28.00 sample sample A23 after E patient 17.07584784 0.739715 8.5 43.5 14.88 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-95 96.00 sample sample A23 after U patient 2.266091306 1.1888 8.5 43.5 14.88 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-93 130.00 sample sample A23 after S patient 189.1128888 0.69389 8.5 43.5 14.88 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-69 26.00 sample sample A24 before E patient 34.80977917 0.4784375 24 32.7 11.05 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_2

AN-70 36.00 sample sample A24 before U patient 27.22779743 0.856 24 32.7 11.05 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_1

AN-68 54.00 sample sample A24 before S patient 41.69101856 0.3489875 24 32.7 11.05 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_1

AN-290 38.00 sample sample A24 after U patient 0.844249313 0.524089 5.3 38 12.84 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-289 66.00 sample sample A24 after E patient 6.473797463 0.852808 5.3 38 12.84 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-288 74.00 sample sample A24 after S patient 21.20767044 1.095022 5.3 38 12.84 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-78 50.00 sample sample A25 before U patient 9.387683492 0.748125 19 37.5 12.82 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_2

AN-77 104.00 sample sample A25 before E patient 2.238915883 9.01E-02 19 37.5 12.82 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_2

AN-76 118.00 sample sample A25 before S patient 181.4298994 0.7589125 19 37.5 12.82 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_1

AN-297 46.00 sample sample A25 after U patient 5.251536626 2.063878 5.6 43.1 14.74 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-296 112.00 sample sample A25 after E patient 1.111596705 0.19537 5.6 43.1 14.74 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-295 144.00 sample sample A25 after S patient 306.6966126 1.383372 5.6 43.1 14.74 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-83 70.00 sample sample A26 before E patient 1.826941488 0.501425 18 31.8 13.24 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1
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AN-84 116.00 sample sample A26 before U patient 3.378643196 1.3721 18 31.8 13.24 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1

AN-82 672.00 sample sample A26 before S patient 223.2310416 0.76721 18 31.8 13.24 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1

AN-330 42.00 sample sample A26 after U patient 16.62271615 0.989976 7.1 38.9 16.19 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-329 130.00 sample sample A26 after E patient 1.955426806 0.5935265 7.1 38.9 16.19 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-328 862.00 sample sample A26 after S patient 142.8909272 1.2123745 7.1 38.9 16.19 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-96 30.00 sample sample A27 before S patient 50.25345046 0.30896 52 37.6 14.15 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-98 66.00 sample sample A27 before U patient 16.25873456 1.39043 52 37.6 14.15 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-97 146.00 sample sample A27 before E patient 27.24826311 1.7387 52 37.6 14.15 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-298 374.00 sample sample A27 after S patient 23.42363048 1.037352 5.1 42.7 16.07 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-300 784.00 sample sample A27 after U patient 5.275754333 0.489487 5.1 42.7 16.07 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-299 862.00 sample sample A27 after E patient 4.035425635 0.59906 5.1 42.7 16.07 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-117 32.00 sample sample A28 before U patient 1.693145211 0.824436 26 35.9 12.87 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_1

AN-116 46.00 sample sample A28 before E patient 9.202690461 0.741124 26 35.9 12.87 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_1

AN-115 890.00 sample sample A28 before S patient 351.0057974 0.793194 26 35.9 12.87 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_1

AN-333 330.00 sample sample A28 after U patient 15.666565 0.351789 5 40.9 14.67 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-332 464.00 sample sample A28 after E patient 3.638695947 0.641874 5 40.9 14.67 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-331 540.00 sample sample A28 after S patient 647.4242298 0.9416285 5 40.9 14.67 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-282 0.00 sample sample A29 before E patient 0.799461287 0.316477 26 37.3 13.22 9/15/2020 batch_33 seq_2

AN-281 74.00 sample sample A29 before S patient 21.6538234 0.333778 26 37.3 13.22 9/15/2020 batch_33 seq_2

AN-283 202.00 sample sample A29 before U patient 0.904660825 0.287642 26 37.3 13.22 9/15/2020 batch_33 seq_2

AN-321 314.00 sample sample A29 after S patient 30.52420639 0.2865435 5.2 42.5 15.06 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-323 710.00 sample sample A29 after U patient 5.575900903 4.78E-02 5.2 42.5 15.06 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-322 1016.00 sample sample A29 after E patient 1.436746491 6.23E-02 5.2 42.5 15.06 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-154 32.00 sample sample A3 before S patient 23.83928845 0.6612625 21 31 11.25 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-156 38.00 sample sample A3 before U patient 2.712538233 2.71315 21 31 11.25 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-155 82.00 sample sample A3 before E patient 0.979003883 0.582775 21 31 11.25 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-168 26.00 sample sample A3 after E patient 9.06180725 2.30298 6.3 37.3 13.54 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-167 28.00 sample sample A3 after S patient 31.95063464 1.80444 6.3 37.3 13.54 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-169 36.00 sample sample A3 after U patient 3.227698163 1.10411 6.3 37.3 13.54 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_2

AN-287 26.00 sample sample A30 before U patient 6.88647825 2.300325 18 38.9 14.46 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-286 124.00 sample sample A30 before E patient 16.99077262 0.795138 18 38.9 14.46 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-285 126.00 sample sample A30 before S patient 211.6983986 1.268032 18 38.9 14.46 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-350 412.00 sample sample A30 after U patient 9.877673526 0.9803065 8.3 47.2 17.55 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-349 508.00 sample sample A30 after E patient 11.56863805 1.2703915 8.3 47.2 17.55 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-348 560.00 sample sample A30 after S patient 186.1050228 0.2841025 8.3 47.2 17.55 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-306 36.00 sample sample A31 before E patient 17.10367716 4.779168 19 37.9 13.59 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-307 96.00 sample sample A31 before U patient 4.764426759 4.5838365 19 37.9 13.59 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-305 116.00 sample sample A31 before S patient 163.0776168 0.1563225 19 37.9 13.59 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-340 206.00 sample sample A31 after U patient 17.371518 2.401723 4.8 42.7 15.31 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-339 452.00 sample sample A31 after E patient 4.394140094 1.164027 4.8 42.7 15.31 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-338 864.00 sample sample A31 after S patient 486.5022798 0.854603 4.8 42.7 15.31 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-308 266.00 sample sample A32 before S patient 378.4234059 1.0534005 19 34.7 11.59 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-309 1176.00 sample sample A32 before E patient 5.991479831 2.9343705 19 34.7 11.59 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-310 1840.00 sample sample A32 before U patient 1.950807485 2.1241065 19 34.7 11.59 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-353 278.00 sample sample A32 after U patient 1.28783318 2.35158 5.4 40.1 13.4 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-351 674.00 sample sample A32 after S patient 374.0891655 1.172805 5.4 40.1 13.4 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-352 752.00 sample sample A32 after E patient 7.822609655 1.857255 5.4 40.1 13.4 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-320 506.00 sample sample A33 before U patient 1.86142976 0.40953 17 44.3 14.8 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-319 642.00 sample sample A33 before E patient 2.040185887 1.393422 17 44.3 14.8 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-318 682.00 sample sample A33 before S patient 126.9571349 7.67E-02 17 44.3 14.8 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-157 24.00 sample sample A4 before S patient 17.0661737 0.268825 27 34.4 12.64 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_2

AN-158 34.00 sample sample A4 before E patient 3.758971225 0.7846 27 34.4 12.64 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-159 72.00 sample sample A4 before U patient 2.011276225 0.537925 27 34.4 12.64 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-171 18.00 sample sample A4 after E patient 3.508847657 0.58183 3.1 37.5 13.77 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-170 28.00 sample sample A4 after S patient 41.28027145 0.85484 3.1 37.5 13.77 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-172 80.00 sample sample A4 after U patient 1.941931017 0.67679 3.1 37.5 13.77 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-181 22.00 sample sample A5 before E patient 1.908545513 0.9079375 20 41.6 14.23 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_2

AN-182 28.00 sample sample A5 before U patient 6.842517603 1.8946375 20 41.6 14.23 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-180 116.00 sample sample A5 before S patient 35.71168365 0.3697375 20 41.6 14.23 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-230 42.00 sample sample A5 after U patient 7.645265921 2.35046 3.9 45.5 15.56 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-228 74.00 sample sample A5 after S patient 49.7910452 0.60557 3.9 45.5 15.56 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-229 1002.00 sample sample A5 after E patient 8.117044453 3.16949 3.9 45.5 15.56 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-200 108.00 sample sample A6 before E patient 4.159491173 0.358525 19 23.4 9.26 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_1

AN-199 244.00 sample sample A6 before S patient 280.9696544 0.4594375 19 23.4 9.26 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_1

AN-201 570.00 sample sample A6 before U patient 1.238753505 0.3697375 19 23.4 9.26 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_1

AN-18 32.00 sample sample A6 after S patient 733.548114 0.992781 5.7 29.1 11.51 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_2

AN-20 38.00 sample sample A6 after U patient 2.392143829 0.862746 5.7 29.1 11.51 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_2

AN-19 76.00 sample sample A6 after E patient 8.120503154 0.3816165 5.7 29.1 11.51 1/25/2019 batch_5 seq_2

AN-151 34.00 sample sample A7 before S patient 72.49733377 3.84608 33 30.1 10.79 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_2

AN-153 34.00 sample sample A7 before U patient 25.80575849 1.02102 33 30.1 10.79 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-152 58.00 sample sample A7 before E patient 4.759811031 0.73614 33 30.1 10.79 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-235 20.00 sample sample A7 after S patient 87.2397401 2.16054 9.1 30.1 14.06 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_2

AN-236 24.00 sample sample A7 after E patient 4.436218645 3.75112 9.1 30.1 14.06 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_2

AN-237 40.00 sample sample A7 after U patient 11.38979818 6.25569 9.1 30.1 14.06 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_1

AN-188 30.00 sample sample A8 before U patient 12.45175561 3.097808 21 45.5 13.15 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_2

AN-186 34.00 sample sample A8 before S patient 146.8366871 1.641122 21 45.5 13.15 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-187 34.00 sample sample A8 before E patient 16.22111532 4.357957 21 45.5 13.15 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_2

AN-266 22.00 sample sample A8 after U patient 4.57910845 1.24655 6.8 45.5 15.12 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-264 206.00 sample sample A8 after S patient 98.89217901 0.90232 6.8 45.5 15.12 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-265 714.00 sample sample A8 after E patient 3.774355243 1.34151 6.8 45.5 15.12 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-222 36.00 sample sample A9 before S patient 58.03191373 1.7807 20 36.9 14.41 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-223 42.00 sample sample A9 before E patient 2.718029274 1.02102 20 36.9 14.41 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-224 48.00 sample sample A9 before U patient 1.852563863 1.63826 20 36.9 14.41 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-273 76.00 sample sample A9 after U patient 1.952487425 0.87858 5.2 42.1 16.45 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-272 96.00 sample sample A9 after E patient 13.88642349 0.79549 5.2 42.1 16.45 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-271 290.00 sample sample A9 after S patient 219.5813327 1.0685 5.2 42.1 16.45 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-146 17.40 control blank_control blank 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-354 0.00 control blank_control blank 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-355 0.00 control blank_control blank 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-367 22.00 control blank_control blank 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-108 94.00 control buffer_control buffer_control 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-145 42.00 control buffer_control buffer_control 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-231 28.00 control buffer_control buffer_control 10/8/2019 batch_27 seq_2

AN-280 28.00 control buffer_control buffer_control 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-142 24.00 sample sample CA1 mcontrol S control 96.8483763 0.4107385 25 67.5 22.55 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-143 34.00 sample sample CA1 mcontrol E control 1.866044731 0.9219525 25 67.5 22.55 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-144 50.00 sample sample CA1 mcontrol U control 1.569994171 0.561779 25 67.5 22.55 8/6/2019 batch_19 seq_1

AN-184 34.00 sample sample CA10 mcontrol E control 9.693765695 0.92434 21 60 22.58 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-185 36.00 sample sample CA10 mcontrol U control 1.80775154 0.635315 21 60 22.58 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-183 184.00 sample sample CA10 mcontrol S control 217.9424313 0.935901 21 60 22.58 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-190 24.00 sample sample CA11 mcontrol E control 6.372307229 0.80873 22 57 21.72 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_2

AN-189 26.00 sample sample CA11 mcontrol S control 81.4152643 2.450392 22 57 21.72 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-191 46.00 sample sample CA11 mcontrol U control 0.962460428 0.496583 22 57 21.72 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_2

AN-234 28.00 sample sample CA12 mcontrol U control 1.514613509 3.53746 23 62 21.71 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_2

AN-233 40.00 sample sample CA12 mcontrol E control 1.845190227 1.74509 23 62 21.71 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_2

AN-232 58.00 sample sample CA12 mcontrol S control 31.84711429 1.75696 23 62 21.71 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_2

AN-240 34.00 sample sample CA13 mcontrol U control 1.537192187 1.41273 21 64 20.2 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_2

AN-238 142.00 sample sample CA13 mcontrol S control 35.29086889 2.14867 21 64 20.2 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_1

AN-241 50.00 sample sample CA14 mcontrol S control 166.6886304 2.02997 22 66.7 23.63 10/13/2019 batch_28 seq_1

AN-242 34.00 sample sample CA14 mcontrol E control 7.33713773 1.56704 22 66.7 23.63 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_1

AN-243 48.00 sample sample CA14 mcontrol U control 4.396142495 4.85503 22 66.7 23.63 10/24/2019 batch_29 seq_2
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AN-268 46.00 sample sample CA15 mcontrol E control 17.54012906 1.51956 26 64.5 25.84 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-269 62.00 sample sample CA15 mcontrol U control 5.305518695 1.49582 26 64.5 25.84 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-267 378.00 sample sample CA15 mcontrol S control 345.2072019 5.35357 26 64.5 25.84 11/9/2019 batch_31 seq_1

AN-275 28.00 sample sample CA16 mcontrol E control 2.715662342 1.421463 26 56.9 20.9 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-276 166.00 sample sample CA16 mcontrol U control 1.376266998 0.681559 26 56.9 20.9 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-274 402.00 sample sample CA16 mcontrol S control 302.8394061 3.733663 26 56.9 20.9 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-278 46.00 sample sample CA17 mcontrol E control 5.726954336 0.993706 23 62 21.71 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-279 122.00 sample sample CA17 mcontrol U control 3.490932477 1.305853 23 62 21.71 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-277 648.00 sample sample CA17 mcontrol S control 196.777015 0.80873 23 62 21.71 11/10/2019 batch_32 seq_1

AN-256 62.00 sample sample CA18 mcontrol U control 8.669736918 2.057318 22 62.5 22.14 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-255 70.00 sample sample CA18 mcontrol E control 9.986780575 2.092001 22 62.5 22.14 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-254 324.00 sample sample CA18 mcontrol S control 123.3068174 1.537073 22 62.5 22.14 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-258 56.00 sample sample CA19 mcontrol E control 8.451928504 1.282731 30 61 21.61 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-257 60.00 sample sample CA19 mcontrol S control 398.8657609 1.976391 30 61 21.61 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-259 86.00 sample sample CA19 mcontrol U control 8.765042579 1.028389 30 61 21.61 11/8/2019 batch_30 seq_1

AN-160 36.00 sample sample CA2 mcontrol S control 57.33052925 1.0537 22 69 21.53 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-162 40.00 sample sample CA2 mcontrol U control 1.205410433 1.3564375 22 69 21.53 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-161 72.00 sample sample CA2 mcontrol E control 9.441892605 1.1434 22 69 21.53 8/16/2019 batch_21 seq_1

AN-211 66.00 sample sample CA20 mcontrol U control 7.835033767 3.040003 57 67 24.02 10/1/2019 batch_25 seq_1

AN-209 220.00 sample sample CA20 mcontrol S control 330.7661648 1.143999 57 67 24.02 10/1/2019 batch_25 seq_1

AN-210 350.00 sample sample CA20 mcontrol E control 6.718302565 3.69898 57 67 24.02 10/1/2019 batch_25 seq_1

AN-79 364.00 sample sample CA21 mcontrol S control 217.403798 0.65469 36 60 21.01 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_1

AN-81 36.00 sample sample CA21 mcontrol U control 1.755549997 0.6937005 36 60 21.01 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_1

AN-80 52.00 sample sample CA21 mcontrol E control 5.39183264 1.0317915 36 60 21.01 6/14/2019 batch_13 seq_2

AN-61 42.00 sample sample CA22 mcontrol S control 750.1712626 3.8765 46 57 21.45 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_1

AN-64 58.00 sample sample CA22 mcontrol U control 0.727422422 0.5971 46 57 21.45 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_2

AN-63 66.00 sample sample CA22 mcontrol E control 5.221879068 0.1979625 46 57 21.45 6/6/2019 batch_11 seq_2

AN-74 20.00 sample sample CA23 mcontrol U control 2.6471469420 0.5215875 18 59 24.56 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_1

AN-71 36.00 sample sample CA23 mcontrol S control 617.7574214 5.633285366 18 59 24.56 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_1

AN-73 58.00 sample sample CA23 mcontrol E control 2.631906124 0.532375 18 59 24.56 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_2

AN-72 66.00 sample sample CA23 mcontrol S control 11.77134109 1.783725 18 59 24.56 6/7/2019 batch_12 seq_1

AN-89 70.00 sample sample CA24 mcontrol S control 97.88561127 0.21731 30 62 22.77 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-92 76.00 sample sample CA24 mcontrol U control 3.362190314 7.07E-02 30 62 22.77 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_2

AN-90 104.00 sample sample CA24 mcontrol S control 46.32998904 7.07E-02 30 62 22.77 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-91 262.00 sample sample CA24 mcontrol E control 18.25032552 0.43727 30 62 22.77 6/20/2019 batch_14 seq_1

AN-100 28.00 sample sample CA25 mcontrol E control 9.752135295 0.428105 46 71 22.92 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-99 38.00 sample sample CA25 mcontrol S control 1319.573538 1.821185 46 71 22.92 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-101 38.00 sample sample CA25 mcontrol U control 3.852691898 0.739715 46 71 22.92 6/21/2019 batch_15 seq_1

AN-111 15.40 sample sample CA26 mcontrol E control 2.0476136 0.34562 25 64.7 22.92 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_2

AN-110 24.00 sample sample CA26 mcontrol S control 166.5586207 0.519755 25 64.7 22.92 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_1

AN-112 28.00 sample sample CA26 mcontrol U control 1.04421065 0.739715 25 64.7 22.92 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_1

AN-109 90.00 sample sample CA26 mcontrol S control 624.4890396 1.252955 25 64.7 22.92 6/25/2019 batch_16 seq_1

AN-291 52.00 sample sample CA27 mcontrol S control 91.75430772 0.54139 24 72 23.51 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-293 54.00 sample sample CA27 mcontrol U control 5.760258026 8.58E-02 24 72 23.51 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-292 60.00 sample sample CA27 mcontrol E control 3.163692866 0.985449 24 72 23.51 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-303 32.00 sample sample CA28 mcontrol U control 1.279008013 0.702866 24 54 19.13 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-302 34.00 sample sample CA28 mcontrol E control 1.416578906 0.472186 24 54 19.13 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-301 36.00 sample sample CA28 mcontrol S control 38.5933922 0.25304 24 54 19.13 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-311 32.00 sample sample CA29 mcontrol S control 139.6716838 0.2576055 16 62 24.21 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-313 32.00 sample sample CA29 mcontrol U control 1.559705047 0.525282 16 62 24.21 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-312 38.00 sample sample CA29 mcontrol E control 2.173933309 6.95E-02 16 62 24.21 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-176 26.00 sample sample CA3 mcontrol U control 2.37001069 1.7152375 19 52 19.33 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-175 30.00 sample sample CA3 mcontrol E control 3.744795 0.91915 19 52 19.33 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-174 50.00 sample sample CA3 mcontrol S control 71.7291106 1.6255375 19 52 19.33 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-316 300.00 sample sample CA30 mcontrol E control 15.38303098 0.279309 16 58 20.55 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-317 424.00 sample sample CA30 mcontrol U control 5.489506571 1.5308775 16 58 20.55 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-315 532.00 sample sample CA30 mcontrol S control 98.412198 0.1563225 16 58 20.55 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-325 112.00 sample sample CA31 mcontrol S control 364.6561984 0.854603 20 61 22.41 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-326 222.00 sample sample CA31 mcontrol E control 5.41171952 2.556435 20 61 22.41 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-327 570.00 sample sample CA31 mcontrol U control 167.6019291 1.260722 20 61 22.41 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-342 114.00 sample sample CA32 mcontrol E control 12.92519368 3.0882575 20 57 23.57 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-341 458.00 sample sample CA32 mcontrol S control 281.38371 2.0052735 20 57 23.57 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-343 1406.00 sample sample CA32 mcontrol U control 27.5043779 1.860231 20 57 23.57 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-347 198.00 sample sample CA33 mcontrol U control 2.547074634 0.448484 51 49 18.9 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-346 470.00 sample sample CA33 mcontrol E control 9.12606358 0.2454245 51 49 18.9 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-345 822.00 sample sample CA33 mcontrol S control 261.5033705 0.3227805 51 49 18.9 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-178 24.00 sample sample CA4 mcontrol E control 10.24064992 0.964 21 80 24.15 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-179 34.00 sample sample CA4 mcontrol U control 2.516102463 0.9752125 21 80 24.15 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-177 36.00 sample sample CA4 mcontrol S control 374.8 8.659915162 21 80 24.15 9/12/2019 batch_23 seq_1

AN-193 60.00 sample sample CA5 mcontrol S control 23.83988945 0.717325 18 61 22.41 9/23/2019 batch_23 seq_2

AN-194 30.00 sample sample CA5 mcontrol E control 3.796067543 0.65005 18 61 22.41 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_2

AN-195 58.00 sample sample CA5 mcontrol U control 3.984562463 0.91915 18 61 22.41 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_2

AN-197 20.00 sample sample CA6 mcontrol E control 4.03494252 1.390075 18 55 20.96 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_2

AN-198 28.00 sample sample CA6 mcontrol U control 1.386293005 1.3340125 18 55 20.96 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_1

AN-196 38.00 sample sample CA6 mcontrol S control 47.81654565 1.5919 18 55 20.96 9/30/2019 batch_24 seq_2

AN-213 40.00 sample sample CA7 mcontrol E control 17.39117551 1.0873375 22 65 23.88 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-214 46.00 sample sample CA7 mcontrol U control 7.213821025 2.1188875 22 65 23.88 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_2

AN-212 54.00 sample sample CA7 mcontrol S control 181.2457465 0.91915 22 65 23.88 10/7/2019 batch_26 seq_1

AN-148 28.00 sample sample CA8 mcontrol E control 9.25387778 1.548634 24 54 18.69 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-149 30.00 sample sample CA8 mcontrol U control 2.087328927 2.519758 24 54 18.69 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-147 34.00 sample sample CA8 mcontrol S control 267.1033028 1.641122 24 54 18.69 8/15/2019 batch_20 seq_1

AN-166 32.00 sample sample CA9 mcontrol U control 0.793914993 0.493075 22 57 19.72 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-164 64.00 sample sample CA9 mcontrol S control 100.5103085 0.8406625 22 57 19.72 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-165 82.00 sample sample CA9 mcontrol E control 1.42695858 0.964 22 57 19.72 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_2

Mock-1 mock D0 mock mock mock batch_0 seq_2

Mock-2 mock D0 mock mock mock batch_0 seq_2

Mock-3 mock D0 mock mock mock batch_0 seq_2

Mock-plate1 mock D0 mock mock mock batch_0 seq_1

Mock-plate2 mock D0 mock mock mock batch_0 seq_1

Mock-plate3 mock D0 mock mock mock batch_0 seq_1

AN-359 31080.00 mock D1 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-360 15940.00 mock D2 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-361 576.00 mock D3 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-362 1320.00 mock D4 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-363 622.00 mock D5 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-364 284.00 mock D6 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-365 130.00 mock D7 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-366 36.00 mock D8 10/7/2020 batch_40 seq_2

AN-368 16.40 control kit_control kit_control batch_0 seq_2

AN-284 48.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/15/2020 batch_33 seq_2

AN-304 52.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-294 162.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/18/2020 batch_34 seq_2

AN-314 70.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/22/2020 batch_35 seq_2

AN-324 48.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/24/2020 batch_36 seq_2

AN-334 74.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/25/2020 batch_37 seq_2

AN-344 38.00 control kit_control kit_control 9/28/2020 batch_38 seq_2

AN-358 62.00 control kit_control kit_control 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-173 22.00 control room_control room_control 9/3/2019 batch_22 seq_1

AN-357 78.00 control room_control room_control 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2

AN-356 474.00 control room_control room_control 10/2/2020 batch_39 seq_2
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Supplementary Table S2. Summarized AMP concentrations per group and sampling site

Psoriasin first measurement AN subjects (n=33) HC subjects (n=33)
Forehead
Mean (SD) 172.08 (155.48) 244.81 (258.81)
Median (IQR) 146.84 (195.37) 166.69 (230.22)
Range 1.64 - 664.65 23.84-1319.57
Elbow
Mean (SD) 10.10 (9.92) 7.49 (4.93)
Median (IQR) 4.76 (13.9) 6.55 (6.21)
Range 0.80 - 34.81 1.42 - 18.25
Lower forearm
Mean (SD) 5.98 (6.76) 8.91 (28.89)
Median (IQR) 2.71 5.22) 2.52 (3.80)
Range 0.90 - 27.23 0.73 - 167.60
Psoriasin second measurement AN subjects (n=32) -
Forehead
Mean (SD) 273.93 (262.06) -
Median (IQR) 208.88 (325.49) -
Range 2.90 - 1144.75
Elbow
Mean (SD) 6.87 (5.54) -
Median  (IDR)s 4.81 (5.32) -
Range 0.98 - 25.11 -
Lower forearm
Mean (SD) 6.28 (5.20) -
Median (IQR) 4.7 (6.27) -
Range 0.6 - 17.39 -
Rnase 7 first measurement AN (n=33) HC subjects (n =33)
Forehead
Mean (SD) 2.09 (4.16) 1.71 (1.81)
Median (IQR) 1.09 (1.10) 1.14 (1.40)
Range 0 - 23.52 0.07 - 8.66
Elbow
Mean (SD) 1.16 (1.13) 1.17 (0.82)
Median (IQR) 0.8 (0.73) 0.99 (0.92)
Range 0.09 - 4.78 0.07 - 3. 70
Lower forearm
Mean (SD) 1.36 (1.09) 1.28 (1.03)
Median (IQR) 0.95 (0.99) 0.98 (0.93)
Range 0.26 - 4.58 0.07 - 4.86
Rnase 7 second measurement AN (n=32) -
Forehead
Mean (SD) 2.21 (2.97) -
Median (IQR) 1.11 (1.32) -
Range 0.16 - 14.31 -
Elbow
Mean (SD) 1.21 (1.04) -
Median (IQR) 0.82 (0.82) -
Range 0.034 - 3.88 -
Lower forearm
Mean (SD) 1.83 (2.71) -
Median (IQR) 1.05 (1.7) -
Range 0.05 - 15.16 -

Key: AMP = antimicrobial peptides; AN = anorexia nervoa; HC = healthy weight controls 
SD = standard deviation; IQR = interquartile range
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Mean (SD) Median Range

Healthy controls

Sampling locations: 

Inner elbow (n = 30) 84.18 (110.21) 40 15.4-470.0

Forehead (n = 35) 163.26 (201.25) 60 24.0-822.0

Lower arm (n = 31) 128.71 (264.92) 48 20.0-1406.0

Total, all locations 127.4 (203.54) 50 15.4-1406.0

Patients with AN, before 

Sampling locations: 

Inner elbow (n = 30) 134.08 (231.90) 78 14.8-1176

Forehead (n = 35) 197.31 (255.89) 116 22.0-890.0

Lower arm (n = 31) 141.01 (337.14) 55 14.2-1840.0

Total, all locations 158.1 (279.08) 70 14.2-1840.0

Patients with AN, after 

Sampling locations: 

Inner elbow (n = 30) 322.59 (409.73) 120 16.6-1582.0

Forehead (n = 35) 330.35 (645.26) 94 2/17/3420

Lower arm (n = 31) 157.87 (219.92) 61 22.0-784.0

Total, all locations 267.7 (459.95) 78 16.6-3420.0

AMP Spearman's Rho p-value | adj. p-value

Total, all locations psoriasin 0.25 1.91E-05

Total, all locations RNase 7 -0.04 0.55

Total, all locations BMI -0.07 0.26

Sampling locations: 

Inner elbow psoriasin 0.19 0.075 | 0.23

Inner elbow RNase 7 0.05 0.616 | 1.00

Inner elbow BMI -0.11 0.310 | 0.93

Forehead psoriasin 0.28 0.006 | 0.02

Forehead RNase 7 -0.13 0.214 | 0.64

Forehead BMI -0.05 0.630 | 1.00

Lower arm psoriasin 0.22 0.034 | 0.10

Lower arm RNase 7 -0.12 0.240 | 0.72

Lower arm BMI -0.49 0.644 | 1.00

AN = anorexia nervosa; before = before weight gain; after = after weight gain

Bacterial load was measured by ddPCR, as previously described by Sze et al. (2014) 

p -values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995)

Supplementary Table S3. Summarized bacterial load data and associations with AMPs, BMI
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Supplementary Table S4. Summarized statistical analyses for mean relative abundances of indicator taxa at the phylum and genus levels
Proteobacteria phylum

Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 5055.5 191 0.014 *
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 2584 93 0.005 **
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4055 191 0.736 ns

Firmicutes phylum
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3119 191 0.003 **
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1478.5 93 0.066 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4056 191 0.738 ns

Actinobacteria phylum
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4228 191 0.886 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1992 93 0.743 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4129.5 191 0.898 ns

Bacteroidetes phylum
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3880 191 0.407 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1850 93 0.271 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3510 191 0.062 ns

Lactobacillus genus
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 2462 191 4.23E-07 ****
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 762 93 0.51 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 2326.5 191 5.12E-08 ****

Staphyloccocus genus
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3350.5 191 0.021 *
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1213 93 0.005 **
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4747.5 191 0.111 ns

Anaerococcus
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3523.5 191 0.0620 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1222 93 0.9330 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3684.5 191 0.1630 ns

Propionibacterium genus
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4342.5 191 0.6240 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1118.5 93 0.6020 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3968.5 191 0.5 ns

Streptococcus genus 
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4327.5 191 0.582 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1840 93 0.292 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4221.5 191 0.922 ns

Micrococcus genus
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4206.5 191 0.921 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 726.5 93 0.259 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4153 191 0.941 ns

Corynebacterium genus
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 3835 191 0.340 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1435 93 0.376 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 47403488 191 0.692 ns

Acinetobacter
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4228 191 0.886 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1992 93 0.743 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4129.5 191 0.898 ns

unclassified Streptophyta
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4712 191 0.1030 ns
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1135.5 93 0.9850000 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4826.5 191 0.0490 *

unclassified Neisseriaceae
Group 1 Group 2 Test Test statistic n samples Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4918.5 191 0.003 **
AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 519 93 0.402 ns
HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 4717 191 0.026 *
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Mean relative abundance Lactobacillus  per sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 733.5 191 0.001 ***
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 68 93 0.346 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 781.5 191 9.83E-05 ****
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 568.5 191 0.015 *
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 77.5 93 0.642 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 594 191 0.004 **
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 671 191 0.002 **
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 77.5 93 0.728 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 661.5 191 0.003 **
Mean relative abundance Abiotrophia  per sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 603.5 191 0.067 ns
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 9.8 93 0.68 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 621 191 0.03 *
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 463 191 0.174 ns
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 1.5 93 1 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 463 191 0.174 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 479 191 0.682 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 3 93 0.37 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 494.5 191 0.33 ns
Mean relative abundance Clostridium  per sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 594.5 191 0.021 *
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired NA NA NA NA
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 594.5 191 0.021 *
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 450.5 191 0.478 ns
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 16.5 93 0.24 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 480 191 0.122 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 484 191 0.665 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 10 93 0.1 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 540 191 0.024 *
Mean relative abundance unlcassified Neisseriaceae per sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 369 191 0.026 *
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 136 93 0.254 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 404.5 191 0.09 ns
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 329.5 191 0.015 *
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 45.5 93 0.286 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 374 191 0.146 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 420 191 0.298 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 29 93 0.456 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 6415 191 0.247 ns
Mean relative abundance Staphylococcus per sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 631 191 0.100 ns
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 141 93 0.100 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 465.5 191 0.576 ns
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 506 191 0.180 ns
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 113 93 0.040 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 349.5 191 0.276 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 521 191 0.423 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 165 93 0.171 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 379 191 0.217 ns
Mean relative abundance Propionibacterium per sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 453.5 191 0.467 ns
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 207 93 0.674 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 508.5 191 0.995 ns
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 477 191 0.307 ns
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 51 93 0.63 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 450 191 0.603 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 393.5 191 0.264 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 119 93 0.344 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 486 191 0.73 ns

p -values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001; **** < 0.0001
Key: ns = not significant; HC = healthy-weight control; AN before = anorexia nervosa before weight gain; AN after = anorexia nervosa after weight gain
p -values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).
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Supplementary Table S5. Alpha diversity statistics
Shannon diversity by sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 617 191 0.142 ns
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 460 93 0.547 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 682 191 0.02 *
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 403 191 0.799 ns
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 493 93 0.1 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 519 191 0.126 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 571 191 0.129 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 487 93 0.592 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 659 191 0.005 **
Chao1 index by sampling location
Location Group 1 Group 2 Test Adjusted p -value* Signifiicance level
Forehead AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 682 191 0.02 *
Forehead AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 408 93 0.852 ns
Forehead HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 708.5 191 0.007 **
Elbow AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 390 191 0.646 ns
Elbow AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 456.5 93 0.294 ns
Elbow HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 465 191 0.488 ns
Lower forearm AN before HC Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 585 191 0.085 ns
Lower forearm AN before AN after Wilcoxon, paired V = 486 93 0.599 ns
Lower forearm HC AN after Wilcoxon, unpaired W = 646.5 191 0.009 **

p -values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001; **** < 0.0001
Key: ns = not significant; HC = healthy-weight control; AN before = anorexia nervosa before weight gain; AN after = anorexia nervosa after weight gain
p -values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).
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Supplementary Table S6. Spearman's correlations between alpha diversity measures 
and BMI, bacterial load, and AMP concentrations
Alpha diversity index Feature rho (spearman's r) adj. p -value Significance level
Chao1 index BMI 0.104 0.088 ns
Shannon's diversity index BMI 0.056 0.36 ns

Chao1 index total bacterial load -0.041 0.5 ns
Shannon's diversity index total bacterial load -0.35 4.60E-09 ****

At sampling locations: 
Forehead total bacterial load -0.033 0.003 **
Inner elbow total bacterial load -0.350 0.003 **
Lower arm total bacterial load -0.260 0.04 *

Chao1 index Rnase 7 0.040 0.50 ns
Shannon's diversity index Rnase 7 -0.050 0.42 ns

Chao1 index psoriasin 0.007 0.91 ns
Shannon's diversity index psoriasin -0.220 0.00028 ***

At sampling locations: 
Forehead psoriasin -0.055 1.0 ns
Inner elbow psoriasin -0.063 1.0 ns
Lower arm psoriasin -0.098 0.36 ns

p -values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001; **** < 0.0001
ns = not significant 
p -values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).
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Supplementary Table S7. Spearman's correlations between relative abundances of indicator genera 
and AMP concentrations and BMI, per sampling site
Forehead
Genus Feature Test rho (spearman's r) adj. p -value Significance level
Lactobacillus Psoriasin Spearman's -0.06 0.56 ns
Lactobacillus RNase 7 Spearman's 0.16 0.14 ns
Lactobacillus BMI Spearman's 0.49 1.65E-09 ****
Abiotrophia Psoriasin Spearman's 0.16 0.12 ns
Abiotrophia RNase 7 Spearman's -0.14 0.67 ns
Abiotrophia BMI Spearman's 0.15 0.16 ns
Clostridium Psoriasin Spearman's 0.14 0.18 ns
Clostridium RNase 7 Spearman's -0.2 0.157 ns
Clostridium BMI Spearman's 0.27 0.024 *
Inner elbow
Genus Feature Test rho (spearman's r) adj. p -value Significance level
Lactobacillus Psoriasin Spearman's -0.044 0.69 ns
Lactobacillus RNase 7 Spearman's 0.1 0.37 ns
Lactobacillus BMI Spearman's 0.3 0.0054 **
Abiotrophia Psoriasin Spearman's -0.0061 0.96 ns
Abiotrophia RNase 7 Spearman's 0.086 0.43 ns
Abiotrophia BMI Spearman's 0.12 0.27 ns
Clostridium Psoriasin Spearman's 0.13 0.24 ns
Clostridium RNase 7 Spearman's 0.04 1 ns
Clostridium BMI Spearman's 0.77 0.5 ns
Lower arm
Genus Feature Test rho (spearman's r) adj. p -value Significance level
Lactobacillus Psoriasin Spearman's 0.01 0.93 ns
Lactobacillus RNase 7 Spearman's 0.12 0.27 ns
Lactobacillus BMI Spearman's 0.34 0.0014 **
Abiotrophia Psoriasin Spearman's 0.14 0.2 ns
Abiotrophia RNase 7 Spearman's 0.15 0.48 ns
Abiotrophia BMI Spearman's 0.04 0.72 ns
Clostridium Psoriasin Spearman's 0.17 0.12 ns
Clostridium RNase 7 Spearman's -0.082 1 ns
Clostridium BMI Spearman's 0.04 0.7 ns

Genus Feature Test rho (spearman's r) p -value Significance level
Lactobacillus bacterial load Spearman's -0.051 0.41 ns
Abiotrophia bacterial load Spearman's 0.009 0.89 ns
Clostridium bacterial load Spearman's -0.061 0.31 ns
Uncl. Neisseriaceae bacterial load Spearman's 0.043 0.48 ns

p -values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001; **** < 0.0001
ns = not significant
AMP = anti-microbial peptide; ASV = amplicon-sequence variant
p -values were adjusted for multiple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995).
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Supplementary Table S8. RDP SeqMatch results for indicator species at the ASV-level
ASV_29

Sequence ID Similarity score S_ab score unique common oligomers  sequence full name
        S000126968    not_calculated  1.000 0689 Lactobacillus crispatus; 180; AJ421225
        S000142938    not_calculated  1.000 0634 Lactobacillus crispatus; BJ H42-4; AY339181
        S000142939    not_calculated  1.000 0617 Lactobacillus crispatus; BJ Y20; AY339182
        S000143207    not_calculated  1.000 0625 Lactobacillus gasseri; BJ H36-3b; AY339179
        S000368361    not_calculated  1.000 0871 Lactobacillus crispatus; FX13-3; AY335493
        S000368363    not_calculated  1.000 0871 Lactobacillus crispatus; FX36-3; AY335495
        S000389900    not_calculated  1.000 1413 Lactobacillus crispatus; KC35b; AF243158
        S000389914    not_calculated  1.000 1410 Lactobacillus crispatus; TL25a; AF243172
        S000390171    not_calculated  1.000 1424 Lactobacillus crispatus (T); ATCC33820; AF257097
        S000400895    not_calculated  1.000 0634 Lactobacillus crispatus; TSK V36-1; AY190621
        S000435488    not_calculated  1.000 0642 Lactobacillus crispatus; TSK V38-1; AY190616
        S000536099    not_calculated  1.000 1418 uncultured bacterium; rRNA022; AY958795
        S000536148    not_calculated  1.000 1768 uncultured bacterium; rRNA071; AY958844
        S000536176    not_calculated  1.000 1418 uncultured bacterium; rRNA099; AY958872
        S000536190    not_calculated  1.000 1444 uncultured bacterium; rRNA113; AY958886
        S000536204    not_calculated  1.000 1410 uncultured bacterium; rRNA127; AY958900
        S000536207    not_calculated  1.000 1442 uncultured bacterium; rRNA130; AY958903
        S000536233    not_calculated  1.000 1446 uncultured bacterium; rRNA156; AY958929
        S000536281    not_calculated  1.000 1392 uncultured bacterium; rRNA204; AY958977
        S000536310    not_calculated  1.000 1408 uncultured bacterium; rRNA233; AY959006

ASV_160
Sequence ID Similarity score S_ab score unique common oligomers  sequence full name

 S001172347    not_calculated  1.000  1446 uncultured Abiotrophia sp.; 2.1; DQ346440
        S001889319    not_calculated  1.000  0466 Abiotrophia defectiva; IL025; GU411212
        S001889348    not_calculated  1.000  0454 Abiotrophia defectiva; RN041; GU411241
        S002083844    not_calculated  1.000  1308 uncultured bacterium; ncd563g04c1; HM278818
        S002110434    not_calculated  1.000  1304 uncultured bacterium; ncd850f04c1; HM305408
        S002113776    not_calculated  1.000  1306 uncultured bacterium; ncd902c05c1; HM308750
        S002118822    not_calculated  1.000  1301 uncultured bacterium; ncd385h07c1; HM313796
        S002118885    not_calculated  1.000  1303 uncultured bacterium; ncd388a06c1; HM313859
        S002126630    not_calculated  1.000  1298 uncultured bacterium; ncd385a05c1; HM321604
        S002128420    not_calculated  1.000  1303 uncultured bacterium; ncd411h09c1; HM323394
        S002128440    not_calculated  1.000  1301 uncultured bacterium; ncd412c05c1; HM323414
        S002609210    not_calculated  1.000  1305 uncultured bacterium; ncd1282a02c1; JF089277
        S002628349    not_calculated  1.000  1305 uncultured bacterium; ncd1327e06c1; JF108416
        S002738922    not_calculated  1.000  1304 uncultured bacterium; ncd2568a04c1; JF218989
        S002745609    not_calculated  1.000  1304 uncultured bacterium; ncd2566a11c1; JF225676
        S002747042    not_calculated  1.000  1302 uncultured bacterium; ncd2590e01c1; JF227109
        S002747485    not_calculated  1.000  1302 uncultured bacterium; ncd2597d05c1; JF227552
        S002747629    not_calculated  1.000  1303 uncultured bacterium; ncd2600a01c1; JF227696
        S002747700    not_calculated  1.000  1302 uncultured bacterium; ncd2600f08c1; JF227767
        S002749638    not_calculated  1.000  1301 uncultured bacterium; ncd2630g02c1; JF229705

ASV_744
Sequence ID Similarity score S_ab score unique common oligomers  sequence full name
S000388866    not_calculated  0.872  1406 Clostridium sp. 45; AF191251
S000391440    not_calculated  0.872 1366 Clostridium thiosulfatireducens; Lup21; AF317650
S000395512    not_calculated  1.000 0777 Clostridium sp. V13; AF502398
S000434520    not_calculated  0.872 1367 Clostridium thiosulfatireducens; LUP 21; AY024332
S000603875    not_calculated  0.879 0747 uncultured Clostridium sp.; F1-11; DQ178973
 S000705303    not_calculated  0.952 1405 iron-reducing enrichment clone Cl-W3; DQ677016
 S000804481    not_calculated  0.872 1286 Clostridium thiosulfatireducens; DSM 13105; AB294141
S000805548    not_calculated  0.872 1420 Clostridium sulfidigenes (T); SGB2; EF199998
S000827154    not_calculated  0.872 1346 uncultured bacterium; lcfa_Bc84; DQ339700
S001169692    not_calculated  0.872 1160 Clostridium thiosulfatireducens; MG-2; EU937735
S002198190    not_calculated  0.875 1388 uncultured soil bacterium; D2B120; HM131959
 S002448272    not_calculated  0.882 0796 Clostridium sp. LKS-AN-7; JF502819
S002747609    not_calculated  0.934 1265 uncultured bacterium; ncd2599b09c1; JF227676
S002948624    not_calculated  0.907 1409 uncultured bacterium; CA_88; JN559538
S002948670    not_calculated  0.893 1414 uncultured bacterium; CA_142; JN559584
S002948791    not_calculated  0.879 1409 uncultured bacterium; CA_277; JN559705
S003385735    not_calculated  0.934 0916 uncultured bacterium; WLCLC410; JN168389
S003931029    not_calculated  0.889 1350 Clostridium sp. A1; JN688046
S004010289    not_calculated  0.889 1350 bacterium enrichment culture clone M06; JN688024
S004092086    not_calculated  0.965 1391 Clostridium sp. Nesulana2; KJ722510

Seqmatch:version 3
RDP Data:release11_6
Data Set:both type and non-type strains, 
:both environmental (uncultured) sequences and isolates, 
:near-full-length sequences (>=1200 bases), 
:good quality sequences
Comments:1558788 sequences were included in the search. The screening was based on 7-base oligomers.
Query Submit Date:Thu May 27 10:30:13 EDT 2021
Note:Orientation "-" means the query sequence has been reverse-complemented when the match is performed
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Abstract 
Skin microbiota play a crucial role in skin biology, including moderating local inflammatory 
responses and immune cell functioning. Disruptions in the homeostasis between host and 
commensal skin microbiota may lead to chronic inflammatory skin diseases. Thus, characterizing 
the relationship between host genetics and the assembly of the skin microbiome is central to 
understanding how microbiota influence human health and whether microbiota could be 
exploited as therapeutic interventions. Previously, using the 15th generation of an advanced 
intercross line, we demonstrated that abundances of bacterial taxa in the skin might be 
significantly influenced by host genetic variation. One exceptional candidate region was 
associated with unclassified Betaproteobacteria and contained one gene: neural epidermal growth 
factor-like 2 (Nell2). Nell2 is predominately expressed in neural tissues but has also been found to 
be differentially expressed in the epidermis of patients suffering from atopic dermatitis (AD). 
While the relationship between Nell2 and AD has not yet been elucidated, it is intriguing that an 
increased number of cutaneous free nerve endings has been observed in the epidermis of patients 
with AD, perhaps contributing to the intense pruritis that epitomizes this inflammatory skin 
disease. 

Here, we aimed to further explore the association between Nell2 and the associated taxon, 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria, in more detail through the analysis of a Nell2 knock-out strain 
and by more precisely identifying the bacterial taxon involved through 16S rRNA gene amplicon 
sequencing. We reveal evidence suggesting that the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait might 
instead belong to Burkholderiaceae within the class Gammaproteobacteria. Moreover, we find 
that unclassified Betaproteobacteria abundance does not significantly vary according to the 
examined Nell2 genotype in the knock-out strain. We show that features of the skin microbiota do 
not significantly differ between Nell2 genotypes. Finally, we find evidence suggesting that the 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait might be a common contaminant frequently found in 
DNA/RNA extraction kits. Our findings warrant future studies aimed at validating host gene-
microbe associations previously observed in genetic mapping studies involving murine skin. 

Background 
Skin microbiota play a crucial role in several aspects of skin biology, including protective 
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immunity through the control of local inflammatory responses and immune cell functioning1. 
Recent studies have shown that host genotype contributes to skin microbiota variation2,3, while 
bacterial traits may contribute to non-infectious skin pathologies, including psoriasis4, acne4, 
atopic dermatitis1, cancer2, and autoimmune diseases3. Disturbances in the homeostatic interplay 
between host and commensal skin microbiota may lead to chronic inflammatory diseases 
afflicting the skin. Characterizing the relationship between host genetics and the assembly of the 
skin microbiome is central to understanding how microbiota influence human health and whether 
microbiota could be exploited as therapeutic interventions for disease5,6. 

Using the 15th generation (G15) of an advanced intercross line (AIL), we previously 
demonstrated that, like gut microbiota, abundances of bacterial taxa in the skin might be 
significantly influenced by host genetic variation2. Remarkably, the combination of highly 
recombined individuals and 53,203 informative SNPs allowed the identification of genomic 
intervals as small as <0.1 megabases. The identified genomic intervals identified contained genes 
involved in skin inflammation and cancer and in some cases have known genotoxic or probiotic 
capabilities. One candidate region was associated with unclassified Betaproteobacteria and 
contained only one gene: neural epidermal growth factor-like 2 (Nell2). 

Nell2 is expressed in neural tissues and has been reported to play a central role in the proliferation 
and differentiation of neural cells7. In 2010, Kamsteeg and colleagues8 found Nell2 to be 
differentially expressed in the epidermis of patients suffering from atopic dermatitis. A follow-up 
study utilizing a human skin equivalent exhibiting atopic dermatitis characteristics demonstrated 
an increase in Nell2 expression after stimulation with Th2 cytokines, which are associated with 
atopy, but not with the stimulation of Th17-related or psoriasis-related cytokines9,10. While the 
relationship between Nell2 and AD has not yet been elucidated, it is intriguing that Urashima and 
colleagues11 reported an increased number of cutaneous free nerve endings in the epidermis of 
patients with AD, perhaps contributing to the intense pruritis that epitomizes atopic dermatitis. 

Here, we aimed to further explore the association between Nell2 and the associated taxon, 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria, in more detail through the analysis of a Nell2 knock-out strain 
and by more precisely identifying the bacterial taxon involved through 16S rRNA gene amplicon 
sequencing. Accordingly, we constructed 16S rRNA partial gene clone libraries using a 
representative OTU sequence for the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait and cDNA samples 
previously used in the Belheouane mapping study to identify bacterial candidates. 
Samples and data derived from Belheouane and colleagues2 are hereafter referred to as “G15 AIL 
samples” or the “G15 AIL dataset.” Then, using a Nell2 knock-out strain, we characterized the 
community composition of the skin microbiota according to Nell2 genotype and searched for 
correlations between skin microbiota and any identified bacterial candidates. Samples and data 
derived from the Nell2 knock-out strain are hereafter referred to as “Nell2 mice samples” or the 
“Nell2 mice dataset.” 

Results 
Bacterial candidate identification—G15 AIL samples 
First, we set out to precisely identify the candidate taxon from class Betaproteobacteria 
associated with Nell2, as reported by Belheouane and colleagues2. We thus aimed to amplify, 
clone, and sequence a longer portion of the 16S rRNA gene from the candidate taxon. For this, 
microbial candidate OTU_00001 was selected as the representative 16S rRNA gene sequence for 
the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait, which represents the most prevalent unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria sequence in the G15 AIL dataset. Additionally, a subset of ten cDNA 
samples containing a high prevalence of unclassified Betaproteobacteria were selected from the 
G15 AIL dataset for primer testing and PCR amplification. These ten cDNA samples were 
previously used for QTL mapping by Belheouane and colleagues2. 
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We first queried sequence OTU_00001 in RDP SeqMatch (v.3, release 11_6)12 to gain insight into 
the taxonomy of the candidate trait. Results based on the highest SeqMatch score (S_ab) suggest 
OTU_00001 belongs to Microvirgula, from the family Neisseriaceae and class 
Betaproteobacteria. Thereafter, a literature search was conducted in the NCBI database for 
published primer pairs that amplify the V1-V2 hypervariable portion of the 16S rRNA gene. 
Primer pairs that target Betaproteobacteria at the class-level were selected for PCR testing 
(Supplementary Table 1). Additionally, a genus-specific primer pair for Microvirgula was 
designed using the NCBI primer-BLAST tool Primer313. Query results in the NCBI primer design 
database indicated high specificity for Microvirgula species, but not related taxa. Two sets of 
primer pairs successfully amplified the V1-V2 hypervariable portion of the 16S rRNA gene and 
were selected to construct clone libraries (Table 1). 

Table 1. Primer pairs amplifying the V1-V2 hypervariable portion of the target 16s rRNA gene 
Primer name Pub.

name 
Sequence (5’-3’) Taxon Ref.

F2_micro n/a GGGGAGCTTGCTCCYGCTGA Microvirgula This paper 

R7_micro n/a ACCCTACCCACTTCTGGCGGATT
C 

Microvirgula This paper 

Beta12_forw. 27F AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG Betaproteobact. Ref. 14 

Beta12_reverse 682R ACGCATTTCACTGCTACACG Betaproteobact. Ref. 15 

The first pair consisted of the novel primer pair F2_micro and R7_micro, which successfully 
amplified samples and a Microvirgula type strain (see Methods; Supplementary Figure 1). 
Subsequent sanger sequencing was successful for six of the 24 clone colonies. Taxonomy of 
aligned clone sequences was however indeterminate; RDP query results suggest clone sequences 
most closely match fungal genera (Supplementary Table 3). 

The second primer pair, Beta12_forward and Beta12_reverse (hereafter, “Beta12”) successfully 
amplified samples and bacteria type strains from Neisseriaceae, a family within the 
Betaproteobacteria class (see Methods; Supplementary Figure 2). Sanger sequencing was 
successful for 18 of the 24 clone colonies. Sequence analysis produced 13 unique sequences after 
removal of chimeric sequences. To refine taxonomic classification, clone sequences were queried 
using RDP SeqMatch16. Results suggest the clones best match with unclassified Neisseriaceae 
(S_ab scores range from 0.83 to 0.88) (Supplementary Table 4). As an additional means to 
identify similar 16S rRNA gene sequences, aligned clone sequences were queried using NCBI’s 
basic local alignment search tool (MegaBLAST)17. The highest identity hits are based on percent 
identity and grade, which is a calculated percentage score by Geneious Prime18 that combines 
percent identity, the e-value, and query coverage. The highest identity results comprise many 
genera from the family Neisseriaceae including Eikenella, Snodgrassella, Neisseria, Simonsiella, 
and Uruburuella (Supplementary Table 5). 

A phylogenetic tree constructed using 47 sequences representing highly prevalent 
Betaproteobacteria OTUs from the Belheouane G15 AIL dataset and the “Beta12” clone 
sequences shows that the clones are closely related to the representative OTUs (Figure 1). A 
distance matrix constructed using Tamura-Nei genetic distance model (Tamura and Nei, 1993) 
reveals that seven clone sequences share more than 99% identity with representative 
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OTU_00001, with the remaining six clones sharing more than 98% identity (Supplementary 
Table 6). Since the RDP SeqMatch taxonomy was updated in 2020, we conducted a new query to 
see if the taxonomy of OTU_00001 had changed. We find that with the taxonomy database 
update, OTU_00001 best matches with unclassified Neisseriaceae (S_ab score: 0.88) 
(Supplement Table 7). We then queried the OTU_00001 sequence using NCBI’s MegaBLAST 
tool17. We find OTU_00001 most closely aligns with Microvirgula aerodenitrificans (94.5% 
similar identity). OTU_00001 sequence also aligns with Snodgrassella alvi, but with a lower 
similar identity score of 92.7% (Supplementary Table 8). This is noteworthy, as the MegaBLAST 
query of our “Beta12” clone sequences found that they also align with Snodgrassella alvi and 
returned a high identity score for this hit. 

Several of the genera representing high identity scores for the “Beta12” clone sequences have 
been identified as mammalian commensals, with some representing important human pathogens. 
For example, Neisseria spp. cause gonorrhea and meningitis in humans19,20. Both Kingella and 
Eikenella have been found to cause endocarditis21–23. Simonsiella has been identified as a 
commensal in the human oral cavity24,25. As such, it stands to reason that these bacteria might 
also be commensal taxa in mice. However, Microvirgula and Snodgrassella, which are also both 
members of Neisseriaceae, may not be mammalian commensals. Each genus contains only one 
known species. Microvirgula aerodenitrificans is an aerobic and heterotrophic denitrifier; its 
usual habitat is sludge and waste treatments, but it has also been identified in ponds and canals26–

29. Snodgrassella alvi is an obligate aerobe that has been previously identified in the guts of
honeybees and bumble bees30,31.

Figure 1. Rooted phylogenetic tree (E. coli as outgroup) including 47 sequences representing highly 
prevalent Betaproteobacteria OTUs from the Belheouane G15 AIL dataset and “Beta12” clone sequences 
inferred using the Neighbor- Joining method32 in Geneious version 9.1.5 from Biomatters 
(http://www.geneious.com)18. Clone sequences are labelled with a capital letter and number, e.g., “D1.” 
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Genetic distances were computed using the Tamura-Nei genetic distance model33. The bootstrap consensus 
networks inferred from 1000 iterations were taken to represent the genetic distances of the taxa analyzed. 
The branch labels report consensus support (%). Two MegaBLAST hit results are provided for representative 
OTU_00001. The e-value is the number of hits of similar quality that can be expected by chance. The smaller 
the e-value, the better the match. The identity represents the precent similarity between the queried sequence 
and the hit. 

Quantitative gene expression—G15 AIL samples 
To further evaluate the association between genotype at the Nell2-linked SNP marker and the 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria taxon, we performed quantitative real-time PCR of Nell2 
expression on a subset of G15 AIL samples (n=20 randomly selected among each genotype class) 
to assess whether gene expression might differ according to genotype (see Methods). We find a 
non-significant increase in gene expression for the CC genotype at Nell2 SNP UNC26160173 
(chromosome 15) compared to the CT and TT genotypes (Kruskal-Wallis 
chi-squared = 1.06, p = 0.59; Wilcoxon p > 0.05; Figure 2A). We then assessed whether the 
relative abundance of unclassified Betaproteobacteria might vary according to Nell2 expression 
in this same subset of samples using 16S rRNA sequencing data obtained from Belheouane et 
al.2. Interestingly, Nell2 expression inversely correlates with unclassified Betaproteobacteria 
relative abundance (Spearman’s rho = -0.59, p = 0.036; Figure 2C) in the G15 AIL samples. We 
find CC genotype samples contain the lowest relative abundance, heterozygotes contain a 
moderate amount, and the highest levels are observed within the TT genotype samples (Figure 
2B). The differences in relative abundances between groups are not statistically significant 
(Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 1.05, p = 0.59; Wilcoxon p > 0.05). 

Figure 2. Plots of Nell2 gene expression and relative abundances of unclassified Betaproteobacteria in G15 
AIL samples. A) Boxplots of Nell2 gene expression according to examined SNP genotype. B) Boxplots of 
the relative abundances of unclassified Betaproteobacteria according to Nell2 genotype. C) Scatterplot of 
Nell2 gene expression and unclassified Betaproteobacteria relative abundances. For boxplots: Line indicates 
the median concentration; box shows the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers are 1.5x IQR. For 
scatterplot: blue line shows the regression line with the confidence interval at 95% represented in light grey. 
R = Spearman’s rho. Gold represents Nell2 CC genotype, green represents Nell2 CT genotype, and pink 
represents Nell2 TT genotype. Reported p values are corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-
Hochberg method34, when necessary. Summary statistics are provided in Supplementary Table 9. 
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Skin microbiota composition—Nell2 mouse samples 
Forty-two ear samples were included for DNA/RNA extraction from a mutant mouse line 
representing Nell2 wildtype, Nell2 heterozygous, and Nell2 knock-out genotypes (see Methods; 
Supplementary Table 10). We performed 16S rRNA gene amplicon (V1-V2 hypervariable 
regions) sequencing on the Illumina MiSeq platform using RNA reverse transcribed into cDNA 
as template. The final analysis included 41 samples consisting of 14 samples for the wildtype and 
knock-out groups, each containing seven males and seven females, and 13 samples for the 
heterozygous mouse group, consisting of seven males and six females; one sample was removed 
from the dataset after quality filtering and processing. In total, we analyzed more than 100,000 
sequences, with a normalized sequencing depth of 2,500 sequences per sample. Supplementary 
table 11 provides the read counts for all quality filtering and processing steps in the analysis. 

We first analyzed skin microbial community composition at the phylum- and genus-level (Figure 
3; Supplementary Table 12). Overall, we find Firmicutes, Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, and 
Bacteroidetes represent the most abundant phyla. Ochrobactrum, Staphylococcus, Atopostipes, 
Jeotgalicoccus, and Turicibacter are amongst the most abundant genera. Wilcoxon rank sum 
analyses reveal that the abundances of phyla and genera do not significantly differ between 
genotypes (Supplementary Table 12.1). We then assessed skin microbial community composition 
according to both genotype and sex. Again, we find that the major phyla and genera do not 
significantly vary between sexes within each genotype (Wilcoxon tests, p > 0.05; Figure 3; 
Supplementary Table 12.2). 

Figure 3. Relative abundances of phyla and genera. A, C) The most abundant phyla and genera are shown 
for each Nell2 genotype. B, D) The most abundant phyla and genera are shown for each Nell2 genotype and 
stratified by sex. 

Skin microbiota diversity indices—Nell2 mouse samples 
Next, we assessed alpha and beta diversity patterns according to Nell2 genotype. We first 
assessed alpha diversity at the amplicon-sequence-variant (ASV) level to investigate the potential 
relationship between Nell2 and skin microbiota. Shannon diversity measures both the richness 
(number of different species) and evenness (how the species are distributed relative to one 
another) of the bacterial community, whereas the Chao1 index reflects expected species richness. 
We find no significant differences in Shannon diversity or Chao1 richness between genotypes 
(Figure 4; Supplementary Table 13). However, after stratifying by sex, we find a significant 
difference between the sexes in Shannon diversity for both the heterozygous and knock-out 
genotypes and in Chao1 richness for the heterozygous genotype (p = 0.039; p = 0.039; p = 0.024, 
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respectively). 

Figure 4. Boxplots of alpha diversity measures. A, B) Shannon diversity and Chao1 index between Nell2 
genotypes. C, D) Shannon diversity and Chao1 index faceted by sex within Nell2 genotypes. Summary 
statistics for boxplots are provided in Supplementary Table 14. For plots B and D: Wilcoxon test (see 
Methods); p-values: * <0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001. p- values were adjusted for multiple testing following 
the Benjamini and Hochberg method34, when necessary. Line indicates the median concentration; box shows 
the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers are 1.5x IQR. 

To determine whether these findings were affected by how the mice were housed, we calculated a 
linear mixed model using “maternal ID” as a random term to estimate variability in alpha 
diversity measures, while controlling for sex and genotype (see Methods). Of note, mice were 
caged according to maternal ID and thus maternal ID is a proxy for “cage.” We find a moderate, 
significant, sex effect for both Shannon diversity and Chao1 richness, and we reveal that sex and 
maternal ID are correlated (ANOVA; Shannon: Chi-squared = 11.8, p = 0.0006; Chao1: Chi-
squared = 12.21, p = 0.0005). Notably, both models slightly improve in terms of fit and 
significance when genotype is removed from the mixed model, further suggesting sex and 
maternal ID are highly confounded (ANOVA; Shannon: Chi-squared = 12.30, p = 0.0005; Chao1 
ANOVA Chi-squared = 12.81, p = 0.0003). Tables 2 and 3 show the effect sizes for the fixed and 
random effects of the mixed models as well as the variance explained by the fixed effects 
(marginal R2) and by the entire model, including random effects (conditional R2), for both 
Shannon diversity and Chao1, respectively. We find that sex explains about 25% of the variance 
in Shannon diversity and about 40% of the variance in Chao1 richness when genotype is 
excluded from the models. The incorporation of genotype into the mixed models does not further 
explain variability in Shannon diversity. For Chao1, the variance explained increases from 40% 
to 42% when genotype is included in the model. 
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To assess potential overall community compositional differences between Nell2 genotypes, we 
next performed beta diversity analyses. The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index is calculated using 
both presence/absence and abundance data whereas Jaccard index uses only presence/ absence 
and ignores abundance information. Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) plots reveal 
substantial overlap between the genotypes, suggesting the genotypes exhibit similar microbial 
communities (Figure 6; Supplementary Tables 14-15). When we conducted canonical analysis of 
principal coordinates (‘capscale’)35, derived from the Bray-Curtis dissimilarities, and constrained 
by sex, we continue to see significant overlap between the genotypes, suggesting community 
differences do not exist (Figure 6; permutations = 9999). We find that maternal ID accounts for 
the largest percentage of variation (p = 0.01); the variation explained by genotype is not 
significant (Supplementary Table 16). 
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Figure 6. Principle coordinate analyses of skin bacterial beta diversity to visualize differences in microbiota 
structure according to Nell2 genotype and sex. A) Bray-Curtis dissimilarity and B) Jaccard index reveal that 
the genotypes share similar beta-diversity patterns. C) Canonical analysis of principal coordinates 
(‘capscale’) derived from the Bray-Curtis dissimilarities and constrained by sex reveals significant overlap 
between the genotypes, suggesting community differences do not exist). We find that maternal ID accounts 
for the largest percentage of variation (p = 0.01); the variation explained by genotype is not significant. 
Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. Each symbol represents a sample. Triangles = Nell2 wildtype; 
circles = Nell2 heterozygous; squares = Nell2 knock-out. Bray-Curtis dissimilarity and Jaccard index were 
calculated in Phyloseq and plotted in ggplot2. The ‘vegan’ package was used within Phyloseq to conduct the 
‘capscale’ ordination, for which the ‘anova.cc’ function (n=9999 permutations) to assess significance was 
applied35,36. Supplementary Tables 14-16 provide vectors and summary data for the respective beta diversity 
measures and plots. 

Indicator species—Nell2 mouse samples 
To identify potentially important individual taxa within genotypes, we conducted indicator 
species analyses (‘indicspecies’)37 at the genus and ASV-levels on a microbiota core defined by a 
prevalence threshold, whereby a taxon must be present in at one-third of samples for inclusion in 
the analysis (see Methods). Group comparisons were made according to the presence of at least 
one copy of the Nell2 gene (knock-outs versus wildtype and heterozygotes). We find no 
statistically significant indicator taxa for the knock-out group or the wildtype and heterozygote 
group after correction for multiple testing. However, at the genus-level, Enterococcus is an 
indicator for the group containing at least one copy of the Nell2 gene (unadjusted p = 0.032; adj. 
p = 1.00) and unclassified Enterobacteriaceae is an indicator for the knock-out group (unadjusted 
p = 0.0015; adj. p = 0.19). At the ASV-level, we find thee ASVs with unadjusted p-values less 
than or equal to a significance threshold of 0.05 for the group containing at least one copy of the 
Nell2 gene. These include SV18 (Enterococcus; unadjusted p = 0.033, adj. p = 1.00), SV454 
(Clostridium XIVa; unadjusted p = 0.030; adj. p = 1.00) and SV611 (Odoribacter; unadjusted p = 
0.026; adj. p = 1.00). For the knock-out group, we find four indicator SVs with unadjusted p-
values less than or equal to a significance threshold of 0.05. These include SC317 
(Enterobacteriaceae; unadjusted p = 0.001; adj. p = 0.163), SV453 (Lachnospiraceae; unadjusted 
p = 0.038; adj. p = 1.00), SV545 (Actinomyces; unadjusted p = 0.49; adj. p = 0.038), and SV750 
(Lachnospiraceae; unadjusted p = 0.022; adj. p = 1.00). 

We then took a targeted approach to identify potentially significant differences in taxa previously 
shown to be associated with Nell2 or genomic regions containing the Nell2. Specifically, we 
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assessed the prevalence and abundance of unclassified Betaproteobacteria and Herbaspirillum 
within the Nell2 mice samples. Herbaspirillum was previously identified in a genome-wide 
association study using the fourth generation of an AIL susceptible to autoimmune blistering 
disease to be associated with the genomic region containing Nell2 on chromosome 153. We find 
that overall, these taxa are present in relatively few samples; unclassified Betaproteobacteria is 
present in eight samples and Herbaspirillum is present in just five samples, and each taxon 
represents less than 0.5% of the total abundance of skin microbiota. The relative abundances of 
these taxa are not significantly different between genotypes (Supplementary Table 17). 

Next, we assessed the prevalence of Snodgrassella and Microvirgula in the Nell2 mice dataset. 
Microvirgula was identified by RDP classifier as a close match to OTU_00001, the representative 
sequence for unclassified Betaproteobacteria in the Belheouane G15 AIL dataset. Both 
Microvirgula aerodenitrificans and Snodgrassella alvi aligned with OTU_00001 in a NCBI 
MegaBLAST query17. An NCBI MegaBLAST query of “Beta12” clone sequences aligned with 
Snodgrassella alvi with a high identity score. Therefore, we reasoned that these taxa might 
significantly differ between genotypes. However, we find that neither genus is present within the 
Nell2 mice dataset. Thus, we were unable to verify that Nell2 genotype associates with skin 
microbiota. 

As we were unable to identify significant indicator taxa, we reannotated the 47 representative 
OTU sequences for the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait from the G15 AIL dataset. For this, 
we queried the representative sequences in two taxonomy databases. We find that the Genome 
Taxonomy Database (GTDB, Release 07-RS207)38,39 classifies 45 of the 47 sequences within the 
Gammaproteobacteria class, rather than Betaproteobacteria (Supplementary Table 18). 
Sequences annotated beyond the family level were classified as Parasutterella, Turicimonas, 
Mesosutterella, or Ralstonia. We find that the SILVA rRNA taxonomy database (version SILVA 
SSU 138)40 annotates 46 of the 47 representative sequences as belonging to class 
Gammaproteobacteria (Supplementary Table 19). Of these, three sequences were annotated to 
the genus-level and classified as Gallionella, Sutterella, and Parasutterella. Representative 
sequence OTU_00001 was classified as belonging to the order Burkholderiales by both taxonomy 
databases and was not annotated further. 

Finally, we aligned the 47 representative sequences for the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait 
from the G15 AIL dataset with sequences derived from the Nell2 wildtype mouse samples to 
assess sequence similarities. A phylogenetic tree reveals that 41 of the 47 representative 
sequences cluster together to create a distinct subclade (Figure 7; Supplementary Table 20). The 
closest related sequences from the Nell2 mice dataset include three small subclades made up of 
ASVs classified as Neisseria, Kingella, and Flavobacterium species. 
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Figure 7. A. Rooted phylogenetic tree (E. coli as outgroup) and B. selected subclades of the rooted 
phylogenetic tree from 47 representative sequences for the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait from the 
G15 AIL dataset and sequences from the Nell2 mutant mice dataset inferred using the Neighbor-Joining 
method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) in Geneious version 9.1.5 from Biomatters (http://www.geneious.com; 
Kearse et al., 2012). Genetic distances were computed using the Tamura-Nei genetic distance model (Tamura 
and Nei, 1993). The bootstrap consensus networks inferred from 1000 iterations were taken to represent the 
genetic distances of the taxa analyzed. Branches are labeled with substitutions per site. Sequences (ASVs) 
from the Nell2 mice data are shown in black and sequences (OTUs) from the G15 AIL dataset are colored 
in red. 

Discussion 
In this study, we aimed to better characterize the relationship between host genetic variation and 
the skin microbiota in mice through the analysis of a Nell2 knock-out strain, as this gene was 
previously found to associate with unclassified Betaproteobacteria in a QTL mapping study by 
Belheouane and colleagues2. We first endeavored to refine the taxonomic classification of the 
bacterial trait, i.e., unclassified Betaproteobacteria, through 16S rRNA gene amplicon 
sequencing. Then, using a Nell2 knock-out strain, we analyzed the structure of skin microbiota 
and searched for bacterial indicators that might significantly differ between Nell2 wildtype, 
heterozygous, and knock-out genotypes. 

We successfully amplified and cloned a portion of the 16S rRNA gene from Belheouane G15 
AIL samples rich in unclassified Betaproteobacteria. Clone sequence analysis identified genera 
from the family Neisseriaceae as the most likely bacterial candidates for the unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria trait associating with Nell2. Clustering observed in a phylogenetic network 
comprising representative unclassified Betaproteobacteria sequences and our “Beta12” clone 
sequences further suggest that a genus from Neisseriaceae might be driving the Nell2 gene-
microbe association. Interestingly, we find Nell2 expression significantly negatively correlates 
with the relative abundance of unclassified Betaproteobacteria, suggesting a dose-dependent 
genotype effect on bacterial variation within the G15 AIL dataset. We do not observe significant 
differences in unclassified Betaproteobacteria abundances between SNP genotypes, however. 
Notably, Nell2 expression was low across the sample set, with only 13 of the 60 samples 
analyzed returning median cycle threshold (Ct) values at or below 45 cycles. 
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Nell2 genotype and skin microbiota do not covary 
Within our Nell2 mutant mice strain, we largely do not observe significant differences in 
microbial taxa or alpha and beta diversities between the examined genotypes. In brief, the 
examined genetic variation of Nell2 does not associate with differences in microbial structure in 
murine skin. These results are surprising, given findings from previous QTL mapping studies 
exploring host gene-microbe associations in murine skin. In 2013, Srinivas et al. reported an 
association between a QTL on chromosome 15 and Herbaspirillum in a genome- wide mapping 
study of the 4th generation of an AIL susceptible to autoimmune blistering disease3. The 
Belheouane 2017 QTL mapping study was a follow-up of this work2. Here, the authors used the 
15th generation of the same AIL, resulting in highly recombined individuals and over 50,000 
informative SNPs, which dramatically reduced the size of the genomic intervals involved. 
Notably, in some cases, these genomic intervals contained single genes, like the one containing 
Nell2 on chromosome 15. Accordingly, we reasoned that the associated taxa, unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria from Belheouane et al. (2017) or Herbaspirillum from Srinivas et al. (2013), 
might differ between the Nell2 genotypes studied in our knock-out line. However, when we 
examined the abundances of these candidate taxa, we failed to identify significant differences 
between the genotypes. Moreover, we were unable to detect the presence of Snodgrassella and 
Microvirgula, which were each identified as potential candidates for the unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria trait through the analysis of a 16S rRNA gene clone library. 

It is possible that the Nell2 variation examined in our study is not associated with abundances of 
bacterial taxa in the skin. However, it is worth noting that the mouse line used in the QTL 
mapping study was an autoimmune-prone advanced intercross susceptible to skin inflammation. 
Nell2 is predominately expressed in neural tissues7, however it has been found to be differentially 
expressed in skin within the context of the inflammatory skin disease atopic dermatitis8. It is 
possible that the Nell2-microbe association identified in the QTL study is not present in the Nell2 
knock-out due to environmental differences (e.g., different handlers, different mouse facilities). 
Alternatively, it is possible that there is an indirect or epitasis effect, whereby mutations in other 
genes must also be present for Nell2 to affect changes in the skin microbiota. Lastly, it is also 
possible that the bacterium associated with Nell2 was not present in the embryo transfer during 
mouse rederivation. 

Changes in bacterial taxonomy and its impact on our study 
Our study has other limitations. Since the publication of the QTL mapping study in 2017, 
taxonomy databases used to classify bacteria have been updated to reflect evolving taxonomy that 
better represent evolutionary relationships between bacteria and their biochemical properties and 
the introduction of novel microorganisms. In particular, the class Betaproteobacteria has now 
been reclassified as an order within the Gammaproteobacteria class 38,39. This re-classification 
explains why OTU_00001 is now classified as belonging to Gammaproteobacteria in both the 
GTDB and SILVA rRNA databases. Interestingly, the updated taxonomic classifications then 
diverge; GTDB classifies OTU_00001 to the family Burkholderiaceae, while the SILVA 
database classifies OTU_00001 to the family Neisseriaceae. In general, Neisseriaceae comprises 
many genera known to be mammalian commensals and important human pathogens, including 
Eikenella, Neisseria, Kingella, and Simonsiella21,22,24,25,41–47. On the other hand, Burkholderiaceae 
contains many genera that have been labelled as common contaminants in microbiome studies48–

50. 

Accordingly, when we reannotated the 47 representative sequences for the unclassified 
Betaproteobacteria trait, GTDB classified one of these OTU sequences as Ralstonia, which 
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has been identified as a common contaminant in DNA/RNA extraction kits and microbiome 
studies49. A pairwise alignment between OTU_00001 and the sequence representing Ralstonia 
reveals that the two sequences are 95.5% identical (Supplementary Table 21). 
Historically, sequences that share >95% identity are typically classified to the same genus51,52. 
The GTDB-toolkit is largely considered a robust classification tool; it provides objective 
taxonomic assignments based on the phylogeny of genomes sourced from the NCBI Assembly 
database39. Thus, it is possible that the GTDB taxonomic classification for OTU_00001 better 
represents its true taxonomy. Moreover, unclassified Betaproteobacteria and Herbaspirillum 
(family Oxalobacteraceae) were present in minute abundances, and we were unable to identify 
the other bacterial candidates from Neisseriaceae, namely, Microvirgula and Snodgrassella, in 
our Nell2 dataset. These findings, in conjunction with updated taxonomic information, suggest 
that the bacterial trait associated with Nell2 might rather belong to Burkholderiaceae, and not 
Neisseriaceae. In other words, we might have targeted the wrong family for our 16S rRNA gene 
clone library analysis. Additionally, these data collectively suggest that it is possible that the 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait was a spurious finding, perhaps stemming from kit or 
reagent contamination inherent in microbiome studies48,53,49,50. 

Conclusion 
We find that skin microbiota composition does not significantly differ between the examined 
Nell2 genotypes. Moreover, we were unable to replicate the finding that the relative abundance of 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria varies according to genotype within a Nell2 knock-out line. 
Finally, we reveal evidence suggesting that the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait previously 
found to be associated with Nell2 is likely a member of the Gammaproteobacteria class and, 
more specifically, the Burkholderiaceae family, and might represent a contaminant. This 
hypothesis could be explored using ddPCR with primers targeting specific taxa, e.g., Ralstonia, to 
precisely measure bacterial abundances. Future studies aimed at replicating host gene-microbe 
associations in a murine model are warranted to assess the reliability of previous findings that 
bacterial taxa in the skin might be significantly influenced by host genetic variation. 

Methods 
G15 AIL samples from Belheouane et al. (2017)  
G15 AIL animal husbandry and sample collection 
As previously described by Belheouane et al.2 in their work identifying gene-microbe interactions 
in mouse skin microbiota via QTL mapping, MRL/MpJ, NZM2410/J, BXD2/TyJ, and CAST/EiJ 
mice (Jackson Lab, Maine, USA) were intercrossed in equal strain and sex distributions to create 
a heterogenous intercross. In brief, all 270 animals were separated according to family, held 
under pathogen-free conditions at a 12-hour light/dark cycle, and provided with food and water 
ad libitum. Mice from the 15th generation (G15) of this advanced intercross line (AIL) were 
sampled at a mean age of 5.9 months. These animal experiments were approved by the 
“Ministerium für Energiewende, Landwirtschaft, Umwelt und ländliche Räume des Landes 
Schleswig-Holstein” in Kiel, Germany (reference number: V 312–72241. 122–5 (12-2/09)). 

The dissection process and sampling steps were previously performed by Belheouane et al.2. In 
summary, the authors obtained an identical region from the left ear of each mouse. The samples 
were snap frozen and stored at -80°C until further processing. Dissection tools were carefully 
sterilized by flaming 70% ethanol and working surfaces and pipettes were cleaned with RNase 
AWAY® (Thermo Fischer Scientific). Total DNA and RNA were extracted simultaneously using 
the AllPrep DNA/RNA Qiagen kit, with an additional 2-hour room temperature incubation step 
after homogenization to increase the nucleic acid dissolution in the RLT buffer. Extracted RNA 
was treated with DNase (RNase-Free DNase Qiagen, stock solution concentration) and cDNA 
synthesis was performed using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kits (Applied 
Biosystems). The purity of RNA was verified by negative reverse transcriptase PCR (without 
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transcriptase) and by agarose gel electrophoresis. Samples and data obtained from Belheouane et 
al.2 for the current study are referred to as “G15 AIL samples” or “G15 AIL dataset.” 

Bacterial candidate identification—G15 AIL samples 
Primer design was conducted using the NCBI primer-BLAST tool Primer313. Primer 
characteristics were analyzed using ThermoScientificTM Multiple Primer Analyzer tool62. The 
literature search was conducted in the NCBI database for 16S rRNA primers targeting the 
Betaproteobacteria class. Bacterial reference strains were obtained from The Leibniz Institute 
DSMZ (German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures). The reference strains 
Microvirgula aerodenitrificans (DSMZ 15089), Neisseria gonorrhoeae (DSMZ 9188), 
Nitrosomonas europaea (DSMZ 28437), and Sutterella wadsworthensis (DSMZ 14016) were 
selected to assess the performance of primers across a range of taxa within the 
Betaproteobacteria class. Additionally, E. coli (DSMZ 30083) was selected as a reference strain 
to assess the specificity of primer sets. 

PCRs were conducted in a 30-μl volume containing 100ng cDNA using Phusion Hot Start II DNA 
High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Finnzymes, Espoo, Finland). The cycling conditions were as 
follows: initial denaturation for 2 minutes at 95°C; 35 cycles of 30 seconds at 95°C, 30 seconds at 
55°C and 3 minutes at 73°C; final extension for 10 minutes at 72°C. PCR products were loaded 
on a 1.5% agarose gel to confirm 16S rRNA gene amplicon bands. Products with the expected 
band size were selected and cloned using the CloneJet PCR kit from ThermoScientific and One 
Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli from Invitrogen, followed by a purification step with 
MiniPrep (Qiagen). The presence of DNA fragment insertion was confirmed by direct PCR 
amplification with pJet1.1 forward and reverse primers. The inserted DNA fragment was then 
sequenced using BigDye® Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems). For 
quality assurance, the sequences were manually edited and aligned using Geneious version 9.1.5 
from Biomatters (http://www.geneious.com)18. Chimeric sequences were identified and removed 
from the analysis using the Find Chimeras web tool from DECIPHER 
(http://DECIPHER.cee.wisc.edu)63. Assembled consensus sequences were then aligned and 
compared to representative OTU sequences for the unclassified Betaproteobacteria trait. The 
sequences were queried within Geneious Prime using NCBI’s basic local alignment search tool 
(MegaBLAST)17 (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), which accesses the GenBank® database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/)64. Taxonomy of trimmed clone sequences was 
additionally defined in RDP SeqMatch (v.3, release 11_6)12. Results reported are based on the 
highest SeqMatch score (S_ab). 

Phylogenetic trees of the sequenced clones and reference strains were inferred using the 
Neighbor-Joining method32 in Geneious version 9.1.5 from Biomatters 
(http://www.geneious.com)18. Genetic distances were computed using the Tamura-Nei genetic 
distance model33. The bootstrap consensus trees inferred from 1000 iterations were taken to 
represent the genetic distances of the analyzed taxa. 

Quantitative gene expression—G15 AIL samples 
Reverse transcription quantitative PCR was carried out for quantifying Nell2 gene expression on a 
subset of 60 selected RNA samples from the Belheouane G15 AIL dataset, with 20 samples 
randomly selected for each genotype (Supplementary Table 2)2. cDNA synthesis was performed 
using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kits (Applied Biosystems). RNA purity was 
checked by negative reverse transcriptase PCR (without transcriptase) and by agarose gel 
electrophoresis. Real-time quantification PCR of Nell2 expression was performed using Nell2 
mouse qPCR primer pair NM_016743 (‘5- GAACCACCTACCGAGAGTCTGA-3’ and 5’- 
CTCCTTACAGCACTTGCCATCC-3’; OriGene Technologies, Germany). Real-time qPCR was 
conducted in a volume of 10-μl on a PikoReal2 Real-Time PCR system using 96-well plates with 
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three technical replicates for each sample. Each PCR mixture consisted of 5.0-μl PowerUp SYBR 
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), 0.25-μl of each primer (10 uM), 3.5-μl of water, and 1-
uL of cDNA template. The PCR program was as follows: (i) initial step at 95° C for 10 minutes, 
(ii) 50 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 15 sec and annealing/extension at 60°C for 1 minute,
and 1 cycle at 60°C for 30 seconds and a melt ramp from 60°C to 95°C. The relative transcript
levels of Nell2 were calculated for each sample using the 2−ΔΔCT method relative to a reference
gene (hprt1). The final analysis of real-time quantification PCR of Nell2 expression was
conducted for 13 of the 60 samples investigated, after selecting data for samples with three
successful replicates for both the Nell2 gene and housekeeping gene hprt1 and for which median
cycle threshold (Ct) values for Nell2 were at or below 45 cycles. As the data were not normally
distributed, unpaired Wilcoxon rank sum tests performed to compare genotype groups with
significance reported for p < 0.05.

Nell2 mutant mice 
Nell2 mutant mice husbandry and sample collection 
Cryopreserved Nell2 mutant embryos were purchased from RIKEN BRC in Japan and maintained 
on C57BL/6J background in the animal facility at the University of Lübeck, Germany under 
permit number 2018-12-20-Ibrahim for animal sacrifice and organ collection. Offspring were 
caged according to gender and maternal ID. All mice were kept in ventilated cages with 12 h 
light-dark cycle and with ad libitum water and a standard chow diet. The approval for mouse 
husbandry and all animal experiments were approved by the University of Lübeck, Germany. 
Supplementary Table 10 provides an overview of mice and respective breeding and sample 
information. Samples and data derived from this mouse line are specified as “Nell2 mice 
samples” or “Nell2 mice dataset.” 

Genotyping was carried out using genomic DNA extracted from ear samples; 100-μl of 50 mM 
NaOH were added to the ear punch biopsies and incubated for 1 h at 95°C while shaking. The 
samples were then vortexed, 10-μl; 1M Tris-HCl added for neutralization, and then vortexed 
again. The primer pair for the mutant mouse strain included Nell2-OR238-R1 (5’-
AATGTGGTTGTTCTACAAGAGCAGAAAAGG -3’) and T/BAL (5’- 
CTTGTGTCATGCACAAAGTAGATGTCC-3’) and the pair Nell2-OR238-F1 (5’- 
TCCCAGATGTCACATAGGAGCAGGAAGTAC-3’) and Nell2-OR238-R1 (5’- 
AATGTGGTTGTTCTACAAGAGCAGAAAAGG -3’) for the wild mouse strain at 10 pmol/ μl 
concentrations. PCR was conducted in 25-μl volume using DreamTaq PCR Master Mix 
(ThermoFischer Scientific) under the following conditions: initial denaturation for 3 min at 94°C; 
35 cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 55°C and 60 s at 72°C; final extension for 5 min at 72°C. PCR 
products were loaded on a 1.0% agarose gel in TAE buffer to confirm the gene bands (383 bp 
long for wild type and 244 bp for the mutant strain). Animals were sacrificed between two and 
four months of age via CO2 asphyxiation, followed by cervical dislocation. Mice were weighed 
prior to dissection. The following tissues were sampled: 

Blood: Cardiac blood was sampled and stored in EDTA tubes. The tubes were spun down, plasma 
transferred into fresh 1.5 ml tubes and stored at -20°C until further processing. The blood cells 
were discarded. 
Brain: The brain was removed and divided along the corpus callosum. Half of the brain was snap 
frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until further processing. The other 
half of the brain was placed into 4% PFA until further processing for histochemistry. 
Spleen and mesenteric lymph nodes: The spleen was divided into two sections; one section was 
preserved in 4% PFA and the other in RNAlater. A sample from the mesenteric lymph nodes was 
divided into two sections; one section was preserved in 4% PFA and the other in RNAlater. 
Colon/ Cecum: The entire colon was removed; the colon was transversally divided, with one half 
of the colon was stored in RNAlater and the other half in 4% PFA. Cecal content was collected 
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on ice and transferred to -80°C until further processing. The cecum was cut vertically in half, with 
one half of the cecum stored in RNAlater and the other half in 4% PFA. 
Ear: Both ears were removed from the mice. The right ear was divided into three pieces. Identical 
regions of the right ear from each mouse were stored in RNAlater, a medium of 20% glycerol-
BHI, and in 4% PFA, respectively. The left ear was preserved in 4% PFA. 
Dorsum: The fur was removed from the dorsum of each mouse using an electric shaver that was 
sterilized between mice. Then, the dorsal skin was separated from the connective tissue and 
divided into four pieces, with one piece stored in RNAlater, one in a medium of 20% glycerol-
BHI, one in a medium of 20% glycerol PBS, and the last in 4% PFA until further processing. 

Samples preserved in RNAlater were left overnight at 4°C, spun down, and the supernatant 
depleted before being stored at -80°C until further processing. All samples were stored at 
-80°C until further processing. To avoid cross-contamination, all dissection tools were rinsed with
water and then sterilized with 70% ethanol and RNase AWAY between mice.

DNA/RNA extraction, 16S rRNA gene sequencing—Nell2 mice samples 
DNA and RNA were extracted simultaneously from 42 mouse ears that were stored in 20% 
glycerol-BHI at -80°C. Extractions were carried out using the Qiagen AllPrep DNA/RNA kit 
according to manufacturer’s instructions, using β-mercaptoethanol as the reducing agent. The 
working surface and tools were treated with RNase AWAY® (Thermo Fischer Scientific) to 
prevent cross-contamination. An additional two-hour incubation step was included after 
homogenization to increase the dissolution of the nucleic acids in the RTL buffer, as described by 
Belheouane et al.2 RNA was treated with DNase (RNase-Free DNase Qiagen, stock solution 
concentration) as previously described2. cDNA synthesis was performed using High-Capacity 
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kits (Applied Biosystems). RNA purity was checked by a negative 
reverse transcriptase PCR control and by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

The V1-V2 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using RNA reverse transcribed into 
cDNA as template and the 27F-338R primer pair (5’-
CTATGCGCCTTGCCAGCCCGCTCAGTCAGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-3’ and 5’- 
CGTATCGCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAGXXXXXXXXXXCATGCTGCCTCCCGTAGG 
AGT-3’; bold = adapter sequence, italics = two-base linker sequence, XXX = ten-base multiplex 
identifier, underline = 27F–338R). PCR was conducted in a 25-μl volume containing 100ng DNA 
using Phusion Hot Start II DNA High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Finnzymes, Espoo, Finland). 
The cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation for 30 s at 98°C; 30 cycles of 9 s at 
98°C, 60 s at 50°C and 90 s at 72°C; final extension for 10 min at 72°C. PCR products were 
loaded on a 1.5% agarose gel to confirm and quantify the 16S rRNA gene bands, extracted with 
the GeneJET Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Scientific, US) and quantified with the Quant-iT 
dsDNA HS Assay Kit on a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany). PCR product 
concentrations were first quantified on an agarose gel using image analysis software (Bio-Rad). 
After quantification, products were combined accordingly to make equimolar sub-pools. The sub-
pools were then extracted from agarose gel using the Qiagen MinElute Gel Extraction Kit and 
quantified with the Quant- iTTM dsDNA BR Assay Kit on a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen). 
Finally, sub-pools were combined into one equimolar pool for each library. Pools were further 
purified using AMPure® Beads (Agencourt), and libraries were run on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 
prior to sequencing, as recommended by Illumina. The libraries were sequenced on a MiSeq using 
the MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 600 cycles sequencing chemistry (Illumina, CA, US). 

Data processing and analyses—Nell2 mutant mice samples 
Data processing and statistical analyses were conducted in R (version 4.0.5). 16S rRNA gene 
amplicon sequences were processed using DADA2 (version 1.16.0), resulting in ASV abundance 
tables65. “Decontam” (version 1.8.0) was used within Phyloseq (version 1.32.0) to identify 
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potential contaminant ASVs first according to frequency method, with a strict parameter 
threshold of 0.1, and then followed by the prevalence method with the strict threshold parameter 
of 0.5; 315 ASV sequences in total were identified as contaminants and subsequently 
discarded36,60,61. Following recommendations of Weyrich et al.66, ASVs belonging to families 
Halomonadaceae and Shewanellaceae were removed. To normalize sequencing coverage, we 
calculated rarefaction curves to determine sampling threshold; random sub-sampling to 2,500 
sequences per sample was performed. Four samples did not meet the 2,500 sequences coverage 
threshold and were excluded from the analysis. 
Additionally, 5673 ASVs were removed because they were no longer present in any sample after 
random sub-sampling. Taxonomic assignment of ASVs was completed in DADA2 with the 
Bayesian classifier using the NR Silva database training set, version 13840. 

Alpha diversity measures were calculated for Shannon diversity and Chao1 richness using vegan 
(version 2.5-6)35. As data were not normally distributed, group comparisons were conducted 
using unpaired Wilcoxon rank sum tests. Beta diversity measures were assessed using the Bray-
Curtis dissimilarity index and the Jaccard index in Phyloseq (version 1.32.0)36. The vegan 
package (version 2.5-6) was additionally used to conduct a constrained analysis of principal 
coordinates (‘capscale’), a hypothesis-driven ordination that limits the separation of the 
communities based on the variable tested, for which the ‘anova.cca’ function was applied to 
assess significance35. Linear mixed models were conducted in R using the function “lmer” from 
the lme4 package (version 0.9975-3)67. “Maternal ID” was defined as a random term and 
“genotype” and “sex” were defined as fixed terms. Between group relative abundances at the 
phylum and genus levels were calculated in Phyloseq (version 1.32.0) and compared using 
unpaired Wilcoxon rank sum tests36. Corrections for multiple testing were performed according 
to Benjamini and Hochberg method34. 

Indicator species analysis was applied using indicspecies (version 1.7.9) with the “r.g.” function68 
and 99,999 permutations on a microbial core defined by ASVs or genera classified to the genus-
level that are present in at least 33% of all samples. Group comparisons were conducted 
according to the presence of at least one copy of the Nell2 gene, i.e., knock-out mice compared to 
both wildtype and heterozygous together. Significant indicator genera and ASVs were selected 
after correction of p-values for multiple testing using the Benjamini and Hochberg method34. 

Multiple sequence alignment was performed using Geneious version 9.1.5 from Biomatters 
(http://www.geneious.com)18. Phylogenetic networks were inferred using the Neighbor- Joining 
method32 in Geneious version 9.1.5 from Biomatters (http://www.geneious.com)18. Genetic 
distances were computed using the Tamura-Nei genetic distance model33. The bootstrap 
consensus networks inferred from 1000 iterations were taken to represent the genetic distances of 
the taxa analyzed. Sequences were queried within Geneious Prime using NCBI’s basic local 
alignment search tool (MegaBLAST)17 (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi), which accesses 
the GenBank® database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/)64. Taxonomy of sequences was 
additionally defined in RDP SeqMatch (v.3, release 11_6)12. Results reported are based on the 
highest SeqMatch score (S_ab). 
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Supplementary Figures 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 1. Gel electrophoresis image showing PCR amplification of a portion of the 16S 
rRNA gene in cDNA derived from the G15 AIL dataset (Belheouane et al. 2017) using the novel primer pair 
F2_micro and R7_micro. Samples shown in red represent those amplified using the novel primer pair 
F2_micro and R7_micro (see Methods). Samples shown in blue represent those amplified using 16S rRNA 
universal primers 27F and 1392R.14 Importantly, sample “B7” is type strain Microvirgula aerodenitrificans 
(DSMZ 15089), “C7” is a PCR negative control, and “D7” is E. coli type strain (DSMZ 30083). We find 
that the novel primer pair successfully amplified cDNA samples and the Microvirgula type strain. Negative 
controls were as expected. E. coli was not amplified with the novel primer pair, suggesting primer specificity. 
 
 

Supplementary Figure 2. Gel electrophoresis image showing PCR amplification of a portion of the 16S 
rRNA gene in cDNA derived from the G15 AIL dataset2 using the primer pair “Beta12” (see Methods). 
Samples amplified by Beta12 primers include wells labelled one through eleven. The samples in the 
remaining rows were amplified by a different primer set (not reported). Samples nine, ten, and eleven include 
the type strains Neisseria gonorrhoeae (DSMZ 9188), Nitrosomonas europaea (DSMZ 28437), and 
Sutterella wadsworthensis (DSMZ 14016). NC is the negative control. 
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Conclusion 

The present work characterizes skin microbiota in the context of inflammatory disease. In bullous 
pemphigoid (BP), an autoimmune blistering disease, we find significant differences in skin 
microbiota compositions between patients with the disease compared to that of controls. We 
observe a discernable microbial transition from areas of normal skin to the skin surrounding 
blisters and erosions. Moreover, we find a loss of taxa associated with protective immunity 
functions and a relative increase in Staphylococcus aureus, a known inflammation- promoting 
species, in patients with BP. Interestingly, these microbial changes are ubiquitously associated 
with disease status, regardless of sampling site and the presence of blisters. In anorexia nervosa, 
we find significant associations between the highly abundant skin antimicrobial peptide psoriasin 
and features of the skin microbiota, including Shannon diversity as well as the abundance of 
Abiotrophia, an indicator for the healthy-weight control group. Moreover, we observe a 
significant correlation between body mass index and Lactobacillus abundance, another indicator 
for the healthy-weight group. Collectively, these data suggest that that skin microbiota may play 
an important role in the emergence of inflammatory disease, perhaps via the loss of beneficial 
taxa on the skin. 

The role of the microbiome in personalized medicine 
There are clinically relevant applications of microbiome research that might inform the 
development of future therapies and public health recommendations. One potential clinical 
application is autologous skin microbiota transplantation in the treatment of inflammatory skin 
lesions, as demonstrated by Nakatsuji and colleagues (2017, 2021) in atopic dermatitis. 
Accordingly, microbial strains that exhibit proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory activities 
could be isolated from skin lesions. Then, in vitro testing of pathogen susceptibility to 
bacteriocins and microbiota strain(s) that produce bacteriocins could be determined on an 
individual basis. Such data would advance our understanding of strain-level variation on host- 
microbe interactions in patients with inflammatory skin disease. Moreover, clinical trials could be 
designed to study the application of strains identified as having anti-inflammatory activity (i.e., 
transplanted) onto lesional skin. 

Our observations of skin microbiota in BP parallel those previously described in the 
inflammatory skin disease atopic dermatitis (AD). Atopic and healthy skin differ in bacterial 
colonization, with atopic lesions harboring greater amounts of potentially pathogenic bacteria like 
S. aureus (Kong et al., 2012; Carmona-Cruz et al., 2022). However, in AD, it seems that the
identification of protective versus harmful Staphylococcus strains is not unambiguous and may
depend on the specific skin microbiota community members. For example, it has been reported
that S. epidermidis abundance in AD correlates with disease severity and that S. epidermidis can
cause pro-inflammatory proteolytic barrier-disturbing changes (Cau et al., 2021). Recent work by
Rademacher and colleagues (2019) demonstrates that AD-derived S. epidermidis strains exhibit
pro-inflammatory action in a 3D skin model.

Bacterial traits may contribute to non-infectious skin pathologies, including inflammatory 
disorders such as psoriasis (Kong, 2011; Carmona-Cruz et al., 2022), atopic dermatitis (Grice and 
Segre, 2011; Kong et al., 2012; Carmona-Cruz et al., 2022), and autoimmune skin blistering 
diseases (Srinivas et al., 2013; Belheouane et al., 2022). In BP, we observe strong signals for 
Staphylococcus aureus and evidence of antagonistic interactions between S. aureus and other 
Staphylococcus species, including S. epidermidis and S. hominis (Belheouane et al., 2022). In 
AD, it seems Staphylococcus strains usually presumed to be protective, may in fact be 
contributing to the disease state (Cau et al., 2021; Rademacher et al., 2019). These findings 
underscore the importance of a personalized approach for the identification and application of 
appropriate microbiota to achieve a beneficial, individualized therapeutic response. In doing so, 
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clinicians could better identify pathogenic strains and vulnerable patients based on microbiota 
community structure, thereby improving both the diagnosis and prognosis of inflammatory skin 
diseases. 

So far, microbiome-derived therapies have been limited to a few exemplary diseases, including 
Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis, and recurrent Clostridioides difficile infection (Yadav and 
Chauhan, 2022). For these diseases, clinical data suggest that microbial dysbiosis can be restored 
to healthy conditions by adding beneficial microbial strains, removing disease- causing pathogens, 
and/or manipulating host-microbe interactions (Marchesi et al., 2016; Mimee et al., 2016; Yadav 
and Chauhan, 2022). Moreover, using an individualized approach to develop targeted antibiotics 
could help to prevent and control the spread of antibiotic resistance when treating skin wounds 
with broad-spectrum antibiotics. 

Improving reproducibility and reliability in microbiome research 
Improvements in technology, techniques, and analysis methods have led us to re-evaluate 
previous findings in human microbiome research. The previously held “sterile-womb” and 
“sterile-lungs” beliefs represent how improvements in microbiome study design and workflows 
can lead to shifting paradigms in medicine. Early work demonstrating the presence of microbiota 
in the uterus and associated tissues were plagued with concerns that contamination was the 
driving source of identified bacterial content (Agostinis et al., 2019; Stinson et al., 2019). 
However, through improved workflows aimed at decreasing the impact of potential contaminants, 
microbiome researchers recently observed that the uterus and associated tissues likely do harbor 
their own bacteria (Stinson et al., 2019). Likewise, it was long accepted medical doctrine that the 
lungs were sterile. Stringent microbiome research now indicates microbiota inhabit healthy lungs 
and researchers have uncovered a diverse and complex microbial-lung ecosystem that contributes 
to critical aspects of host biology and development (Hilty et al., 2010; Charlson et al., 2011; 
Dickson and Huffnagle, 2015; Dickson et al., 2016). 

In our effort to further characterize the association between Nell2 and the candidate bacterium 
unclassified Betaproteobacteria, we find that the impact of potential contaminants might havse 
obscured biologically relevant associations. We were unable to replicate findings that skin 
microbiota significantly varies according to the examined genotype. Nevertheless, these negative 
findings are similarly important to the advancement of science. Reporting negative results can 
help future scientists better focus their research plans to increase the likelihood of success and 
can help researchers save precious time and money. Crucially, the publication of negative results 
strengthens the checks and balances system so that science can “self-correct” with evolving 
evidence (Weintraub, 2016; Bespalov et al., 2019). Future research here may continue to focus on 
the functional analysis of host-microbe and microbe-microbe interactions to understand the 
relevance of the host genome on skin microbiota structure and assembly. Moreover, our findings 
are an indication that the use of sample DNA concentrations or bacterial load data are crucial for 
assessing the impact of contamination. 

Final remarks 
Disentangling the relationship between host and microbiota within the context of human skin 
disorders is essential for the development of novel therapeutic approaches using microbes or 
bacterial products. Managing disease symptoms, such as skin blistering, erosion, or intense 
itching, through the topical application of a bacterial mixture, for example, would likelyimpart 
minimal systemic side effects and could greatly increase quality of life for patients. The potential 
clinical applications derived from skin microbiome research are great, but so are the challenges of 
reaching this goal. Indeed, so much variation exists between healthy individuals that we have yet 
to clearly define the features of a “healthy skin microbiome” (Oh et al., 2014; Vandegrift et al., 
2017). Even so, the potential payoffs are worth aiming high. The characterization of skin 
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microbiota in inflammatory skin diseases is a crucial first step for gaining novel insights into how 
microbes interact with each other and their hosts. 

Understanding how microbes and host environment, diet, physiology, and genetics intersect to 
assemble the microbiome might one day lead to sustainable, specialized treatments for treating or 
preventing disease. 
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